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Despite the fact that historians centralize immigration as a defining social phenomenon of 
the nineteenth century, art historians maintain nationalistic parameters that suppress artists’ 
immigration and assimilation experiences. While scholars have foregrounded the transatlantic 
migration of artists who entered during the postbellum Great Wave (1881-1920) and the 
twentieth century, immigration in the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century has been largely 
neglected, a striking omission given that roughly six million people arrived to the United States 
between 1820 and 1865. To reconcile this gap, this dissertation examines artists who were part of 
the major antebellum- and Civil War-era migration streams from the British Isles: Thomas Cole 
(1801-1848), Frances Palmer (1812-1876), and Thomas Hovenden (1840-1895). In a series of 
case studies, the dissertation discusses these artists’ careers in relationship to the larger patterns 
of immigrant behavior and reconsiders certain nationalistic images in the context of their 
maker’s immigrant status. Whereas previous scholars have separated immigrant artists from the 
immigrant masses, I argue that artists were neither exempt from the socio-economic factors that 
fueled mass migration, nor were they immune to concerns of financial and personal security 




Employing a social-historical methodology, the dissertation utilizes formal, biographical, 
statistical, and archival evidence to argue that the artists in question lacked a fixed sense of 
nationhood; their imagery not only reflects a complex relationship to the United States but also a 
transnational cultural fluency. The merging of primary evidence with immigration data supports 
an interrogation of how these artists’ foreign birth influenced their creative output and how their 
careers were complicated by their acculturation to a new country and a need to cater to patrons 
seeking U.S. subject matter.	While the individuals in question arrived as adults steeped in local 
artistic traditions, their oeuvres have been positioned within an Americentric framework. This 
dissertation offers a new perspective, using assimilation theories to examine works that have 
heretofore only been interrogated within a nationalistic discourse, such as Palmer’s Across the 
Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way” (1868; Library of Congress) and 
Hovenden’s The Last Moments of John Brown (1882-84; Metropolitan Museum of Art). By 
asserting the importance of these individuals’ immigration and assimilation experiences, this 
dissertation foregrounds a critical aspect of artists’ biographies unacknowledged in present 
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In his 1951 Pulitzer-winning book, The Uprooted, Oscar Handlin wrote: “Once I thought 
to write a history of the immigrants in America. Then I discovered that the immigrants were 
American history.”1 Despite the fact that historians centralize immigration as a defining social 
phenomenon of the nineteenth century, art historians customarily treat the act of immigration as 
little more than a biographical note. While scholars have foregrounded the immigration of artists 
who entered during the postbellum Great Wave (1881-1920) and the twentieth century, 
immigration in the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century has been largely neglected, a 
striking lacuna given that roughly six million arrived to the United States between 1820 and 
1865.2 Foreign-born Artists Making “American” Pictures: The Immigrant Experience and the 
Art of the United States, 1819-1893 works to reconcile this gap.  
Focusing on artists from the British Isles who were part of the major antebellum and 
Civil War-era migration streams, this dissertation recovers the immigration and assimilation 
experiences of Thomas Cole, Frances Palmer, and Thomas Hovenden. In a series of case studies, 
I explore how these individuals’ foreign birth influenced their creative output and utilize 
statistical data and emigration ephemera to place their careers in relationship to the larger 
patterns of immigrant behavior. Hailing from England (Cole and Palmer) and Ireland 
(Hovenden), all suffered difficulties that drove millions of Europeans to the United States in the 
                                                            
1 Oscar Handlin, The Uprooted: The Epic Story of the Great Migrations that Made the American People (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1951), 3. 
 
2 For an example of scholarship on immigrant artists of the postbellum Great Wave, see: Wanda Corn, The Great 
American Thing: Modern Art and National Identity, 1915-1935 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001). On 
March 2, 1819, U.S. Congress passed an Act Regulating Passenger Vessels, which required ships’ masters to file 
upon arrival to the United States a manifest recording each passenger who had embarked from a foreign port. As a 




early-to-mid nineteenth century; the economic upheavals brought on by advancing 
industrialization displaced Cole and Palmer, and Hovenden was a victim of the Great Famine. 
Upon entering the United States, these working-class artisans faced a range of challenges 
common to immigrants of the period. They all settled in either New York, Ohio, or 
Pennsylvania, the three states with the largest immigrant populations, where half of the nation’s 
immigrants lived by 1850.3 An examination of the artists’ acute assimilation periods—the 1820s 
(Cole), 1840s (Palmer), and 1860s (Hovenden)—illuminates the changing social, political, and 
infrastructural conditions immigrants encountered across the timeframe in question. Finally, 
although all arrived as adults and brought local traditions with them, their work was appreciated 
for its U.S.-themed subject matter and often celebrated for its nationalist sentiment. 
Rather than support their ostensibly “American” identities, my scholarship reexamines 
Cole, Palmer, and Hovenden in the context of their immigrant status. The dissertation explores 
how professional experiences in their country of origin and their process of building a career in 
a new country contributed to their producing images that shaped the visual language of U.S. art. 
Invoking the queries of contemporary immigration scholars as a guide, this study highlights the 
circumstances foreign-born artists commonly negotiated, “the social networks, the opportunity 
structures, the confrontations with hostile or supportive members of resident host 
communities.”4  
This re-contextualization is important because the field’s canonical scholarship makes 
light of artists’ foreign birth and immigration for the sake of an Americentric narrative. The year 
                                                            
3 Joseph P. Ferrie, Yankeys Now: Immigrants in the Antebellum United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 36. 
 




1860 was the last U.S. census where over 90% of the foreign-born population stated Europe as 
their region of birth; by 1870 not only was the immigration shift from western to eastern Europe 
beginning to take place, but numbers from Asia, Africa, and Latin America began to 
significantly rise as well.5 The postbellum period—when a predominantly white, Christian 
citizenry encountered immigrants of more-pronounced ethnic and religious difference—
preoccupies the bulk of the scholarly attention. Likely due to the fact that immigrants during the 
antebellum period were almost exclusively white, Christian, and western European, the era 
receives less attention from art historians and immigration historians alike. The supposed threats 
that German- and Irish-Catholic immigrants posed to xenophobes in the first two-thirds of the 
century were modest compared to the hostilities provoked by the masses carried over on the 
postbellum Great Wave.  
While there are no studies that foreground the immigration and assimilation experiences 
of artists who were part of the antebellum and Civil War-era migration streams, even the basic 
fact of an artist’s immigration often remains incidental. Oversights of this nature are especially 
prevalent in literature on artists hailing from the British Isles because their transition to U.S. 
society is, in general, assumed to be straightforward. After speaking on Frances Palmer at a 
conference in New York, an established art historian in the audience insisted that I had 
overemphasized the artist’s need to assimilate because the English are so much “like us.” To 
Anglo-Americans living in a globalized society, the cultural divide between Great Britain and the 
United States today can feel minimal and it is difficult to see how British immigrants were once 
the “other” in U.S. society. As immigration historian Milton M. Gordon has observed, the white 
                                                            
5 Campbell Gibson and Emily Lennon, “Region of Birth of the Foreign-Born Population: 1850 to 1930 and 1960 to 






“American is rarely conscious of the fact that he inhabits a group at all. He inhabits America. 
The others live in groups.”6 Thus, to fully consider these foreign-born artists as outsiders, one 
must be able to interrogate the relativism of their own place within U.S. society.  
It is vital to remember that by 1820, when the federal government began recording 
immigration numbers, certain native-born Anglo-Americans could trace their lineage in North 
America back two hundred years. Consequently, as will be explored in the forthcoming chapters, 
nineteenth-century immigrants from the British Isles were not immediately or intuitively 
accepted as part of U.S. society, nor did they feel instantly at home. Those from Ireland and 
England, Scotland, and Wales comprised the first and third largest migration streams, meaning 
more people in the antebellum period came to the United States from the British Isles than from 
any other locale.7 Yet, Americentric scholarship has normalized their experiences, leaving little 
room for a discussion of these groups, except for the Irish Catholics, as onetime outsiders.  
Although their assimilation process may have been subtle (compared to certain hurdles 
non-white, non-English speaking, or non-Christian immigrants encountered) and borne largely 
in private, extant nineteenth-century material testifies to its difficulties. Surviving letters prove 
that English and Irish immigrants felt the sizable cultural differences of U.S. society, ones that a 
shared English language did not ameliorate.8 Period newspaper articles, letters, and diaries make 
it clear that the English and Irish who immigrated were rocked by the monumentality of the 
                                                            
6 Milton M. Gordon, Assimilation in American Life: The Role of Race, Religion, and National Origins (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1964), 5. Italicization is original to the text. 
 
7 See: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1970, Bicentennial 
Edition, Two Parts (Washington, D.C.: 1975). 
 




change, and, as will be explored in the following chapters, lived as foreigners for a long time, if 
not the remainder of their days, in the United States.  
Englishman William Cobbett (1763-1835) spent ten years over two distinct periods in 
the United States. Among his many writings, Cobbett published an Emigrant’s Guide in 1829 
that spoke to the emotional difficulties of the transition to life on the other side of the Atlantic: 
 
[Y]ou will, in spite of any cheerfulness of disposition, find yourself, 
at first, whether you be married or single, in that sort of state, 
which is described in the old saying like a fish out of water. I who 
have changed local situation so often, and who have experienced 
changes so great, am well qualified to speak relative to this matter; 
for, if the changes have always had an impression upon a buoyant 
spirit like mine, that has always scorned a resort to the bottle; if I 
have felt these changes, what effect must they produce on men in 
general, and more especially upon women, virtuous and home-
loving women! The effect is very great indeed, and you must be 
armed against it. All is new: you have all at once lost the sight of a 
thousand objects that were become dear to you, without your at all 
perceiving it. The voices that you hear are all new to you; the 
accustomed nods and smiles of neighbours which made, and 
without your perceiving it, a portion of the happiness of your life, 
are gone, and they appear to be gone for ever.9 
 
The research of Charlotte Erickson, a leading scholar on English immigrants in the United 
States, confirms Cobbett’s sentiments. Erickson notes that “contrary to the generalizations 
which have so frequently been made about the ease of their adjustment in America, …English 
and Scots immigrants in the United States often, at least for a long time, accommodated to their 
new environment rather than assimilated. Although they were not in open conflict with 
                                                            
9 William Cobbett, The Emigrant's Guide; in Ten Letters, Addressed to the Tax-Payers of England; Containing 
Information of Every Kind, Necessary to Persons who are about to Emigrate; Including Several authentic and most 
interesting Letters from English Emigrants, now in America, to their Relations in England (London: Mills, Jowett, 





Americans nor suffering harsh discrimination, they had to rely on other immigrants for help and 
friendship.”10   
Extant primary material also suggests that native-born Americans viewed British 
immigrants as a separate people. Pennsylvania-born writer and editor Hezekiah Niles (1777-
1839) produced Niles’ Weekly Register, a national news magazine focused largely on politics. In 
a June 1821 article, Niles distinguishes immigrants from the British Isles as an autonomous 
group with their own interests, noting: “If a citizen of the United States, born in England, Ireland 
or Scotland, is a candidate for office, the custom too generally is for all of his ‘countrymen’ to 
support him, thereby maintaining an interest separated from that of the people at large.”11 This 
dissertation argues that in order to bridge such perceived social and cultural divisions, 
immigrant artists had to not only find employment, but also acculturate to the preferences of U.S. 
patrons.  
In the mid-nineteenth century, the United States was aggressively expanding its territory 
when conversations on national identity emerged concurrently with the question of how to 
express that identity in art. As the century progressed, and as the United States grew in diversity 
by way of increasing immigrant numbers, the nation’s cultural old guard issued calls for U.S.-
themed subject matter. Henry Tuckerman’s introduction to his Book of the Artists (1867), 
exemplifies the patriotism of these missives: “[L]et a bold genius scan our history, note our 
civilization, examine our life, and he will discover innumerable themes characteristic enough to 
excite the interest of the people. Our colonial, pioneer, and Revolutionary eras, the customs and 
                                                            
10 Charlotte Erickson, Invisible Immigrants: The Adaptation of English and Scottish Immigrants in Nineteenth-
Century America (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1972), 5-6.  
 




local peculiarities of the land, are prolific subjects for pictorial art; let them be seized with a 
native zest and true insight, and new life will be imparted to the limner and his achievements.”12 
Cole, Palmer, and Hovenden all produced recognizably “American” subjects to foster their 
professional reputations and win patronage from enterprises that favored those themes. I argue 
that these immigrant artists’ ability to adapt the knowledge gained in their native country to 
navigate the cultural landscape of their adopted country was a vital dimension to their success, 
and, as the forthcoming chapters suggest, is a defining characteristic of the transnational 
American artist.  
 
Chapters 
Chapter one, Immigrant Artists in Historical Context, presents an overview of 
antebellum-era immigration, utilizing statistics and primary materials to establish the historical 
stage for an examination of individual artists. It explains the key factors that motivated millions 
of Europeans to leave their homeland for the United States, as well as the social, political, and 
cultural climates immigrants encountered upon arrival. I utilize theories from various 
sociologists to illuminate the general assimilation process expected of antebellum- and Civil 
War-era immigrants, although, as will be discussed in the forthcoming chapters, each 
immigrant’s assimilation took its own course.13  
                                                            
12 Henry T. Tuckerman, Books of the Artists (New York: G. P. Putnam & Son, 1867), 39. 
 
13 On the complexities and individual variances of assimilation, see: Rubén G. Rumbaut, “Assimilation and Its 
Discontents: Ironies and Paradoxes,” in The Handbook of International Migration: The American Experience, eds. 





Chapter one also discusses xenophobic responses to immigration, as well as nativism in 
institutions that supported the production and display of U.S. art.14 It examines how nationalistic 
landscape and genre imagery became popularized, and in turn patronized, in the 1840s and 
1850s—the same decades when nativist sentiment reached a new height—through the support of 
organizations such as the American Art-Union and the National Academy of Design. The chapter 
argues that catering to the subjects preferred by these institutions affirmed foreign-born artists’ 
membership in U.S. society and likely shielded them from anti-immigrant animosity. Finally, the 
chapter gives a historical overview of the nationalistic discourse in the existing scholarship and 
in institutional presentations of U.S. art.  
Chapter two, Thomas Cole: How Assimilation Broadens Biography, reexamines Cole’s 
adolescence as a child laborer in Lancashire factories before scrutinizing his family’s 1818 
emigration to Ohio, where they sought new manufacturing opportunities in the emerging western 
markets. Cole’s first seven years in the United States were marked by continual migration in 
order to become established and surmount the pecuniary insecurity common to new immigrants. 
I examine this most-overlooked period of Cole’s life as a continuation of the engraving career he 
began in England. The chapter also challenges the reigning interpretations of Cole’s 1823 
Pittsburgh nature studies by placing them in the context of his employment at his father’s floor-
cloth manufactory. Rather than ascribe to the scholarship’s default “origin myth” of Cole’s 
emergence as a painter in New York, I argue that his development as an artist stems from his 
work as a pattern designer in Pennsylvania and Ohio.  
                                                            





Chapter two also studies how biographies published in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries constructed narratives that obscured or downplayed Cole’s English roots and his early 
years in the U.S. and West Indies. To support an Americentric reading of Cole’s art, scholarly 
discussions of his life in North America typically begin in 1825, when he started selling 
landscapes of northeastern scenery. I examine, however, the fluidity of Cole’s national identity in 
the context of his immigrant status; the artist exploited his ability to claim two nationalities, 
asserting one over the other as it suited him. Using period newspapers and Cole’s letters, I 
demonstrate how Cole downplayed his associations with England while pursuing patronage 
during his first decade in the United States and then emphasized his English roots when it 
benefitted his attempts to enter the London art scene. 
Chapter three, Frances Palmer: How Nativism Affects Production, examines the sparsely-
studied English-born lithographer. Palmer was already a professional lithographer when she 
arrived to New York City in the 1840s, the same decade Manhattan became the headquarters of 
the anti-immigrant Know-Nothing Party. Her first major U.S. project was The New York 
Drawing Book (1847; Metropolitan Museum of Art), a two-volume compilation of landscape 
lithographs. Although the prints therein relied heavily on her English lithography, the books’ 
subtitle specified its contents were Original Designs and Sketches of American Scenery. The 
chapter argues that Palmer defined this and other early U.S. works in nationalistic terms not only 
to garner the attention of publishers, but also to demonstrate her acculturation in an increasingly 
xenophobic country.  
After attempting to establish an independent career in the 1840s, Palmer, likely motivated 
by financial instability, took a job in the 1850s as a staff lithographer for Currier and Ives, where 




westward expansion, such as Across the Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its 
Way” (1868; Library of Congress), depict the migration of Euro-Americans to conflate the 
government’s accession of western terrain with the promises of middle-class land ownership, 
fusing the ideals of immigrants and citizens alike. I argue that the success of these images 
ultimately stems from Palmer’s refined cultural fluency, whereby she employs the English 
picturesque tradition to produce prints awash with nationalistic visual symbolism. Working in an 
era of U.S. geographic expansion, Palmer is examined as one of numerous foreign-born artists, 
including Thomas Cole, Albert Bierstadt, and Emanuel Leutze, who built their artistic personas 
by creating U.S. history paintings or landscape scenes.   
Chapter four, Thomas Hovenden: How Immigration Informs Image, explores a Civil 
War-era immigrant trained in craft traditions in the Old World who sought a fine arts career in 
the New. Orphaned in Ireland’s Great Famine, Hovenden completed an apprenticeship in carving 
and gilding and continued this work after landing in New York City in 1863. While operating a 
frame shop, he simultaneously studied painting in evening classes at the National Academy of 
Design, where he enrolled within six months of his arrival. Establishing a career quickly was 
imperative to Hovenden who, as an Irish Protestant, could rely less on a self-supporting ethnic 
community than his Catholic countrymen. Within ten years of his immigration he had established 
a reputation for his genre prints and paintings of African Americans, such as The Old Nurse’s 
Visit (1872; location unknown), which mid-century critics lauded for its apparent authenticity. 
Although he explored various contemporary and historical Breton subjects while training in 
Pont-Aven, France, Hovenden quickly resumed his engagement with African-American themes 




Hovenden achieved national prominence when his Breaking Home Ties (1890; 
Philadelphia Museum of Art) was voted the most popular picture at the 1893 World’s Columbian 
Exposition. The painting is so routinely accepted as a nostalgic depiction of a country boy 
leaving home for city life that it has never received a thorough interrogation in relationship to 
Hovenden’s own migration. I offer a new reading of several of Hovenden’s major canvases, 
including Breaking Home Ties, examining them in relationship to the cultural rituals that 
developed in nineteenth-century Ireland in response to the country’s mass migration. 
Literature and Methodology 
This dissertation is the first study to concentrate on the immigration and assimilation 
experiences of artists entering the United States in the antebellum period. Since the 1800s, 
scholarship on early-to-mid nineteenth-century U.S. art has ignored or minimized immigration; it 
insisted on the unique “Americanness” of artists, when in fact many were international. This 
practice has become so entrenched that the field’s canonical texts either (1) gloss over emigration 
and assimilation details (such as Wayne Craven’s History of American Art) or (2) omit them 
entirely (such as Barbara Novak’s American Painting of the Nineteenth Century).15 Even the 
field’s major social-historical tome, Frances Pohl’s Framing America, discusses immigrant 
                                                            
15 Wayne Craven, American Art: History and Culture (New York: McGraw Hill, 2003); Barbara Novak, American 
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Publishers, 1969). The most-recent (third) edition of American Painting of the Nineteenth Century was published by 
Oxford University Press in 2007. American Encounters is an important survey text that rejects a singular national 
identity. See: Angela L. Miller, Janet C. Berlo, Bryan J. Wolf, and Jennifer L. Roberts, with contributions by 
Margaretta M. Lovell and David Lubin, American Encounters: Art, History, and Cultural Identity (Upper Saddle 





artists and the immigrant masses as separate entities. My work positions immigration at the 
center of our understanding of the artists under examination.16  
Using a social-historical methodology, I situate multiple artists’ professional decisions in 
relationship to both the larger patterns of immigrant behavior and the common problems 
immigrants faced in the United States. To do so requires a close analysis of these artists’ earliest 
years in their adopted country—before they produce the works for which they will come to be 
recognized. The existing literature lacks a true social-historical analysis of these transitional 
periods in artists’ careers; even scholarship that espouses a social-historical methodology 
customarily marginalizes immigrant artists’ assimilation periods. For example, the seminal text 
Thomas Cole: Landscape into History includes one chapter intended to provide historical context 
to Cole’s life and work. Skewing toward the national rather than the transnational, the text 
examines the cultural transformations between 1825 and 1848 in the “Jacksonian North where 
Cole came of age,” when in fact Cole came of age working in the factories of his native 
Lancashire and on the western fringes of the United States.17 
I argue that the traditional paradigm of nationalism is inadequate when the nation in 
question is one of immigrants; to foreground issues surrounding assimilation and acculturation 
effectively requires a rewriting of narratives to accommodate a broader worldview. The 
transatlantic world is a current paradigm certain scholars utilize to replace the nation as a 
structuring category. Although the eighteenth century has been the primary focus of these efforts 
                                                            
16 Frances Pohl, Framing America: A Social History of American Art, 3rd ed. (New York: Thames & Hudson Inc., 
2012). 
 
17 Christine Stansell and Sean Wilentz, “Cole’s America,” in Thomas Cole: Landscape into History, ed. William H. 





(the work of Jennifer L. Roberts foremost among them), recent essays by Tim Barringer and 
others have integrated a transnational approach into nineteenth-century studies.18 While 
scholars such as Wanda Corn have applied this methodology to immigrant artists of the 
postbellum Great Wave, my work is distinct for concentrating on immigration in the first two-
thirds of the century and for weaving social history throughout the discussion of individual 
artists.19  
The state of the monographic literature on the three artists under examination varies 
greatly and therefore dictated the methodology of each chapter. While there is no monograph on 
Palmer, biographies on Cole and Hovenden provide solid foundations from which to examine 
these artists. Scholarship on Cole by Ellwood C. Parry, Tim Barringer, Sarah Burns, and Alan 
Wallach includes pertinent information on his life in England. Parry’s essay in Thomas Cole: 
Drawn to Nature, a small catalogue published by the Albany Institute of History and Art, offers a 
relevant and starkly-alternative narrative that casts Cole as a social outsider in the United 
States.20 Anne Gregory Terhune’s Thomas Hovenden biography is the only significant piece of 
secondary literature on the artist.21 Mary Bartlett Cowdrey and Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein are 
                                                            
18 See: Jennifer L. Roberts, Transporting Visions: The Movement of Images in Early America (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2014); Jennifer L. Roberts, “Copley's Cargo: Boy with a Squirrel and the Dilemma of Transit,” 
American Art 21, no. 2 (Summer 2007): 20-41; Tim Barringer, “The Englishness of Thomas Cole,” in The Cultured 
Canvas, ed. Nancy Siegel (Durham, NH: University of New Hampshire Press, 2011). On the field’s turn to 
transatlanticism, see: Wendy Bellion, “Introduction and Overview,” American Art 19, no. 2 (Summer 2005): 5-6. 
  
19 Wanda Corn’s examination of Joseph Stella’s Voice of the City as immigration art provides a useful model. See: 
Wanda Corn, The Great American Thing: Modern Art and National Identity, 1915-1935 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2001). Another relevant text is: Cynthia Jaffee McCabe, The Golden Door: Artist-Immigrants of 
America, 1876-1976 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press for the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture 
Garden, 1976). 
 
20 Ellwood C. Parry III, “On the Outside Looking In: Thomas Cole as a Critic of American Culture,” in Thomas 
Cole: Drawn to Nature (Albany, NY: Albany Institute of History and Art, 1993). 
 





the sole art historians to have published articles, now decades old, on Palmer.22 Rubinstein’s 
“The Early Career of Frances Flora Bond Palmer” examines the artist’s motivations for leaving 
England and is therefore a significant resource. Although Rubinstein’s material provides 
important information on Palmer’s English career, it is shadowy on her actual transatlantic 
journey.23 None of the aforementioned material expressly studies these artists as immigrants. 
Given the omissions in the art historical literature, the scholarship of historians of U.S. 
immigration is central to the dissertation and provides a methodological model for my approach. 
While the postbellum and twentieth-century periods dominate the historical literature, studies 
that centralize the antebellum and Civil War periods, especially James Bergquist’s Daily Life in 
Immigrant America, 1820-1870 (2009), Roger Daniels’ Coming to America (2002), Timothy J. 
Hatton and Jeffrey G. Williamson’s The Age of Mass Migration (1998), and Robert Ernst’s 
Immigrant Life in New York City, 1825-1863 (1994), are foundational to this project. Ali 
Behdad’s A Forgetful Nation (2005) broadened my thinking on the constructed mythology of the 
United States’ identity as a nation of immigrants.24 
For several decades historians have sought to assess surviving accounts by individual 
immigrants in order to better comprehend their motivations for relocation and their experiences 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
22 See: Mary Bartlett Cowdrey, “Fanny Palmer, an American Lithographer” in Prints: Thirteen Illustrated Essays on 
the Art of the Print (London: Peter Owen Limited, 1962); Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein, “The Early Career of 
Frances Flora Bond Palmer,” American Art Journal 17, no. 4 (Autumn 1985): 71-88; Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein, 
American Women Artists from Early Indian Times to the Present (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1982), 68. 
 
23 Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein, “The Early Career of Frances Flora Bond Palmer,” 82. 
 
24 Ali Behdad, A Forgetful Nation: On Immigration and Cultural Identity in the United States (Durham, NC: Duke 





of resettlement.25 Foremost among these, Charlotte Erickson’s Invisible Immigrants: The 
Adaptation of English and Scottish Immigrants in Nineteenth-Century America (1972) presents 
an extensive research effort to assemble disparate immigrant letters, which, as a body of 
documents, underscores the challenges those from the British Isles had to overcome. Because of 
these endeavors, qualitative data—personal narratives, emigrant’s manuals, and private diaries 
and letters—has begun to equal in importance quantitative analysis and sweeping demographic 
studies. The interest to personalize this history stems in part from a growing recognition of ethnic 
pluralism, which has sparked modern challenges to traditional assimilation theory and its limited 
allowance for variations in immigrant identities.  
While historians have sought to humanize period data through a recuperation of 
immigrant stories, art historians—who still largely think of nineteenth-century immigrants as 
Emma Lazarus’ huddled masses—have lagged behind. My methodology is rooted in the 
contemporary practices of Bergquist and other U.S. historians. The merging of this scholarship 
model with primary material, careful analysis of artwork, and immigration data buttresses an 
interrogation of how the careers of Cole, Palmer, and Hovenden were guided by an imperative to 
acculturate to the United States. Throughout the dissertation, I utilize period ephemera, including 
nineteenth-century manuals, newspapers, and letters, to propose the likely immigration and 
assimilation scenarios that Cole, Palmer, and Hovenden experienced. By challenging the 
canonical narratives that emphasize Americanness at the expense of problematizing notions of 
                                                            
25 For examples, see: Alejandro Portes and Rubén G. Rumbaut, Immigrant America: A Portrait, 3rd ed. (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2006); James M. Bergquist, Daily Life in Immigrant America, 1820-1870 (Chicago: 
Ivan R. Dee, 2009); Kay Deaux, To Be an Immigrant (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2006); Charlotte 
Erickson, Invisible Immigrants: The Adaptation of English and Scottish Immigrants in Nineteenth-Century America 




identity and citizenship, my research broadens the existing nationalistic discourse and recognizes 
the multiplicity of the American experience.  
 
Contributions 
Foreign-born Artists Making “American” Pictures: The Immigrant Experience and the 
Art of the United States, 1819-1893 works to resolve several substantial oversights in the 
prevailing literature. Foremost, the dissertation expands the discourse on the three artists under 
examination by illuminating a critical aspect of their lives absent from their biographical records 
and thus unacknowledged in present scholarship. Each chapter resuscitates an artist’s 
immigration and assimilation narrative, inserting and expanding the omitted or marginalized 
information in their biography. Contributing newly discovered information and untouched 
archival material, the dissertation also enlarges the monographic literature on all three artists 
under examination. It also fills gaps in the literature by discussing female artists who are omitted 
from the canon, such as Palmer, and assigning equal importance to lithographs, sketches, and 
paintings. 
Each case study elucidates how the individual artist was subject to major push and pull 
factors of transatlantic migration: the professional and social opportunities for Britain’s working 
classes and women, the economic relief from disruption spawned by the Industrial Revolution, 
and an escape from the aftermath of Ireland’s Great Famine. Asserting the importance of these 
artists’ immigrant status yields a transformative reading of certain major works by each artist, 




Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way, and the World’s Columbian Exposition’s most 
popular picture, Hovenden’s Breaking Home Ties.  
The dissertation contributes to the field’s critical discourse by raising new questions 
about the construction of the literature, which has normalized the practice of disregarding 
immigrant artists’ assimilation periods. Largely fueled by the need to make foreign-born artists 
American to the exclusion of other identities, omissions of this nature are widespread. I argue, 
however, that such omissions are especially prevalent in biographies of artists from the British 
Isles, where there is a false understanding that those immigrants had no difficulty in assimilating 
to U.S. society given Great Britain’s “mother” culture status. Correcting these misconceptions is 
important because these oversights trickle down from academia to general audiences, leaving 
missed opportunities to connect twenty-first century viewers to nineteenth-century art.  
This dissertation further expands the discourse by problematizing the notion of 
nationality, yielding a fuller understanding of immigrants who developed a sophisticated level of 
cultural fluency in the United States and maintained professional or personal ties with Europe. 
Despite the fact that all three artists first enjoyed careers in their native countries, existing 
biographies prioritize their life in the United States after their careers had been established and 
tend to cherish their work for its “American” qualities. Employing social-historical and 
transatlantic methodologies, I examine how these traditional readings limit our understanding of 
artists’ culturally-complex relationships to the United States and antebellum- and Civil War-era 
transnational art communities. Using this approach has yielded new insights into how Cole and 
Hovenden conscientiously maneuvered U.S. and European patronage circles and artistic arenas, 




My study is the first to fully interrogate how these artists’ assimilation experiences 
implicate aspects of production and distribution. To interrogate how their oeuvres were 
complicated by their acculturation to life in the United States, the dissertation merges primary 
evidence with immigration data and period material produced by the transatlantic immigration 
industry. Not only does this material help to illuminate a critical aspect of artists’ lives 
unacknowledged in present art historical scholarship, but it also contributes to our knowledge of 
U.S. immigration history.  
 Asserting the immigrant status of these three artists offers a significant revision to the 
field, which maintains nationalistic parameters that suppress artists’ pre-immigration and 
assimilation experiences. The following chapters seek to prove that the experience of 
acculturating to the United States was an active process of identity negotiation that had lifelong 
ramifications on an immigrant artist’s career.26 The dissertation not only restores important 
material omitted from present scholarship and the larger historical record, but it ultimately offers 
a model to investigate countless other foreign-born American artists. Finally, Foreign-born 
Artists Making “American” Pictures: The Immigrant Experience and the Art of the United 
States, 1819-1893 sheds light on the historical roots of nativism and the pressure immigrants 
faced to conform to a predetermined American identity. In doing so, the dissertation makes a 











Immigrant Artists in Historical Context 
 
 
On September 3, 1783 delegates from the United States of America signed the Treaty of 
Paris, which ended the Revolutionary War and defined the terms of peace with Great Britain. By 
the time the U.S. became a formally-recognized, independent nation, its leaders and citizens had 
already developed positions on immigration. On December 2, 1783, George Washington wrote 
to members of the Irish Volunteer Association in New York that “the bosom of America is open 
to receive not only the Opulent and respectable Stranger, but the oppressed and persecuted of all 
Nations And Religions; whom we shall welcome to participation of all our rights and previleges 
[sic].”1 At that same time, Franco-American J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur (1735-1813), 
having immigrated to the New World himself, advised that becoming an American required of 
the immigrant “leaving behind him all his ancient prejudices and manners, receiv[ing] new ones 
from the new mode of life he has embraced, the new government he obeys, and the new rank he 
holds.”2 Publishing in foreign markets throughout the 1780s, Crèvecoeur advised potential 
immigrants that cultural and political conformity was the necessary path to full assimilation to 
the United States. Examining Washington and Crèvecoeur’s writings together indicates that as 
                                                            
1 “George Washington to the Members of the Volunteer Association and Other Inhabitants of the Kingdom of 
Ireland Who Have Lately Arrived in the City of New York,” in The Writings of George Washington, vol. 27, ed. 
John C. Fitzpatrick (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1938), 254. 
 
2 J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur, Letters from an American farmer: describing certain provincial situations, 
manners, and customs, not generally known; And conveying some idea of the late and present interior 
circumstances of the British Colonies in North America. Written, for the information of a friend in England (London: 
Thomas Davies, in Russell-Street, Covent-Garden; and Lockyer Davis, in Holborn, 1783), 51-52. 
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soon as the nascent country’s leaders were welcoming immigrants, its citizens were urging them 
to assimilate. 
Historians generally consider the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 to be the 
start of the nineteenth century’s first great wave of migration to the United States.3 Lasting until 
1870, this first of the century’s two major waves carried to the U.S. over seven million people, 
with the vast majority hailing from Western Europe. Economic historians Timothy J. Hatton and 
Jeffrey G. Williamson have isolated the five major factors that caused this migration wave: the 
difference in real wages between the country of origin and the United States; the rate of 
population growth in the country of origin 20 to 30 years before migration; the degree of 
industrialization and urbanization in the country of origin; the volume of previous immigrants 
from the country or region of origin; and the economic and political conditions in the United 
States at the time of immigration.4 Technological developments also contributed to the rising 
migration numbers across the Atlantic. A general increase occurred when regular packet 
(scheduled) service was established in 1818 between Liverpool and New York City and again in 
the 1840s when steamships began to replace wind-powered clippers on transatlantic routes.  
The degree to which some or all of Hatton and Williamson’s five factors informed 
individual decisions to immigrate varied according to each person or family, but studies of 
antebellum-era immigration highlight that total economic failure did not typically drive people to 
relocate across the Atlantic. Rather, it was most commonly the appeal of higher wages, coupled 
                                                            
3 For a complete chronology of the nineteenth century’s first transatlantic migration wave, see: James M. Bergquist, 
Daily Life in Immigrant America, 1820-1870 (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 2009), xi-xviii. 
 




with the reality that greater prospects existed in the United States for many professions, 
including the arts. An emigrant’s manual from the antebellum period confirms this, remarking 
that an immigrant left Europe for the United States “to better his condition in life—and he goes 
on some specific enterprise—as a merchant, or tradesman, or mechanic, or artist, or 
manufacturer, or farmer, or whatever may be his occupation.”5 For many Europeans, the United 
States also represented an enhanced society where all (white male) citizens were equal before the 
law and where the reverence traditionally reserved for the European upper classes was replaced 
by admiration for the American self-made man.6 
From the seventeenth century onward, evidence shows that European men trained in the 
applied or fine arts viewed immigration to the New World as a way to further their professional 
station. Historian of Stuart England David Cressy studied the so-called Great Migration of 
roughly 21,000 English to Massachusetts in the 1630s and has published passenger lists from ten 
ships that carried a total of 996 passengers in 1635, 1637, and 1638.7 In his analysis of these lists, 
historian Roger Daniels found that 43% of adult male passengers were practitioners of a skilled 
trade and vastly outnumbered any other group.8 While there is no way of knowing whether these 
ten ships carried a representative sample, the statistic remains meaningful because it implies that 
                                                            
5 Calvin Colton, Manual for Emigrants to America (London: F. Westley and A.H. Davis, 1832; reprint, New York: 
Arno Press and The New York Times, 1969), 176-177. 
 
6 Robert Ernst, Immigrant Life in New York City, 1825-1863 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1949; reprint, 
Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1994), 11. 
 
7 David Cressy, Coming Over: Migration and Communication between England and New England in the 
Seventeenth Century (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 71-73. 
 
8 Roger Daniels, Coming to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Perennial, 2002), 45. 
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artists and craftsmen were among the first professionals to have seen opportunity in North 
America since the beginning of English colonial settlement on the continent. 
With the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, which began in the eighteenth century in 
Great Britain, the need for Europe’s skilled laborers to find new opportunities and higher wages 
would grow exponentially. By the early decades of the nineteenth century, mechanical 
innovations in England had transformed economic regions once marked by small workshops 
producing textiles and other goods into towns dominated by large factories. Handicraft 
practitioners who maintained traditional methods increasingly suffered the consequences of 
industrialized manufacturing, including loss of income and social displacement. These outcomes 
left many workers in an absolute crisis. An 1828 English emigrant’s guide conveyed that “the 
substitution of machinery for hand labour…[caused] a frightful mass of misery and suffering.”9 
While some artisans responded by relocating to larger cities within England, craftsmen desiring 
to remain independent were more likely to move across the Atlantic.10  
Great Britain’s revolution in industry spread to the Continent, first to France and Belgium, 
and later to Germany, setting artisans adrift throughout Western Europe. By the mid-century, the 
exodus of craftsmen from Germany was greater than that from England.11 Certain socio-political 
circumstances in Europe (such as Ireland’s Great Famine and the German revolutions of 1848) 
meant that many individual years during the 1840s and 1850s saw upwards of 200,000 
                                                            
9 Hints on Emigration as the Means of Effecting the Repeal of the Poor Laws (London: J. Hatchard and Son, 1828), 
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10 Oscar Handlin, Boston’s Immigrants: A Study in Acculturation, 1790-1880, rev. and enl. ed. (Cambridge: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1991), 32-33.  
 
11 Robert Ernst, Immigrant Life in New York City, 1825-1863, 2. 
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immigrants enter through the United States’ major ports at New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, and New Orleans. Outside of these crises, it was the opportunity to markedly improve 
one’s economic and social condition that fueled mass migration throughout the antebellum 
period, when New World opportunity for Europeans could mean plentiful and available farmland, 
domestic service and factory positions for women, jobs for skilled and unskilled laborers, or 
political and religious freedom.  
On March 2, 1819, U.S. Congress responded to increasing immigrant traffic with an Act 
Regulating Passenger Vessels, requiring ships’ masters to file upon arrival to the United States a 
manifest recording each passenger who had embarked from a foreign port. Outside of this 
legislation, the antebellum U.S. had an open-door immigration policy. From 1820 to 1860, 
5,062,414 documented people arrived to the United States, with the number of immigrants 
roughly doubling every decade from 1820 to the start of the U.S. Civil War in 1861.12 Nearly 
86% of these immigrants came from Ireland, Germany, and England, which were the three major 
antebellum migration streams, listed respectively. The Irish, Germans, and English therefore 
represented the vast majority of the 95% of total immigrants to the United States during this 
period that hailed from Northwestern Europe.13 
Countless additional, but undocumented, people crossed into the United States through 
Canada.14 In the first third of the nineteenth century, more immigrants from the British Isles 
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came through Canadian, rather than U.S., ports.15 Using the St. Lawrence River to access the 
North American interior from the Atlantic Ocean, the major point of entry was Quebec City, 
from where most immigrants continued on to the Midwest or the East Coast via various 
waterways. The federal government did not regulate these border crossings until the Immigration 
Act of 1891, which contained a number of provisions tightening immigrant entry and mandated 
inspections at the Canadian and Mexican borders. Enslaved Africans brought into the United 
States are a final undocumented but significant group. After the Act Prohibiting Importation of 
Slaves took effect in 1808, an estimated 50,000 enslaved people were smuggled into the country 
between the prohibition’s passage and 1860.16 
The year 1850 marked the onset of the peak immigration decade before the Civil War, 
when nearly one million people from Ireland and roughly 500,000 from England, Scotland, and 
Wales entered through U.S. ports. In 1854, the largest single year of immigration during the 
antebellum period, almost a half million people entered the United States. Roger Daniels has 
determined that because the nation’s total population then was just over twenty-five million, “the 
influx of immigrants in that year was at a rate of about twenty per 1,000, or almost two percent 
of the whole population,” and in percentage terms, the greatest in the entire history of the United 
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States.17 By 1860, 47.2% of New York City’s population was foreign-born, the highest ever in 
the city’s recorded history.18 
Concomitant with the nation’s rising immigrant population was a growing concern with 
its expanding ethnic and religious diversity. This was reflected in questions added to the 1850 
U.S. census, which not only recorded individuals’ places of birth but also the birthplaces of the 
parents of native-born Americans. As the United States’ population of foreign-born residents 
increased—and the number of Catholic residents grew with the arrival of Irish and Germans in 
the mid-century—nativist hostility swelled throughout the country.19 Daniels contends that 
although there has never been a time when nativism was absent from U.S. politics, it flourished 
from the late 1830s through the 1850s.20 In 1849 the anti-immigration Know-Nothing Party 
became a national organization spearheaded in New York City with chapter lodges in nearly 
every major U.S. city. Along with fueling nativist aggression, the most common campaigns of 
the Party were the extension of the residency requirement for naturalization from five to twenty-
one years and the banning of immigrants from holding major political office. 
The Know-Nothing Party, reorganizing as the American Party in 1854, was largely 
comprised of middle- and working-class Protestant Americans who believed immigrants 
                                                            
17 Roger Daniels, Coming to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, 124. 
 
18 See: Ira Rosenwaike, Population History of New York City (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1972). The 
47.2% statistic is from the New York City Department of City Planning, Population Division. 
 
19 From 1820 to 1860, almost two million Irish immigrants entered through U.S. ports. See: Roger Daniels, Coming 
to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, 129. 
 
20 Roger Daniels, Coming to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life, 265. 
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threatened their job security as well as the social and religious stability of the country.21 In arenas 
for the arts and handicrafts, concerns over immigrant workmen taking jobs away from native-
born Americans were not unfounded. Foreign craft practitioners dominated almost every field, 
from crude carpentry to deft handiwork, commanding production of a range of goods from large 
furniture to petite cut gemstones. Of the artisans and factory workers living in Manhattan in 1855, 
three-fourths were born outside the United States, making many craft industries difficult for 
native-born Americans to penetrate.22 In 1856 the U.S. Department of State published an analysis 
of the occupations of arriving immigrants using the available official data from 1819 to 1855. 
Every single year during that timeframe men and women entered the United States declaring 
their occupation “artist” or “painter,” for a total of 3,107 documented individuals.23   
Whether nativists’ fears were real or imagined, they pointed to specific dangers, such as 
concerns of Catholic political subversion, which then heightened general anti-immigrant 
anxieties across the predominantly Protestant country. Although the non-English speaking and 
German- and Irish-Catholic immigrants bore the brunt of the prejudice, the boats of undesirables 
from English prisons and almshouses shipped to the U.S. in the 1830s and 1840s meant the 
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English endured animosity as well.24 Swift assimilation and, if needed, language acquisition, 
proved the surest way to safeguard against mistreatment and secure employment. Although 
scholarship of nineteenth-century U.S. art customarily discusses immigrant artists and the 
immigrant masses as separate entities, this presupposition is incorrect. My research has 
determined that the problems artists faced in uprooting their lives were akin to those of any 
immigrant seeking advancement. Immigrant artists were neither exempt from the difficulties in 
Europe that drove mass migration, nor immune to concerns of personal and financial security 
provoked by relocation to a new country.25 Their livelihood in the United States depended upon 
assimilation as much as any other immigrant. 
The field of study of the assimilation of immigrants to the United States emerged from 
the discipline of sociology, beginning in the early 1920s at the University of Chicago. In 1921 
Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess published the seminal text Introduction to the Science of 
Sociology, which devoted a chapter to assimilation. Park and Burgess defined assimilation as a 
“process of interpenetration and fusion in which persons and groups acquire the memories, 
sentiments, and attitudes of other persons or groups, and, by sharing their experience and history, 
are incorporated with them in a common cultural life.”26 Assimilation, they maintained, was 
necessary for the maintenance of political order because the process, more familiarly known as 
Americanization, included the gradual transmission of the host nation’s culture to the immigrant 
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so that eventually the adopted citizen recognized that nation’s culture as their own.27 Developing 
these theories into the 1930s, Park later argued that an immigrant was considered assimilated to 
the United States “as soon as he has acquired the language and the social ritual of the native 
community and can participate, without encountering prejudice, in the common life, economic 
and political.”28 The assimilation theory put forward by the Chicago School sociologists 
effectively describes a process whereby an immigrant moves step-by-step from identification 
with their mother country to identification with their adopted country. Although sociologists 
have since advanced various models that reject the idea of a singular, linear process to allow for 
variations, understanding classical assimilation theory is important because it was the 
predominant model in place when much of the foundational scholarship on U.S. art was 
composed. 
In 1964 sociologist Milton M. Gordon published the first full-scale survey text on the 
assimilation of immigrants and minority groups in the United States. Assimilation in American 
Life: The Role of Race, Religion, and National Origins theorized that there are seven 
subprocesses at work within the larger process of assimilation. For example, cultural assimilation, 
also known as acculturation, is the change of an immigrant’s cultural patterns to those of the host 
society. Identificational assimilation is the development of a new sense of peoplehood, or 
national identity, based exclusively on the host society. Structural assimilation includes large-
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scale admittance to the cliques and institutions of the host society.29 For immigrant artists, this 
would include full participation in professional organizations such as the National Academy of 
Design, and, in the case of this example, would entail active membership rather than showing a 
painting at the annual exhibition. Although subsequent sociologists have nuanced these strict 
categorizations, understanding the concept of assimilation subprocesses amplifies the analysis of 
the artists examined in this study. For example, Frances Palmer’s ability to articulate western-
themed subject matter evinces her progressing cultural assimilation to the United States. 
Gordon clarified that the specific culture nineteenth-century immigrants were 
assimilating to cannot simply be described as U.S. culture, but rather the cultural patterns of the 
nation’s dominant group: white, middle-class, Protestant Americans from Anglo-Saxon origins.30 
He specified that the behaviors and traditions of this particular group represented an overall 
national culture that served as the reference point for immigrants and their children. Although 
cultural assimilation was typically the first type of assimilation to be achieved, Gordon argued 
that the assimilation process was a matter of individual degree and that each discrete subprocess 
was achieved to varying degrees, if at all.31  
While scholars today utilize numerous assimilation theories—and the multiplicities of 
American experience inform a culturally-relative understanding of national identity—full 
assimilation during the antebellum period meant Anglo-conformity.32 By the nineteenth century, 
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the English-oriented patterns that were established and practiced by communities since the 
Colonial period had become the widespread standard in American life. Assimilation required an 
immigrant’s adoption of this prescribed Anglo-American culture and the outward relinquishment 
of their native one. In June 1819, during his tenure as U.S. Secretary of State, John Quincy 
Adams (1767-1848) wrote a letter to a German emissary articulating an immigration stance that 
mandated Anglo-conformity. Adams expounded that immigration “requires an impulse, at least 
as keen as that of urgent want, to drive a man from the soil of his nativity and the land of his 
fathers’ sepulchers….They must cast off the European skin, never to resume it. They must look 
forward to their posterity rather than backward to their ancestors.”33 Newly-arrived immigrants 
who were unwilling or unable to conform could sometimes seek security in self-supporting 
ethnic enclaves, but then risked segregation from mainstream society. Adams’ aforementioned 
letter warned that the consequence for such isolation would be disappointment “in every 
expectation of happiness as Americans.”34  
Casting off one’s “European skin” was important for the acculturation of all immigrants, 
but especially vital to artists who needed to understand the U.S. cultural milieu in order to 
participate in it. Largely in response to agita caused by the nation’s former colonial status, the 
question of Americanness was central to the era’s leaders and sparked the rise of the 1840s 
Young America movement, whose leaders sought independence from the inheritance of Europe’s 
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cultural mantle.35 As is evidenced by the extent of critical and journalistic material discussing 
U.S. art and native subject matter, artistic leaders were equally preoccupied with such concerns. 
As will be examined in the forthcoming chapters, the foreign-born artists who were able to build 
successful careers after their arrival to the United States were those who could adapt to the tastes 
and trends of the national art market. Adopting the artistic culture of the host society and catering 
to the subjects preferred by its institutions and patrons also demonstrated a foreign-born artist’s 
membership in U.S. society and perhaps shielded them from xenophobia. 
In the antebellum period, the nation’s most significant arts training and patronage 
mechanisms, the National Academy of Design and the American Art-Union, respectively, had a 
vested interest in supporting nationalistic programs. Founded by artists in 1825, the National 
Academy of Design’s academicians controlled the election of members and student admissions, 
and juried submissions to annual exhibitions. In an era when many native- and foreign-born 
artists alike worked as itinerant portraitists, lithographers, sign painters, and ornamental carvers, 
the Academy excluded from full membership those who maintained ties to the applied arts and 
handicrafts.36 Largely administered by an Old Guard who considered themselves arbiters of taste, 
the Academy’s anti-craft attitude was effectively restrictive to the many immigrants who 
continued in the U.S. the trade they practiced in Europe before transitioning to a career in the 
fine arts, as will be examined in the forthcoming chapters on Thomas Cole and Thomas 
Hovenden. 
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A patriarch of American art, painter Samuel F. B. Morse (1791-1872) served from 1826-
1845 as president of the National Academy of Design while it was New York City’s major 
institution for the instruction and exhibition of fine art. During his tenure as Academy president, 
Morse published a series of letters on the apparent evils of immigration in the New York 
Observer in 1834 and the New York State Journal of Commerce in 1835. The 1835 letters, 
Imminent Dangers to the Free Institutions of the United States Through Foreign Immigration, 
were reprinted and circulated in book form. Morse’s writings specifically expressed his fear that 
certain European monarchies, working with the Catholic Church, were attempting to subvert the 
spread of democracy by sending Catholic immigrants to the American West, who, united with 
Catholics in the East, would leave the United States under the control of perceived Catholic 
despotism. He charged: “How is it possible that foreign turbulence imported by ship-loads, that 
riot and ignorance in hundreds of thousands of human priest-controlled machines, should 
suddenly be thrown into our society, and not produce here turbulence and excess? Can one throw 
mud into pure water and not disturb its clearness?”37 Tyler Anbinder, a scholar of nativist history, 
asserts that it was specifically Morse’s “linking Catholicism (which most Americans had always 
despised) to immigration (which they had previously considered beneficial)” that laid the 
foundation for the decades of high nativism that followed.38  
Given the artist’s own body of work, Morse surely understood the political dynamics of 
paintings. Upon returning to the U.S. after training at London’s Royal Academy, Morse’s first 
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pictures included portraits of Presidents John Adams (1816; Brooklyn Museum) and James 
Monroe (1819; White House Historical Association), and a large-scale history painting The 
House of Representatives (1822, probably reworked 1823; National Gallery of Art). Believing 
that a grand painting of U.S. government would bolster his professional eminence, Morse 
occupied a studio near the House chamber at the U.S. Capitol Building to create The House of 
Representatives (fig. 1.1).39 In an attempt to build his own reputation and a national culture, the 
artist toured the painting around the East Coast. Making and circulating this image of democracy 
at work can also be seen as an action that supported Morse’s personal desire to participate in 
politics. In 1836 Morse ran for mayor of New York City on the anti-immigrant Native American 
Democratic Association ticket; despite losing with six percent of the total vote he remained 
active in nativist politics for decades.40 
Whereas the National Academy of Design stimulated patronage indirectly by fostering 
relationships between its artists and elite U.S. patrons, the American Art-Union (1839-1851) was 
a patron-centered institution. The origins of the American Art-Union lay in the Apollo 
Association, a noncommercial joint stock company created in 1839 by James Herring (1794-
1867). Herring, a painter and engraver who immigrated to the U.S. from England, fashioned the 
New York City-based Apollo Association after European models by charging its members a 
five-dollar annual fee and then purchasing and exhibiting artwork from American artists with 
that revenue. For their five dollars, the Association’s members received regular installments of 
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the organization’s Bulletin, engraved reproductions of some of the commissioned artworks, and a 
chance to win one of the actual works in an annual lottery.  
In 1844 the Apollo Association was renamed the American Art-Union and Herring 
appointed its first managers from a pool of the city’s gentlemen art enthusiasts, including Philip 
Hone and William Cullen Bryant.41 Art historian Rachel N. Klein notes that the eighty-three men 
who served as managers of the American Art-Union during its thirteen-year operation were 
largely “established merchants and professionals who upheld old Federalist notions of patrician 
stewardship” and contributed to the city’s political and cultural organizations.42 For example, 
Hone (1780-1851), who served as New York City’s mayor from 1825-26, helped Herring 
establish the Art-Union and sat on its management committee from 1848-51. 
Klein’s research reveals that the American Art-Union’s managers believed that 
developing the country’s arts would help cultivate a unified national identity. Klein states that 
the Art-Union’s managers commissioned “American artists, shaped by American institutions and 
religion… [to] develop and disseminate a distinctly American school of art.”43 To do so, the Art-
Union patronized depictions of U.S. history, nature, and contemporary life, trusting that images 
conveying themes specific to the United States would simultaneously attract audiences and 
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promote nationalistic sentiments.44 More populist-minded in regard to the subscription members 
and the public audiences it attracted to its Broadway gallery, the American Art-Union was the 
nation’s primary showcase for U.S. landscape and genre paintings by the late 1840s.45  
Given the nationalistic aims and socio-political objectives of the National Academy of 
Design, the culture and systems of the organization were predisposed to bias against those 
immigrant artists who maintained evidence of Old World craft practices in their work. The Art-
Union welcomed canvases by foreign-born artists in the United States, provided that their subject 
matter satisfied the tastes of its members. Although a relationship with one or both of these 
institutions was important to a successful career in the antebellum period, an immigrant artist had 
to undergo some level of cultural assimilation to participate and advance in these organizations. 
Writing on immigrants in creative disciplines, Milton M. Gordon notes that these individuals’ 
contributions needed to be made by way of the established cultural patterns in the United States.46 
This point is especially clear when we consider the styles and subjects, such as U.S.-themed 
landscapes and genre scenes, which were being promoted at the Academy and the Art-Union, 
along with the fact that well-known immigrant artists of the era, including Thomas Cole, Lilly 
Martin Spencer, Charles Ingham, and Emanuel Leutze, painted in these genres.  
Evidence also shows that procuring public support and ascending professional ranks in 
the United States had historically been an arduous task for everyone, including immigrant 
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artists.47 In the fall of 1782, then U.S. Minister to France Benjamin Franklin wrote Information 
to Those Who Would Remove to America, which was intended for distribution to Europeans 
inquiring about immigration to the United States. By 1786, Franklin’s essay had been printed in 
German, French, and Italian, and had appeared in English in London and Dublin.48 Franklin 
stated that the impetus for writing this Information was to create a general response to the many 
questions asked to him by people desiring to move to North America. He said that prospective 
immigrants, through ignorance, had formed mistaken ideas and expectations in a number of areas 
including the public’s patronage of the fine arts. Franklin wrote: “he finds it is imagined by 
Numbers…that Strangers, possessing Talents in the Belles-lettres, fine Arts, &c., must be highly 
esteemed, and so well paid, as to become easily rich themselves….These are all wild 
Imaginations; and those who go to America with Expectations founded upon them will surely 
find themselves disappointed.”49 He explained that there were “very few rich enough to live idly 
upon their Rents or Incomes, or to pay the high Prices given in Europe for Paintings, Statues, 
Architecture, and the other Works of Art, that are more curious than useful.”50 Historian Neil 
Harris has demonstrated that these limitations are the result of an “institutionally 
underdeveloped” nation, with a scarcity of educated artists, patrons, and critics.51 Franklin’s 
warning to immigrant artists responded to what must have been a pre-existing notion that 
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foreigners could fill these voids in the nation’s artistic life. Perhaps accounts of middling 
European painters who developed distinguished careers upon immigrating to the Colonies, such 
as Scottish-born portraitist John Smibert (1688-1751), served as unrealistic examples to 
prospective immigrants of the possibilities in the New World. 
Continuing well into the nineteenth century, words of caution were issued to European 
artists. In his Manual for Emigrants to America, published in London in 1832, Calvin Colton 
warned that: 
…the Fine Arts are to a considerable extent appreciated, although 
they do not receive so much patronage in America, as in Europe. It 
is a sufficient apology—that the people there have not so much 
time and wealth to devote to them. The country is too young, and 
the growth of society too immature, to have developed the highest 
attainments in those arts, which have never flourished but in the 
oldest communities.”52  
 
Despite this perceived cultural immaturity, Colton believed the United States held unique 
potential for fine artists. He argued that the nation’s newness was historically unprecedented and 
represented an opportunity for immigrants to exercise their talents in the formation of the 
nation’s character.53 
Existing literature gives the impression that American artists with some degree of 
European education had a greater chance of professional success in the United States.54 It is true 
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that Europe’s expansive museums and academies offered enhanced training opportunities for 
Americans. Living abroad also gave American artists an ostensible cultural parity with elite U.S. 
patrons and the benefactors who often financed their trips.55 The promise of advancement not 
only held true for leading U.S.-born artists, such as Benjamin West and John Vanderlyn, who 
leveraged their European experience to elevate their reputation, but also for those of middling 
rank. The autobiography of painter Chester Harding (1792-1866) evidences that native-born 
American limners considered it advantageous to advertise a connection (real or invented) with 
European art or instruction. While working in Pittsburgh in the 1810s, Harding met a “primitive” 
portrait painter who marked his studio with a sign featuring a facsimile of The Infant Academy 
(1782; Kenwood House, London) by English master and Royal Academy president Sir Joshua 
Reynolds.56 Although the advertisement touted neatness and speed as the painter’s primary assets, 
the visual association with Reynolds’ work—known in the United States via print engravings—
would have projected advanced cultural acumen.  
Although I will argue that artists’ life experiences in Europe informed the subject matter 
they chose to address in the United States, there is no extensive evidence delineating that 
foreign-born artists felt it was advantageous to play-up their European roots; this dissertation will 
present evidence to the contrary. While immigration to the Colonies and later the United States 
offered a way for individuals and families to realize the rising materialist aims of an 
industrializing world, historian Dudley Baines notes that an immigrant’s advancement took time 
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and thus occupational rank did not improve nearly as fast as had been commonly supposed.57 
The great majority of new immigrants performed the same or similar occupations they performed 
in their native country.58 An example of this is found in Irish immigrant Thomas Hovenden, 
subject of chapter four. Hovenden first supported himself when he arrived to New York City in 
1863 by working as a frame carver, the same profession he practiced in Ireland. He 
simultaneously took evening classes at the National Academy of Design and, after relocating to 
Baltimore, slowly built a reputation on the genre paintings he first exhibited in 1872, nine years 
after his arrival to the United States.59 
Going forward, we should be careful to make the distinction between Americans who 
studied in Europe and early- or mid-career European artists and artisans who immigrated seeking 
advancement in the fine arts. These groups did not share a singular European pedigree; in the 
case of the latter, European roots in no way guaranteed outright success in the United States. 
Historian Robert Ernst states that artists who had achieved high social standing in Europe often 
found their training to be of little use in the antebellum U.S. and “accepted almost any kind of 
work at first to keep from starving.”60 
The origins of these concerns over European heritage lie within the history of American 
art itself. Beginning in the colonial period, the earliest patrons and painters of American art 
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commonly looked to England for artistic models. Colonial residents, many of whom considered 
themselves English culturally, took it as a point of pride to follow the mother country’s current 
tastes and trends. To purchase or import contemporary fashions from London signified a colonial 
resident’s pronounced financial and cultural agency. The truth of England’s cultural authority 
also provoked insecurity in American artists, as the fine and decorative arts produced in colonial 
North America were customarily considered inferior to those made in London. Letters written by 
Bostonian painter John Singleton Copley to Captain R. G. Bruce from c.1767 reveal Copley’s 
deep frustration with the depressed status of colonial American art; he bemoaned the fact that the 
rank of a portraitist in the Colonies was seemingly no greater than that of the shoemaker.61  
As the Revolutionary War (1775-1783) approached, certain patriots refused to wear 
foreign-made clothes or buy English goods as a demonstration of their political loyalty. These 
actions evidence not only the close connection between English goods and American culture, but 
also the Colonies’ maturing conviction to cultivate an autonomous identity. Upon the conclusion 
of the War, the leaders of the new Republic quickly took to the task of nation building. 
Identifying art and architecture as important tools in this process, the government and private 
patrons sought out ways to develop an independent artistic culture for the United States. As the 
desire for a distinctive national culture strengthened, so too did the need to define the country’s 
creative output as American. By the 1830s—the same decade that nativist hostilities grew 
stronger across the country—books on the history of American art began to appear and William 
Dunlap’s 1834 compilation of biographies of U.S. artists was the first comprehensive survey text 
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on national art. Americans who studied in Europe added prestige to the narrative; immigrants 
who brought foreign influence into U.S. culture proved disruptive to that narrative’s cohesion. 
The deadly violence of the 1849 Astor Place Riot evidences how strongly these tensions 
(specifically anti-English sentiments) surrounding outside cultural influence were felt in the arts 
(fig. 1.2).62 Scholars of nativist history Ira Leonard and Robert Parmet state that the most 
formidable threat to antebellum-era efforts to create a nationwide cultural unity seemed to be the 
great number of unassimilated European immigrants throughout the country.63 
While the culture of Anglo-conformity affected immigrant artists’ career decisions during 
their own lifetime, it has also skewed the lens through which these artists have been examined in 
mainstream scholarship since the work of Dunlap. Although many American artists were foreign 
born, their biographies often centralize their life in the United States, making little mention of a 
prior career in their homeland, their process of departure, and their assimilation to a new country. 
Immigration and assimilation, however, are under no circumstances discrete life events. As 
social psychologist Kay Deaux explains: “immigration is an experience that begins before people 
move away from their country of origin and that continues long after they arrive in a new 
country….It is a part of one’s life that continues to have relevance in years and indeed 
generations to come.”64 Given immigration’s monumental place in an individual’s life—and 
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biography’s centrality within the art historical discipline—why are an artist’s immigration and 
assimilation experiences marginalized in the study of nineteenth-century U.S. art? 
Perhaps the most persistent rhetorical question in United States history is What is an 
American? And, for much of the twentieth century, art historians who presumed a stable 
American identity had been focused on distinguishing What is American in American Art? It is a 
question that Barbara Novak called “old” in the preface to her 1969 canonical text, American 
Painting of the Nineteenth Century, but nonetheless then stated that the purpose of her book was 
to “isolate more specifically certain characteristics in American art that we can with some degree 
of confidence denote as American.”65  
Many of the field’s major texts from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including 
William Dunlap’s History of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the United States 
(1834), Henry Tuckerman’s Book of the Artists (1867), Sadakichi Hartmann’s A History of 
American Art (1901; revised 1932), John Wilmerding’s American Art (1976), and Wayne 
Craven’s American Art: History and Culture (1994; 2003), all exhibit varying degrees of 
Americentrism, from subtle to overt. A sampling of these and other volumes reveal a widespread 
pattern in the scholarship: the biographies of nineteenth-century immigrant artists mention 
foreign birth as any other basic biographical fact, marginalizing—or outright omitting—the 
details of an artist’s life in their country of birth and their experience of entry to the United States.  
In scholars’ quest to delineate something uniquely American about the art produced in 
the United States, artists who were born abroad and had careers prior to or concurrently with 
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their life in the U.S. problematized attempts to codify American art within fixed parameters. 
Prior to our contemporary, globalized understanding of U.S. society, how were scholars to 
reconcile the fact that many of the nation’s leading artists had been raised and trained in another 
country’s artistic traditions? Historians and cultural critics alike have often resolved the issue by 
characterizing these artists as überAmericans whose foreign birth is an anomaly. Commentary on 
Hovenden written during his lifetime exemplifies this tactic: “Mr. Hovenden is the leading 
American painter of truly American pictures. Curiously enough, he was born in Ireland, but 
came to this country when about 19 years of age. He is, however, a most intense American, and 
is more interested in American history than in anything else.”66 
Another way scholars limited what was in fact profound foreign influence was to 
downplay the education foreign-born American artists received prior to their U.S. arrival, which 
in turn helped to isolate the perceived exclusively “American” characteristics of the nation’s art. 
The mode of landscape painting English immigrant Thomas Cole developed, which scholars 
term the Hudson River School, has often been described as the first authentic style of American 
art despite the fact that it engages with French and Italian landscape traditions as well as English 
and German Romantic philosophy. Historically, scholars reinforced their positioning of Cole as 
the father of U.S. landscape painting by omitting certain biographical details that undermined the 
artist’s American national identity. 
As will be examined in chapter two, many of Cole’s biographers jump from his 
immigration in 1818 to the first exhibition of his American-themed landscape paintings in 1825, 
skimming over his first seven years in the United States when he worked primarily in 
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manufacturing and struggled to gain professional footing in the country.67 Furthermore, existing 
scholarship has placed a much greater emphasis on Cole’s European study in adulthood—the 
artistically-mature American abroad in England and Italy—than on his childhood schooling and 
adolescent apprenticeships in Lancashire. The marginalization of life in the country of origin and 
the omission of an often-long struggle during the first years of U.S. residency that occurs in Cole 
literature holds true for many immigrant artists. All the individuals in this study suffered 
hardships precisely as a result of their immigrant status, and at least two of them lived for years 
in near-poverty conditions while trying to establish themselves professionally in the United 
States. 
While it was common for immigrants to make minor changes to their mannerisms and 
demeanor (what sociologists call accommodations) upon their arrival to the United States, 
assimilation was in fact an extremely gradual process that often took multiple generations to 
complete. The English have been dubbed “invisible immigrants” as they were widely dispersed 
(not ghettoized) and had fewer outward challenges to assimilate (such as language acquisition).68 
This invisibility factor also aided English immigrants in establishing careers, which historians 
have identified as the most urgent necessity for newly-arrived immigrants.69 Roger Daniels 
clarifies that although most immigrants were future oriented, their vision of “the present and the 
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future would be modified significantly by the cultural environment of their past.”70 As a result, 
immigration scholars have come to understand that a hyper-assimilationist notion of Anglo-
conformity was only an ideal. This dissertation will reveal that the scholarship on foreign-born 
American artists hinges on this ideal, as there has been a long-existing generalization that an 
immigrant artist’s easy adoption of both U.S. culture and an American identity was the natural 
happenstance upon their arrival to the Atlantic’s western shores. This perhaps accounts for why 
English-born artists such as Cole, as opposed to immigrants from other countries, have been 
incorporated more readily into the narrative of U.S. art.  
In addition to academia, arts institutions in the United States have also perpetuated a 
cultural history that assumed immigrant artists’ seamless assimilation. The issue of cultural roots 
has long-been imbedded in museum exhibitions and scholarship, which historically tended to 
support an Anglo-conformist notion that “our” national art is rooted in both the real and 
imagined culture of the United States’ white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant colonial ancestors. At 
various points in the nation’s history, the need to locate origins in a uniquely American tradition 
was especially strong. The 1920s and 1930s were decades marked by high nationalism, spurred 
firstly by U.S. participation in the First World War (1914-1918; 1917 U.S. entry) and later by the 
financial and social chaos brought on by the Great Depression (1929-1939). Furthermore, from 
1900-1929 nearly nineteen million documented immigrants entered the United States; more 
people entered during that thirty-year span than any other three consecutive decades in the 
nation’s history until the end of the twentieth century. In response, the federal government 
passed the Emergency Quota Act of 1921, which effectively restricted the number of those who 
                                                            




could enter from eastern and southern Europe, populations who were then radically diversifying 
U.S. society. 
During this time, two major centers for American art were founded: the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art’s American Wing (1924) and the Whitney Museum of American Art (1930). A 
New York Times article published on the Wing’s opening day suggests that a spirit of nationalism 
informed the institutional construction and public reception of the American Wing. After 
declaring the objects on view a source of guidance from “our forefathers,” the article announced 
with patriotic fervor: “What Europe can do we can do, and do better, was the unspoken boast of 
the furniture.”71  
In 1935 the Metropolitan Museum published a major catalogue titled The Homes of Our 
Ancestors to accompany the American Wing’s collection of architectural interiors, furniture, 
silver, and other decorative goods produced in the Colonial and Early National periods. This 
celebration of the Wing’s colonial American holdings was issued at the peak of the Colonial 
Revival, an artistic and architectural style that reawakened colonial design. Promoted in the 
United States as a national style, the Colonial Revival venerated what was perceived to be the 
cultural purity and simplicity of the American past. The introduction to The Homes of Our 
Ancestors elucidates the psychology of certain historians of this period who considered the 
historical preservation of colonial heritage a matter of moral imperative: 
Much of the America of to-day has lost sight of its traditions. Their 
stage settings have largely passed away, along with the actors. 
Many of our people are not cognizant of our traditions and the 
principles for which our fathers struggled and died. The 
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tremendous changes in the character of our nation, and the influx 
of foreign ideas utterly at a variance with those held by the men 
who gave us the Republic, threaten and, unless checked, may 
shake its foundations.72 
 
 
The bias in this text, so clearly evident from historical distance, results largely from the fact that 
innumerable white, Protestant Americans whose families had been in the United States for 
several or more generations often equated national unity with cultural homogeneity. Leonard and 
Parmet explain that, from the late 1810s onward, members of this dominant group felt that “the 
presence of large numbers of foreigners seemed to challenge all of America’s basic values and 
carefully structured institutions.”73 This belief punctuates the nation’s art historical record, from 
the overtly bigoted writings of Samuel F. B. Morse to the subtle occurrences today in the 
dominance of scholarship that still privileges the work of white, Protestant artists. 
The belief that cultural multiplicity compromises national unity in part stems from a 
long-standing notion that immigrants, even if they become naturalized citizens, are not “real” 
Americans. Social psychologists assert that biases held by the dominant group can result in the 
designation of certain ethnic or racial criteria that determine an immigrant’s nationhood 
irrespective of their citizenship status or how long they actually have resided in the United 
States.74 Although an immigrant might claim an American national identity (the recognition of 
and allegiance to a nation-state), if the dominant group considers them to lack national 
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characteristics because they were born elsewhere or are deemed to be of a different color or stock, 
the result can be that the immigrant is never considered a “real” citizen. When we factor in 
differences in cultural identity that can persist long after an immigrant has naturalized, value 
conflicts can be continually raised when an immigrant meets a member of the dominant group.75 
It is also important to note that naturalization was not required by the U.S. government and that 
one could work and own property without ever gaining citizenship; Frances Palmer, the subject 
of chapter three, serves as an example. 
The notion that naturalized citizens are not “real” Americans also originated in certain 
nineteenth-century legal measures that eased the path to citizenship, when nativists sought to 
make it more arduous, and thus fueled concerns that new immigrants abused U.S. naturalization 
procedures. Numerous western territories, in addition to southern and western states, gave 
immigrant aliens declarant voting rights that allowed them to vote after stating their intention to 
naturalize, which, after 1827, could be done after just a two-year residency in the United States. 
Furthermore, immigrants who were authorized to vote as declarant aliens automatically became 
U.S. citizens when Nebraska and other territories were admitted to the Union.76 Opponents of 
these proceedings argued that the policies severed the fundamental connection between voting 
and citizenship and too easily and quickly provided U.S. citizenship to new immigrants. As time 
progressed there seemed to be “little difference in the popular mind between the recent arrival 
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and the naturalized citizen…and hence naturalization of aliens was not considered the equivalent 
of Americanization.”77  
As these feelings permeated the zeitgeist, they naturally manifested in the reception of 
American art and the production of its scholarship. An example of this is found in The Homes of 
Our Ancestors catalogue, which stated: “here for the first time is a comprehensive, realistic 
setting for the traditions so dear to us and so invaluable in the Americanization of many of our 
people, to whom much of our history is little known.”78 As native-born Americans do not require 
Americanization, the passage exemplifies how longstanding value conflicts between immigrants 
and stalwarts of traditional citizenship appear in institutional contexts. In the same decade that 
the American Wing opened at the Metropolitan Museum, Park and Burgess introduced the term 
Americanization to mean immigrants’ adoption of U.S. culture as their own. Given that the 
individuals in need of “Americanization” here are immigrants, the cited text makes a subtle but 
clear suggestion that immigrants are lesser Americans, ignorant of national history and traditions. 
When a leading center for the collecting and display of American art makes this intimation the 
effect on the discipline should not be underestimated. Although recent literature on the 
relationship between colonial America’s global trade economy and artistic production has 
embraced the paradigm of the transatlantic world and alleviated a rigid Americentrism in the 
discourse, nation-centric biases in the scholarship continue today.79 The subsequent chapters 
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seek to expose and dismantle this discourse when it obfuscates an understanding of immigrant 
artists’ place within a larger social history. 
Nativist biases insidious in U.S. society and its cultural institutions are not the only 
reasons for an extant body of scholarship that undermines the immigration and assimilation 
experiences of foreign-born artists. Standard paradigms of the discipline designate that the fine 
arts are valued over craft, just as the works from the zenith of an artist’s career are prized over 
those from periods of training or struggle. For immigrant artists, the work executed within their 
first years living in the United States is typically not their finest, and it may even contradict the 
work for which they are ultimately recognized. Given the pervasive cultural insecurity that 
existed at least since Copley penned his letter to Captain Bruce in the 1760s, it was only natural 
for scholars to put forward the best and most mature examples of American painting, which is 
generally not the work artists produced upon arrival to the United States. But to simply ignore 
these components of the material record prevents a full understanding of these individuals, their 
oeuvres, and the era in which they worked. It is exactly the information on this liminal period in 





Chapter Two  
Thomas Cole: How Assimilation Broadens Biography  
 
 
In her discussion of Thomas Cole in American Painting of the Nineteenth Century, 
Barbara Novak pinpoints the year 1826 as the “very outset of his career.”1 The truth of the matter 
is that Cole (1801-1848) had already been working in art and design for nearly nine years in the 
United States and for several years prior to that in England. In her omission of Cole’s decade-
long career as a craftsman, Novak follows the course laid by numerous preceding scholars whose 
biographies adhere to the foremost origin myth in nineteenth-century U.S. art: the “discovery” of 
Cole’s landscape paintings. In the fall of 1825 three leaders of the New York art world—John 
Trumbull, William Dunlap, and Asher B. Durand—encountered three works by a 24-year-old 
Cole displayed in William Colman’s frame and book shop in New York City. Amazed by his 
talent, Trumbull is said to have remarked: “this youth has done what I have all my life attempted 
in vain.”2 Scholars have located this moment as the birth of U.S. landscape art because the 
paintings on display, including Lake with Dead Trees (1825), represented a stylistic departure 
from the English picturesque and topographical modes that then dominated the U.S. market (fig. 
2.1).3 The critique that North American art was overly derivative of European art had been a 
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concern since the Colonial era, when following London or Parisian modes was de rigeur among 
class-conscious colonials. Although Lake with Dead Trees’ locational specificity, dark palette, 
foreboding sky, and the relationship of scale between diminutive man and grand nature bear the 
influence of German and English Romantic painting, Cole’s 1825 showing was cited as a 
moment when U.S. art had finally developed national characteristics and transcended its craft 
origins. There was, however, one major problem with framing Cole’s New York debut as the 
birth of U.S. landscape painting: the basic fact that Cole was a foreign-born artisan.4 To resolve 
this incongruity, scholars from the 1830s onward made Cole an “American” fine artist by 
diminishing or omitting his artistic experiences prior to his exhibition at Colman’s shop. 
Cole’s first biographer William Dunlap (1766-1839) is worth quoting at length because 
his management of the artist’s foreign birth established a model in 1834 that subsequent 
biographers and scholars have largely followed. Of Cole’s national origins, Dunlap wrote: 
Although by birth English, his relatives both by the male and 
female side, resided in this country previous to his birth. His 
grandfather was a farmer, that is, what all American farmers are, a 
yeoman cultivating his own soil, near Baltimore, in the latter part 
of the last century. His family…is Anglo-American, some born on 
one side of the ocean and some on the other….so strong is his 
desire to have a right to call that country his, which he feels to be 
his, that I have heard it said he has exclaimed, ‘I would give my 
left hand to identify myself with this country, by being able to say I 
was born here.’5 
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Ultimately, Dunlap concludes that Cole’s Englishness was simply an accident of birth because, 
at heart, he possessed an American identity. This sentiment was soon echoed in the 1848 funeral 
oration for Cole by writer and editor William Cullen Bryant (1794-1878). Bryant wrote: “He 
came to this country with his family when sixteen years of age. He regarded himself, however, as 
an American, and claimed the United States as the country of his relatives. His father passed his 
youth here, and his grandfather, I have heard him say, lived the greater part of his life in the 
United States.”6 Building upon Dunlap’s text, Bryant’s speech created an American lineage for 
Cole that was almost certainly nonexistent. In the first chapter of his doctoral thesis, Alan 
Wallach skillfully explains the larger cultural motivations for this Americanization of Cole and 
the tactics employed by nineteenth-century biographers to do so.7  
Early methods of marginalizing Cole’s foreign birth became entrenched in the paradigm 
of Cole literature in the twentieth century. In her chapter on Cole in the aforementioned 
American Painting of the Nineteenth Century (1969), Barbara Novak never states that the artist 
was born outside the United States. In Thomas Cole (1981), Matthew Baigell selects 
Philadelphia in 1824 as the start of Cole’s story. Ellwood C. Parry, the major twentieth-century 
scholar of Cole’s work, began his 1988 tome, The Art of Thomas Cole: Ambition and 
Imagination, with Cole not only living in the United States, but already settled in New York City 
and painting landscapes.8 Thus the narrow parameters of Cole scholarship, from its origins, have 
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allowed little room for alternative narratives regarding the artist’s early life in England and his 
initial years in the United States.  
Recent works by Sarah Burns and Tim Barringer provide antidotes to this problem, as 
both scholars have examined Cole in the context of his English upbringing and British culture.9 
Although this research adds an important dimension to our understanding of Cole, critical gaps 
remain. Burns and Barringer largely overlook Cole’s assimilation to the U.S., and both maintain 
the nationalistic framework of Cole studies—they simply centralize England rather than the 
United States. The 2018 exhibition, Thomas Cole’s Journey: Atlantic Crossings, co-organized by 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Gallery, London, also utilizes a transatlantic 
paradigm, but it foregrounds Cole’s experiences with the fine arts as an adult—rather than the 
applied arts as an adolescent—in England. My work helps to round out these interrogations by 
illuminating the narrative of Cole’s first seven years in the United States, undoubtedly the most 
obscure and unstudied period of his adult life, in the context of his immigration.10 As will 
become evident over the course of this chapter, examining Cole as an immigrant results in a very 
different narrative than discussing him as English. 
Cole’s immigration coincides with the start of the nineteenth-century’s first great wave, 
when the nation’s immigrant population was becoming a codified entity. When Cole and his 
family crossed the Atlantic in 1818, packet service had just been established between England 
and the United States. In response to the increasing immigrant numbers, Congress voted in 
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March of 1819 to require captains to file passenger lists with authorities upon their arrival at U.S. 
ports. The information gathered from 1820 onward provided the federal government (and 
historians today) with the first real data used to study the larger patterns of immigration.  
When explored in relationship to migration statistics and primary material, Cole’s 
experiences of immigration and assimilation prove common to many under-resourced Europeans 
who ventured relocation to the United States in the early 1800s. In this chapter, an examination 
of Cole’s early biography will reveal that he came to the United States for opportunities not 
available to him in his native country and endured a long and challenging assimilation after his 
arrival. Cole’s first seven years in the U.S. will be discussed in detail and contextualized in 
relationship to the tendencies of immigrant behavior. Furthermore, I will discuss Cole’s career in 
the applied arts as part of his professional trajectory, positioning his painting as the natural 
progression of his work as a pattern designer and engraver.11 I posit that Cole’s earliest plein air 
sketches stemmed from his manufacturing job and that his emergence as a fine artist was the 
result of a methodical adaptation to U.S. society. 
Born in England’s Lancashire county on February 1, 1801, Thomas Cole was the seventh 
of eight children and only son of James and Mary Cole. James Cole worked as a muslin 
manufacturer in Bolton-le-Moors, a center of textile spinning and weaving located roughly 
eleven miles outside of Manchester. The Coles’ Lancashire was at the very heart of 
industrialized England, where since the eighteenth century Europe’s first factories developed 
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around an expanding textile industry. Numerous scholars, most notably Burns, Barringer, and 
Wallach, have discussed the struggling Lancashire economy as well as the failure of James 
Cole’s business.12 In his 2011 essay, “The Englishness of Thomas Cole,” Barringer explains how 
changes in manufacturing brought on by the Industrial Revolution displaced families such as the 
Coles. Although technological innovations at first expanded work opportunities for self-
employed handloom weavers, he notes that “large-scale factory production suddenly rendered 
them virtually obsolete in the 1790s.”13  
Likely due to the failure of James Cole’s business the family relocated circa 1810 to 
Chorley, a town on the western edge of Bolton parish, approximately eleven miles northwest of 
Bolton-le-Moors. A small hub in Lancashire cotton production, Chorley boasted mills, bleach 
works, dyers, and calico printers. Likely due to his family’s growing financial needs Thomas 
Cole began to work as an apprentice woodblock engraver of calico designs at a Chorley factory. 
In England, the term calico refers to a heavy, plain cotton fabric, typically rough and unbleached. 
In the early nineteenth century, calico was often block-printed with polychrome floral patterns in 
imitation of expensive patterned cloth imported from India. Lancashire’s block-printed cottons 
set the fashion for floral chintzes used to make clothing, curtains, and upholstery around the 
world (fig. 2.2). Although various scholars have placed Cole anywhere from eleven to fifteen 
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years old at the start of his “apprenticeship,” the euphemism does not alter the fact that Cole was 
a factory worker and, even at age fifteen, would have been considered a child laborer.14   
Although child labor has existed throughout history, it increased dramatically during the 
Industrial Revolution when many displaced working-class families could not survive without the 
employment of their children. The fact that Cole’s father wanted him to work at his uncle’s iron 
foundry on St. George’s Street in Bolton evidences that Cole’s entrance into the workforce was 
due to his family’s fiscal needs more than his creative desires.15 Up to 20% of England’s cotton 
industry workers were under the age of thirteen in the decade that Cole worked at the Chorley 
factory. The economic conditions that propelled England’s children into work were heightened 
in industrialized regions such as Lancashire, where employment availability generated by the 
growth of factories and their simple manufacturing tasks resulted in numerous jobs that children 
could perform. These child employees were expected to work twelve to sixteen hours a day for 
six days a week in poorly-ventilated, dirty, and crowded rooms, all while earning less than 
adults. 
In 1818, noting that “a similar Petition has also been presented from Bolton-le-moors, 
where there are a number of Cotton Factories,” concerned citizen Nathan Gould published 
comments by physicians and leaders of local churches and schools on the consequences of 
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factory work on the health of children in Manchester, Lancashire’s largest city. The introduction 
of Gould’s report noted that “numerous declarations have been made by parents of the sufferings 
of their children who work in Factories, from sickness, debility, pains in their legs, knees, and 
ancles (sic), producing in many instances consumption and deformity.”16 Two cited community 
leaders observed that “several [children] had a hoarseness of voice, an impeded respiration, and 
wheezing in inspiration; denoting evidently a weakened state of the lungs,” and that 
“…consumption is of frequent occurrence, strong symptoms of which were discernible in many, 
such as coughs, shortness and difficulty of breathing, with a deep and hollow voice.”17 At the 
very least, this published testimony reveals the circumstances Cole would have faced at Chorley. 
Given the preponderance of respiratory problems diagnosed in child laborers, it is interesting to 
consider how Cole’s time in the factory contributed to his premature death at the age of forty-
seven from lung congestion and pleurisy, a condition caused by inflammation of the linings 
around the lungs.  
Gould’s report echoed the concerns of many, including Lancashire factory owner and 
Member of Parliament Sir Robert Peel (1750-1830), who had long-worked to create regulations 
regarding the employment of minors. Inspectors appointed by the House of Lords conducted 
their own investigations from 1818-1819 into the working conditions of children employed in 
textile factories, including some in Cole’s Lancashire. Based on data pulled from the resulting 
British Parliamentary Report published in 1819, economic historians concluded that 59% of 
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surveyed textile workers were ages nineteen and younger.18 Aided by momentum from the 
Parliament’s inquiry, Peel helped to pass the 1819 Cotton Mills and Factories Act, which 
restricted children under nine years old from employment and limited children ages nine to 
sixteen to a twelve-hour workday.   
Despite Thomas Cole’s entering the workforce at Chorley, in 1817 the family moved—
again due to the failure of James Cole’s business—and settled in Liverpool, then Lancashire’s 
second largest city and its major port for transatlantic travel. Although Thomas Cole soon 
assumed another engraving apprenticeship, the family ultimately decided to immigrate out of 
Liverpool the following year. Early biographers Dunlap and Louis Legrand Noble depict a young 
Cole so steeped in literature espousing the beauty of North American wilderness that it fueled his 
desire to leave England. Noble reports that Cole’s longings were so strong that he convinced his 
father to transplant their family to the United States: 
…Master Cole was a great reader, especially of books about foreign 
countries. None, however, made so lively an impression upon him 
as a book which set forth, in glowing language, the natural beauties 
of the North American states…He dreamed of them, talked of them, 
longed to cross the ocean and behold them. That the eloquence of 
the boy, on this subject, should have given a new direction to the 
mind of the father, we may well imagine when we consider that his 
character was tinged with an element of romance. In fact, the parent 
sympathized with the son, and heartily wished himself over the sea 
among the wonders of the New World.19 
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The notion that young Cole’s impassioned interest in U.S. scenery drove him and six 
family members to immigrate to the United States counteracts all the major reasons for 
resettlement recognized by scholars. Historians of English immigration assert that “economic 
considerations dominated the migration of most of [England’s] industrial workers” in the early-
to-mid nineteenth century.20 Economic displacement brought on by the development of industrial 
manufacturing in central England sparked the migration of thousands of English during the 
1820s alone. Historian James Bergquist affirms that, in general, the immigration of English and 
Scots in the 1820s was not a transfer of the lowliest exiles from the Industrial Revolution. 
Instead, the “movement from the urban and industrial sector was primarily of those who still had 
the resources to emigrate, who anticipated a better reward for their labors in America, and who 
often had some capital and a spirit of entrepreneurship in envisioning their future in America.”21 
Given the substance of the belongings the Coles brought with them to the United States—their 
ship’s manifest specified “13 Boxes or Chests and one Cask containing Wearing Apparel, old 
Books, Glass China, and an old Clock…1 Liquor Case, Beds & Bedding & Fowling piece”—the 
family appears to be representative of this category.22 Furthermore, the family’s decision to 
immigrate to the United States came after a series of town-to-town migrations within England, 
from Bolton-le-Moors to Chorley to Liverpool. Bergquist notes that, when motivated by 
economics, one or several intra-national relocations often preceded an international immigration 
during this period. This fact, coupled with the Coles’ own movements, illuminates that relocation 
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to the United States was not the first or even perhaps most desirable option for the family, but 
financial hardships ultimately drove them out of England. 
Period manuals warned prospective immigrants against making a decision to leave based 
on an idealized vision of the United States. The introductory chapter of Calvin Colton’s 1832 
Manual for Emigrants to America is subtitled Erroneous impressions and romantic expectations 
of Europeans respecting America and warns that “those who are meditating this change under 
romantic expectation, should be undeceived before they are disappointed in having gone too far 
to retrace their steps.”23 Although the Coles could have been inclined to “romantic expectation,” 
their struggle to find their footing in a changing Lancashire economy appears to be the major 
factor causing their immigration. Historian Charlotte Erickson theorizes that English industrial 
workers, like the Coles, who pioneered west of the Appalachians prior to 1850 were intentionally 
seeking a less-developed economy and pursued financial independence as much as agrarian 
mythologies.24 English immigrant Edwin Bottomley (1809-1850) exemplifies this type; he, like 
Cole, was a textile pattern designer in Lancashire’s woollen mills. Ultimately settling on a 
Wisconsin farm in the 1840s, his published transatlantic correspondence reveals that he 
immigrated to escape the “certainty that his own children must in due time become factory 
workers and partakers in these miseries.”25  
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The family’s decision to leave was perhaps propelled by the fact that the Coles already 
had business ties to North America: the raw cotton that Lancashire’s large mills processed was 
imported from Southern plantations. Charts published in 1818 in The Lancaster Gazette 
enumerated by month and year the bags of imported cotton-wool coming into Liverpool from 
New Orleans, Charleston, and Savannah. At one point, 85% of the world’s cotton was refined in 
Lancashire and the Coles, through their work in England’s textile industry, were implicitly 
dependent on the New World economy. These connections would have equipped both James 
Cole and Thomas Cole with a sense of the breadth of the United States’ natural resources and its 
burgeoning manufacturing and support the notion that economic necessity rather than romantic 
fantasy caused the family’s immigration. In fact, it was expressly Lancashire’s cotton industry 
that facilitated English immigration in the antebellum period, when the United States was a 
primary market for England’s finished textiles. The fact that transatlantic ships hauled thousands 
of bags of cotton to England but returned with manufactured goods such as finished textiles 
meant that U.S.-bound ships could utilize extra cargo space in steerage to house emigrants.26 
The nineteenth-century myth that Thomas Cole’s love of nature drove his family’s 
immigration not only contradicts what historians know to be true regarding antebellum-era 
immigration behaviors, but also exemplifies how historians of U.S. art undermine the immensity 
of English artists’ immigration.27 To give up one’s home—cutting ties to their ancestral land, 
community of family and friends, professional network, and all else that is familiar for the 
unfamiliar—was as monumental a decision for someone from England as it would have been for 
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any other immigrant, allayed only by the advantage that both countries shared a common 
language.  
The contents of an 1818 diary that almost certainly belonged to James Cole, today in the 
archives of the New York State Library in Albany, indicate the seriousness with which the 
family assumed their immigration and the strong economic component to their decision.28 Notes 
on one of its pages articulate James Cole’s interest in opportunities for land ownership and 
business prospects in the nation’s nascent western markets. The only item of its kind in the 
Thomas Cole Papers, James Cole wrote much of this diary in an alternative writing system, 
where I have determined through analysis that symbols represent words. This code does not 
appear to be related to Freemasonry or another society and is likely of James Cole’s own 
making.29 The use of symbols here could express either his need for privacy or the 
monumentality of the family’s endeavor, both of which imply the great responsibility James Cole 
felt as the head of the emigrant group. 
The first section of James Cole’s diary is a sea journal containing detailed notes related to 
the transatlantic journey, including descriptions of the daily weather (“Fresh gales & heavy rain,  
at midnight clear”) and the various crewmembers, commenting on their rank, national origin, and 
ethnicity (“first Mate young Man an American”).30 Shipboard journals were a common 
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phenomenon of transatlantic travel, and they ranged from diaries with detailed descriptions of 
life aboard an emigrant ship to compilations of simple statements about the voyage. The bulk of 
the content in Cole’s journal entails a record of the conditions at sea. An account of a 
transatlantic journey by former London resident William Amphlett, whose ship departed 
Liverpool on May 21, 1818 and arrived at Philadelphia on June 23, just eleven days before the 
Coles docked in that same city, illuminates the conditions the Coles likely faced. In Amphlett’s 
journal entry on May 29, 1818, he recorded his impressions of the steerage quarters:  
The steerage-passengers, in the fore part of the vessel, are too 
numerous to have comfortable accommodations: their gloomy 
prison, for it deserves no better name, is already become very 
offensive. Forty persons crowded in so small a place, without light, 
except what the hatchway admits, which at the extremity is just 
sufficient to make "darkness visible," and without the means of 
ventilation, cannot exist long without disease, unless the utmost 
attention is paid to cleanliness, and to this, which is every body's 
business, nobody attends.31 
 
The Coles arrived in the United States on July 3, 1818.32 Thomas Cole travelled in 
steerage class on the Andrew from Liverpool to Philadelphia with his parents and three of his 
sisters, Ann, Mary, and Sarah Cole.33 The ship’s manifest, today in the National Archives, 
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records that a woman named Lydia Holloway also travelled with the family; Parry identifies her 
as an aunt, and Wallach identifies her as a servant.34 The Coles’ migration as a family unit was 
highly typical to English immigration in the first half of the nineteenth century.35  
After the Coles landed in Philadelphia James Cole opened a dry goods store, and Thomas 
found work as an engraver. Continuing his work in engraving (when his father entered an 
entirely new business) testifies not only to Cole’s self-identification with the profession but also 
to the level of artistic knowledge he developed making woodblock calico patterns in England. 
Although the exact nature of Cole’s prints remains unknown, Noble describes an early 
Philadelphia commission as “a little block four or five inches square, the design of which is Grief 
leaning against a monument beneath a weeping-willow, and probably intended for a stone-
cutter’s advertisement.”36 Cole’s engagement in a print medium upon arrival to the U.S. falls in 
line with a path commonly taken by immigrant artists, as will be seen in the forthcoming 
chapters on Frances Palmer and Thomas Hovenden. Although numerous native-born artists, such 
as Asher B. Durand, Francis William Edmonds, and Eastman Johnson, began their careers in 
engraving or lithography, working in a print medium was a stepping-stone in the progression of 
many foreign-born artists’ careers, as numerous immigrants had been trained in a print medium 
in Europe, the birthplace of all print mediums practiced in the antebellum U.S. Because of this, 
many leaders in the antebellum print industry were foreign born (notables include Charles Burt, 
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Alfred Jones, John Sartain, and James Smillie of Great Britain, in addition to numerous 
engravers and lithographers from France and Germany), creating a network of immigrants within 
the United States’ artistic communities. 
By the fall of 1818 James Cole’s Philadelphia business had closed and, just as in 
England, the failure of the father’s business initiated a migratory period for the entire family.37 
The Coles left Philadelphia for Pittsburgh and, after a brief stay there, then moved on to 
Steubenville in Ohio. Scholars of nineteenth-century autobiography contend that an overland 
journey to the western United States was such a significant life event that it compelled countless 
ordinary individuals to record their daily experiences.38 James Cole’s 1818 diary documents the 
family’s travels from Philadelphia to Ohio and conveys his concern regarding the necessary 
resources and funds. The section’s first two pages, probably written prior to the family’s 
departure from Philadelphia, detail the budgets for daily and long-term travel expenses. The 
September 23, 1818 entry itemizes “Expenses of Wagon & 2 Horses” and the entry on the 
following day notes, “Set out from Philadelphia about 3 o’clock in Afternoon…we parted with 
Thomas.”39 Cole’s entries include the miles travelled every day and comments on individual 
towns; descriptions of North American scenery are more pragmatic than poetic. When passing 
through Dowingtown, Pennsylvania on September 25, Cole remarked: “the Land & Prospects 
very fine.” Over the next two days he mentioned the state of the fall harvests, observing 
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“abundant Crops of Indian Corn which they are now cutting” and “never in want of Apples they 
being in great(?) abundance along the road.”40  
As noted in the diary, Thomas Cole stayed behind in Philadelphia and, boarding with a 
Quaker family, continued his work as an engraver. This period represents the first time in Cole’s 
life that he lived a significant distance from his family and indicates the seriousness with which 
he assumed his U.S. career. For creative practitioners in the 1810s, few cities could rival what 
Philadelphia had to offer. When Cole arrived, the city was the nation’s center of printing and 
publishing, and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts (founded in 1805) offered a large 
collection of casts, books, engravings, and paintings (including works by contemporary 
American artists such as a George Washington by Gilbert Stuart and Dead Man Restored to Life 
by Touching the Bones of the Prophet Elisha by Washington Allston). The institution’s galleries, 
which displayed permanent collections and special exhibitions, were open to students for 
copying and Academicians provided critiques. 
In January 1819, Cole travelled to St. Eustatius in the West Indies with another boarder 
from his Philadelphia home. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the 8.1 square-
mile, Dutch-owned island maintained a substantial presence in transatlantic markets because it 
charged no tariffs and ignored trade restrictions imposed by other colonial powers. Due to its 
neutrality, St. Eustatius was a major supplier of arms and ammunition to the Continental Army 
during the Revolutionary War. However, by the time Cole reached the island in 1819 the St. 
Eustatian economy was in decline and its population waning. Although Cole’s activities during 
his months in the West Indies are virtually unknown, his experience there materialized six years 
                                                            




later in Emma Moreton, A West Indian Tale, a short story he published in the Philadelphia 
Saturday Evening Post in 1825.41  
While Cole’s day-to-day life in St. Eustatius remains a mystery, I believe the greater 
curiosity is what first compelled Cole to sail to the West Indies. Although Cole’s time in St. 
Eustatius is often described as a sojourn, he was there for roughly four-and-a-half months after 
having resided in the United States for only five and a half. If Cole had fantasized for so long 
about living in the United States that it became the very purpose of his immigration, as Dunlap 
and Noble contend, why would he leave the country so soon after his arrival? The only reason 
given for Cole’s move is that he accompanied his roommate, whose health required the change in 
climate.42 Cole’s West Indian period likely lives in shadows because it complicates the fixed 
nationalistic framework within which the literature has historically operated.43 Nonetheless, 
Cole’s relocation to the West Indies indicates that his notion of the New World was a broad one, 
stemming beyond U.S. boundaries to encompass “America” in the larger sense of the word.  
In May 1819 Cole returned to Philadelphia and, in late summer of that year, left the city 
to join his family in Steubenville. Located on the eastern edge of central Ohio, along the banks of 
the Ohio River, Steubenville was a frontier town that began as a military outpost built in 1786-87 
to protect government surveyors mapping territory west of the Ohio. In 1790 Fort Steuben was 
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abandoned after being destroyed in a fire, and settlers and squatters from western Virginia and 
Pennsylvania soon built houses in the area. In 1797 land speculators formally laid out the town, 
and by the early 1800s Steubenville opened its first land office as its economy developed into a 
port town.  
Although Cole’s entire Ohio period is understudied, the fact that scholars have yet to 
interrogate why the Coles chose Steubenville remains a particularly glaring oversight. I posit this 
omission exists because issues of place—quite literally one place—have defined Cole 
scholarship; the artist’s life in the Hudson River Valley has dominated our understanding of him 
to the extent that his life in the Ohio River Valley (and Philadelphia, St. Eustatius, and 
Pittsburgh) remains incidental. Yet, when we examine the Coles’ migration patterns and business 
choices in relationship to immigration-related data and ephemera from the period, it appears 
highly possible that the Coles left England with the intention of settling in Ohio.  
English emigrant’s manuals from the period touted Ohio’s agricultural and commercial 
assets. Anecdotes by Noble (“Master Cole was a great reader, especially of books about foreign 
countries. None, however, made so lively an impression upon him as a book which set forth, in 
glowing language, the natural beauties of the North American states”) and George Washington 
Greene (“He met with a description of Ohio”) insinuate that Cole read emigrant’s manuals.44 
Tangentially, inventories and descriptions of regional plants and trees were standard components 
of emigrant’s manuals, and it is interesting to ponder how these nature guides influenced Cole’s 
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first arboreal sketches, which, in their diversity and specimen-like labeling, have an inventorial 
aspect to them.45 
The year prior to the Coles’ immigration, John Bradbury’s Travels in the Interior of 
America was heavily promoted in Lancashire newspapers; advertisements highlighted the book’s 
“remarks and observations useful to persons emigrating” to Ohio.46 Bradbury portrayed the state 
as fertile ground for capitalist enterprise, noting: “the countries west of the Alleghany Mountains 
afford the greatest advantages of any part of the United States, to emigrants…and when they 
arrive at the head of the Ohio, the facility of descending the river opens to them a vast field, in 
which labour must, for ages to come, find a good market.”47 Bradbury specifically highlighted 
the region’s opportunities for Englishmen with capability in the industrial and craft professions: 
“There are also glass manufactories, cotton and woolen manufactories, iron foundries, potteries, 
floor-cloth manufactories, steam engine makers, glass cutting, silversmiths, looking-glass 
makers, printers…&c. &c. There is no part of the world where labour finds a better market than 
in the western country.”48 The aforementioned English immigrant William Amphlett also wrote 
extensively on Ohio in his guide, which praised the fine conditions of the Ohio River region:  
Upon the whole, the State of Ohio affords equal if not better 
prospects to most emigrants than any other….No river in the world 
runs through a finer country than this…the meadows on its margin, 
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are fertile in every production necessary to the comfort and the 
happiness of man; and, if man cannot live happy and independent 
here, under a free government, with almost all his wants supplied 
from his own lands, it is in vain to look for happiness or 
independence any where.49 
 
The Coles’ entrance via Philadelphia provides additional evidence that the family 
immigrated to the U.S. with the objective of settling in Ohio. An immigrant’s port of entry was 
by no means a random choice, but rather a strategic move determined by their intended 
destination. Given the access Philadelphia’s location provided to the interior, Bradbury’s travel 
guide recommended the city to immigrants who were ultimately seeking Ohio:  
The port in the United States to which it will be the interest of the 
emigrant to sail, will depend on his views or his prospects. A wide 
field is open to him, and he ought to make himself acquainted with 
its geography before he decide on this point. For a very great 
portion of emigrants, the countries west of the Alleghanies [sic], 
say Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, or the Illinois, offer by 
much the best prospects; and to get to those countries, Philadelphia 
or Baltimore are the best ports.50 
 
I believe that in addition to intentionally seeking out Ohio, settling in Steubenville, a 
fledgling town on the western edge of what was then “civilization,” was a predetermined choice 
for the family. Amphlett wrote specifically on Steubenville, noting “This neat and flourishing 
town is delightfully situated to the right [riverbank], on a rich soil, and wide river-bottom: 
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population about 4000, and rapidly increasing.”51 Furthermore, in the four months preceding the 
Coles’ 1818 immigration, notices advertising land lots for sale in the Ohio River Valley ran 
multiple times in the Liverpool Mercury. These advertisements stressed the region’s economic 
viability by highlighting its location “on or near navigable rivers…from whence large vessels 
navigate down the Ohio to New Orleans, in the Gulf of Mexico.”52  
Whether or not the Coles planned to settle in Steubenville before leaving England, it is 
certain that they were aware of both Steubenville and Pittsburgh prior to their September 1818 
departure from Philadelphia. The first page of the diary for James Cole’s overland migration 
features a list of what appears to be his preoccupations pertaining to the journey ahead, 
including: 
Prices of Provisions 
Description of Pitsburg 
Journey [illegible word] of Stubenville 
Price of Land 
Roads 
Taverns 
Sales of Land in Misory 
Present Occupation 
& Prospects 
Scarcity of Money 
State of Manufactures53 
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Cole’s concern here for money, travel, settlement, and employment exemplify the major 
categorical concerns of antebellum immigrants. His emphasis on western communities 
(Pittsburgh, Steubenville, and Missouri) with emerging agricultural and industrial economies—
and no mention of the arts—affirms that the family’s immigration was to pursue business 
opportunities particular to the burgeoning nation. Along these lines, I believe the Coles sought 
out Steubenville specifically because it possessed the ideal environment for their professional 
advancement, particularly a recognized textile manufacturing industry that employed English 
immigrants.  
In 1815, three years prior to the Coles’ arrival, Steubenville founder Bezaleel Wells (d. 
1846) established a woolen mill that probably produced the first broadcloth in the western United 
States. Before the Revolutionary War, broadcloth, a dense woolen fabric with a lustrous finish, 
was the most expensive woolen textile used by colonial residents, who were dependent upon 
imported broadcloth of British manufacture.54 After the importation of Merino sheep in the early 
1800s, wool broadcloth became the elite product of U.S. mills, including Wells’ in Steubenville. 
At three-stories tall and 100-feet long, the mill occupied a central place in eastern Ohio’s 
landscape and economy, employing forty-eight men, twenty-seven women, and forty children in 
its early years of operation, many of whom were English.55 With the failure of his endeavor in 
the dry goods business, coupled with his experience in woolen manufacturing, it is logical that 
James Cole would seek out the industry he belonged to in England. An entry in James Cole’s 
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diary makes it clear that the patriarch was paying close attention to local businesses and the 
regional industries they encountered along their journey across Pennsylvania. On Thursday, 
October 8, 1818, around the time when the family was crossing the Allegheny Mountains, Cole 
wrote: “came to town where there is a cotton & woollen manufact, good tavern.”56 It is likely 
that the Wells’ mill attracted the Coles to Steubenville, which was in the process of becoming 
one of the most important centers for woolen cloth manufacturing in the Ohio River Valley.57 
Henry Howe’s 1891 Historical Collections of Ohio includes an account by an 
antebellum-era Steubenville resident, James Gallagher, who suggested that the Cole family 
settled in the town along with other English immigrants expressly for its textile industry. 
Gallagher is quoted: “I knew Thomas COLE, the celebrated landscape painter, well. He was born 
in England, and was regarded as a bright, intelligent young man. There was quite a colony of 
English and Germans, who came here to work in the paper-mill and woollen factory, which were 
established here in the war period. Among the English were the Cole family, [and] Dr. Ackerley, 
afterwards the noted New York surgeon.”58  
While Gallagher’s account strongly supports the idea that the Coles ventured into Ohio 
(and likely immigrated to the United States) to pursue specific manufacturing opportunities, it is 
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possible that Steubenville’s English community drew the family to the area.59 Ohio, which 
became a state in 1803, attracted English immigrants who saw the possibilities for both farming 
and manufacturing in the region. Steubenville’s wool industry was featured in both Philadelphian 
and English newspapers; one of numerous articles covering Wells’ mill was a letter from an 
English man reporting on the conditions for immigrants in Steubenville. Published in the 
Cornwall Gazette in May 1820, it notes: “In this town there is a large Cloth Manufactory, in 
which about thirty Englishmen are engaged; some of them have families.”60 
Unlike the beneficent societies established for German and Irish immigrants, ethnic 
institutions for English in the U.S. were scarce. Charlotte Erickson argues that English 
immigrants instead privately relied on one another for support, preferring intimate social 
networks to institutionalized ones.61 Upon her analysis of hundreds of immigrant letters, she 
concludes that English immigrants in the antebellum U.S. typically “accommodated to their new 
environment rather than assimilated.”62 The aforementioned list preceding the diary of James 
Cole’s overland journey includes, “seen few English People,” suggesting his attentiveness to the 
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nationality of other westward emigrants. The fact that Thomas Cole taught art to an English 
manufacturer (discussed below) and his sister married Englishman George Ackerley in 
Steubenville in 1821 evidences the Coles’ fraternization with other English immigrants in their 
Ohio community.63  
 While James Cole’s diary is the only primary material written by a family member that 
suggests the Coles relocated to Ohio to rejoin the industry they belonged to in England, letters in 
the archives of the British Library of Economic and Political Science place the family’s 
resettlement in the larger context of English textile workers living in Ohio. A collection of 
correspondence dating from 1829-1846 illuminates the immigration experiences of Andrew, 
Thomas, and William Morris, three Lancashire handloom weavers. Not only were the brothers 
born near the Coles’ Bolton, but they also relocated to Chorley to work in the town’s textile 
factories prior to their immigration to the United States. They too first landed in Philadelphia to 
earn money before travelling west to pursue textile manufacturing in Ohio. Like the Coles, 
William Morris settled in Steubenville, where by 1838 he “got work at a woolen factory where I 
wove sattennet, flannel, and casemeer.”64 In 1844, Andrew Morris, who also worked in the Ohio 
River Valley, wrote that William was “living in Stubanvill. He has rented a loom, is buying 
wool; getting it carded, spun, and colord at the big factorys; and weaving jeens for himself.”65 
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Although William initially sought out Steubenville for its textile factories, Andrew’s letter 
reveals that he opened his own business there in a related industry, as did James Cole.     
Around the time the Coles settled in Steubenville, Wells’ mill closed amidst the Panic of 
1819. James Cole opened a wallpaper manufactory and Thomas Cole—who reunited with his 
family in the fall of 1819—worked for the business. Adapting the skills he acquired in England’s 
calico industry, Cole mixed colors, drew wallpaper patterns, and engraved them into woodblocks 
for stamping the designs onto paper.66 Before the Revolutionary War, when British mercantile 
laws regulated textile production, the vast majority of wallpapers available to colonists were 
imported from England and France.67 In the late-colonial period, North American manufacturers, 
many of whom were immigrants from the British Isles, began to build businesses in New York 
City and Philadelphia. After the Revolutionary War, the number of producers in the United 
States gradually increased, although their production method typically followed the English 
model and wallpaper styles adhered to European fashion.68 In spite of the growing availability of 
a U.S. inventory, the refined papers and patterns coming out of England and France were 
difficult to equal. Perhaps to compensate for their second-rate product, U.S. manufacturers 
regularly made appeals to buyers’ patriotic loyalties in early nineteenth-century advertisements. 
James Cole marketed his goods along these lines in the local newspaper, the Steubenville 
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Gazette, and promoted not only his paper hangings and borders, but also printed woolen and silk 
shawls. His 1821 advertisements recognized the competition with foreign markets, claiming that 
his products’ patterns and colors “compare, in every respect, with the imported quality, whilst his 
prices are more moderate.”69 This advertisement’s language indicates that James Cole, although 
recently arrived to the United States, knew that it was in the best interest of his business to 
present himself as an American and to position his products in opposition to foreign goods.  
The Coles arrived in the United States in an era with a high degree of consciousness 
regarding the development of a national culture. The U.S. experienced a surge in political and 
economic nationalism after the War of 1812 (1812-1815), when a renewed pride of 
independence was coupled with a boom in industrial manufacturing and infrastructural 
expansion. A newfound sense of cultural nationalism contributed to the United States’ artistic 
growth, including the rebuilding of Washington D.C. landmarks after the War, a rise in interest 
in U.S. landscape painting, and the appearance of North-American themed literature by 
Washington Irving (e.g. Rip Van Winkle; 1819) and James Fenimore Cooper (e.g. The Pioneers; 
1823). 
Yet, despite this second war with Great Britain, the weight of English culture continued 
to cast a strong shadow over the United States and, as Richard Bushman has clarified, buying 
imported European goods remained a mark of gentility amongst elite and middle-class circles.70 
Men of arts and letters discussed this complicated dance of patriotism and foreign cultural 
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dependence in various antebellum forums. In an 1818 article, prolific editor and publisher 
Hezekiah Niles wrote: “I still assert and will maintain it, that the people of the United States are 
yet wretchedly deficient of a NATIONAL CHARACTER, though it is rapidly forming.”71 This 
simultaneous bemoaning the country’s cultural deficiency while praising its latent talent was 
famously expressed in an 1826 letter to President John Quincy Adams by artist John Trumbull 
(who had “discovered” Thomas Cole in New York the previous year). Trumbull argued that 
“talent for all the elegant arts abounds in this country,” but inadequate patronage and national 
encouragement threatened their very survival.72  
Artists and artisans from the British Isles found themselves at an unusual intersection 
because, although they represented a large percentage of the nation’s trained artists, many had 
developed culturally within their mother country. These immigrants had to utilize the fruits of 
their foreign maturation to produce work that was compatible with U.S. culture. James Cole and 
Thomas Cole occupied this liminal position: they manufactured in the Midwest and sold 
exclusively to U.S. audiences but did so by utilizing knowledge gained in English 
manufacturing. Political scientist Aristide Zolberg stresses that the development of nationality 
involves a simultaneous “crystallization of the ‘us’ and a reinforcement of the boundary between 
‘us’ and ‘others,’” which placed the “burden of incorporation squarely on the shoulders of the 
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newcomers.”73 James Cole positioning his products as a rival to “imported” goods indicates he 
was learning to maneuver around this very burden. 
Conflicts between European and U.S. culture were active in the Coles’ Ohio. An article 
published in the Steubenville Gazette just days after James Cole’s advertisement appeared in the 
same paper discussed the profits of the town’s woolen manufactory in relationship to the issue of 
U.S.- versus English-made goods. Its author points out that the mill has “to contend with an 
unaccountable prejudice in favor of English goods—a prejudice which every man in the United 
States should consider beneath him.”74 The article then proceeds to argue that “men who are 
entirely destitute of patriotism or public spirit, and governed solely by motives of immediate 
interest, might feel no disposition to support domestic manufactures….But it is really astonishing 
that we should give a preference to the foreign goods when they are inferior in every point of 
view, and when it is well known that every dollar we pay for such articles is gone forever from 
among us.”75 Surely, these kinds of articles would have made an impression on the Coles and 
perhaps influenced the marketing of their goods. The popular pressure to buy domestic was 
further encouraged by U.S. Congress, who protected the nation’s nascent industry by raising 
protective tariffs in the 1820s.76  
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In spite of public and federal efforts, imported wallpaper remained popular and, from 
about 1815 on, when French panoramiques became particularly fashionable among wealthy 
Americans, some U.S. companies responded by producing North American equivalents.77 These 
panoramas depicted broad-sweeping cityscapes or landscapes, often punctuated by notable man-
made or natural landmarks. A simpler derivative of panoramiques emerged in France, as a 
distinctive pattern type known as “landscape figures,” which consisted of pastoral, classical, or 
exotic landscape scenes, often with small vignettes of people, framed within a striped or floral 
border.78 When James Cole and Thomas Cole were producing wallpaper in the early 1820s, 
“landscape figures” enjoyed enormous popularity in the United States because it offered 
consumers an aesthetic of French fashion, but was less labor intensive and expensive to 
produce.79 Since the Cole manufactory’s advertisements touted designs that compared with 
imported ones, Thomas Cole was likely engraving patterns that included panoramas, landscapes, 
or, at the very least, organic forms. Not only would this work have been a continuation of the 
floral patterns he engraved for English textiles, but these wallpaper designs were likely his 
earliest landscapes produced in the United States. 
Although canonical biographies commonly cite Cole’s foray into painting around the 
time he meets Stein, an itinerant portraitist in Steubenville, Cole’s own professional life in textile 
and wallpaper manufacturing required him to develop skills of drawing, design, and color mixing 
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long before that encounter took place.80 Biographers have not only diminished Cole’s years as a 
craftsman in England and the United States, but they tend to misleadingly position Cole’s contact 
with Stein as his professional introduction to the arts because Stein is said to have given him 
encouragement, rudimentary training, and a European instruction manual.81 Of Cole’s artistic 
experience prior to meeting Stein, Noble writes: “He had already acquired some knowledge and 
facility in drawing. He had sketched in childhood the picture on the face of the family clock, and 
afterwards the figures and landscapes on English chinaware. Then he rose to copying engravings, 
sketching heads and natural objects occasionally, and finally to making some few simple designs 
of his own.”82 This account omits Cole’s career in the applied arts; Noble highlights the fact that 
Cole copied engravings (presumably of U.S. or European paintings) but never mentions that 
Cole created designs and engraved patterns for a living. Yet, in speaking of Cole’s access to 
painting supplies in Steubenville, Noble hints at his preexisting experience as an artisan, stating 
Cole got his paint from a local chair maker “by whom he was employed, for a short time, as a 
kind of ornamental painter.”83  
Cole’s advertisement offering artistic instruction published in 1820 in the Steubenville 
Gazette provides further evidence of his professional experience in the arts. The notice read: 
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“Thomas Cole, Will instruct a class of males or females, in Painting and Drawing, three times a 
week between 6 and 8 o’clock in the evening, at the above price per quarter.”84 The “price” 
specified by Cole was five dollars for three months excluding supplies, which could be 
purchased for an additional $1.50. Thus, this advertisement is proof that by 1820—five years 
prior to what most scholars consider to be the genesis of his career—Cole thinks enough of 
himself as an artist to offer artistic instruction to others. A mention of Cole’s teaching in Howe’s 
Historical Collections of Ohio gives insight into his students: “Among the English [in 
Steubenville] were the Cole family… [and] Wm. Watkins, a wool stapler, who soon returned to 
England and gained distinction as a miniature painter; painted a portrait of Queen Victoria on 
ivory. He had taken lessons from Cole.”85 Whereas Dunlap and Noble place Cole’s debut as a 
professional artist in New York in 1825, historian Henry Howe (1816-1893) did not share the 
same disciplinary burdens as his art historical contemporaries and thus freely recognized Cole as 
sufficiently proficient to train would-be professional painters. 
In February 1822 Cole departed from Steubenville to begin an approximately one-year 
migration around central Ohio, where he temporarily established himself in several towns as a 
portraitist. This itinerancy period has been considered Cole’s emergence into professional 
independence because it followed his alleged exposure to fine arts instruction via Stein. 
However, when examining Cole as a new immigrant rather than an aspiring artist, his itinerancy 
was likely motivated by his family’s financial needs as much as (if not more than) his own 
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creative desires. At the same time that Cole offered artistic instruction in Steubenville, his older 
sisters Ann and Mary Cole opened a Seminary for Young Ladies, which they promoted 
alongside their brother’s advertisement in the local paper. For five dollars per student Ann and 
Mary provided a general educational curriculum for girls. Notices in the Steubenville Gazette 
also document that George Ackerley—the aforementioned English doctor and Ann Cole’s 
husband—was seeing patients at the Cole’s home.86 Thus, out of their Fourth Street residence 
James operated a wallpaper manufactory, Thomas gave art lessons and worked (perhaps with 
sister Sarah) in the manufactory, Ann and Mary ran a ladies’ seminary, and Ackerley treated 
patients.87 If Noble is correct, then Thomas Cole also did ornamental painting for local 
craftsmen. Together, these various endeavors indicate that James’ business alone was not enough 
to make ends meet, and many household members had to work to keep the family financially 
afloat. Cole’s entrance into itinerancy could have been the next step in these efforts; the driving 
economic principle behind the itinerancy tradition is that artists could increase their income 
potential through travel rather than staying in one place, as each small-to-midsize U.S. town 
provided only so much demand.   
Cole travelled throughout southern Ohio, staying for significant periods of time in St. 
Clairsville, Zanesville, and Chillicothe. Although modest towns today, all three locales were 
significant in early nineteenth-century Ohio. Both Zanesville and Chillicothe served as state 
capitals prior to 1816 and had their own developing interests in the arts. Likely due to their 
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residency in a state capital, Chillicothe’s citizens followed the artistic patronage in Washington, 
D.C. The town’s local newspaper, The Weekly Recorder, reported in 1819 on the progress of 
John Trumbull’s Declaration of Independence for the U.S. Capitol Building and stressed the 
“munificence” that accompanied the act of painting national subjects.88  
While many art historians have mentioned the artist’s time in St. Clairsville, Zanesville, 
and Chillicothe, little ink has been spilled to determine why Cole chose those specific towns.89 
Examining this question through the lens of immigration provides answers and elucidates Cole’s 
larger itinerancy period, which spans from 1818-1824 and begins and ends with Cole in 
Philadelphia. The general path on which Cole travelled west, from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh and 
then into Ohio, was prescribed to English travellers in the period’s emigrant’s manuals. Just three 
pages after his recommended travel itinerary from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, William 
Amphlett’s 1819 guidebook for English immigrants featured a route from “Pittsburg to 
Chillicothe, in the State of Ohio, by Steubenville.”90 Amphlett describes his suggested path as 
the “best route for travellers and emigrants from Pittsburg into the interior of the Ohio State.”91 
Amphlett’s route to what was then known as the “western country” included Zanesville as a stop 
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on the recommended course from Steubenville to Chillicothe, while another regional route on the 
guidebook’s following page featured St. Clairsville, Zanesville, and Chillicothe.92  
In addition to these towns’ appearance on his proposed emigrant routes, Amphlett 
provided descriptions that highlighted their economic viability for new settlers. He identified 
Zanesville as the “seat of justice for Muskingum county…now the seat of government also of the 
State of Ohio, a great thorough-fare and thriving settlement.”93 A letter written by the 
aforementioned Thomas Morris to his family in Chorley suggests that immigrants favored this 
region not only for its land availability but also for its established English communities: “We 
found an English settlment [sic] in Washington County, Ohio, where the people treated us very 
well and shewed us the Congress land. We went to Zanesville and bought at the Land Office 
each of us a quarter setin [sic] of Land.”94 Amphlett described Chillicothe as another exceptional 
locale: “the most populous town upon its banks is Chilicothe (an Indian name for town,) situated 
70 miles up the [Scioto] river, upon a fine elevated plain and dry gravelly soil. The town is well 
planned, healthy and improving….No towns upon the river have a finer aspect.”95 While 
Amphlett was writing for a general audience of English immigrants, his descriptions of these 
thriving and populous communities would have made them particularly appealing to an itinerant 
painter. 
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Period evidence substantiates that immigrants indeed followed these published paths. In a 
letter to his brother in Lancashire, the immigrant William Morris (who, like Cole, came to Ohio 
from Pennsylvania) reported that he took a position at a textile factory outside St. Clairsville 
after working in the woolen industry at Steubenville.96 From St. Clairsville, Morris commented 
on seeing “numbers of famelys [sic] with wagons passing every day going to the far west” from 
his position “near the National Turnpike.”97 The turnpike to which Morris refers is the National 
Road, built by the U.S. government beginning in 1811. As the nation’s first federally-funded 
interstate highway, the Road was a major thoroughfare for emigrants heading west; its eastern 
section connected the Potomac and Ohio Rivers and, when construction ended in the late 1830s, 
the Road terminated in Illinois. As both St. Clairsville and Zanesville were stops on it, Cole was 
almost certainly one of the emigrants on the newly-made emigrants’ road.  
The predecessor and footprint for the eastern-Ohio portion of the National Road was 
Zane’s Trace, a route spearheaded by Ebenezer Zane (1747-1811), who in 1796 won a 
commission from Congress to develop a western route through the Ohio Country. In the first 
decade of the nineteenth century, Zane’s Trace connected St. Clairsville to Zanesville and then 
dipped southwest to Chillicothe, all major stops along the road. The eastern terminus of Zane’s 
Trace was Wheeling, Virginia (today West Virginia), which is roughly twenty-five miles south 
of Steubenville and eleven miles due east of St. Clairsville. In the antebellum period, the journey 
from Steubenville to Wheeling would have been most commonly travelled on the Ohio River. 
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Although Noble states that Cole walked from Steubenville to St. Clairsville, I have no doubt that 
once in St. Clairsville, Cole followed the path of Zane’s Trace. Not only was Zane’s Trace the 
lone major route connecting the towns Cole visited during his Ohio itinerancy, but the inns and 
taverns along the Trace were primary sites of socialization and cultural exchange in the region.98 
The businesses established to accommodate emigrants were surely some of those mentioned in 
Noble, who describes Cole’s dismay upon arriving at St. Clairsville and Zanesville taverns only 
to discover that he had been “following in the footsteps” of a German painter also travelling the 
Trace.99 Despite a lack of statistical data, anecdotal evidence shows that Zane’s Trace was a 
major artery for European immigrants heading west, so much so that they founded new towns, 
such as the German settlement of Lancaster (located between Zanesville and Chillicothe), along 
the route.  
While in Chillicothe, probably in early 1823, Cole received word that his family was 
undergoing another relocation due to yet another failure of the family’s business. The Coles left 
Steubenville for Pittsburgh, a city that had piqued James Cole’s interest since he first headed 
west in 1818.100 Described in an English emigrant’s guide as “more agreeable to English 
constitutions than the wooded regions father west,” Pennsylvania had been a long-standing site 
for textile manufacturing since before the Revolutionary War.101 The United Company of 
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Philadelphia for Promoting American Manufacturers, the first joint-stock company for textile 
manufacturers in the North American colonies, was established in 1775. Reorganized as the 
Pennsylvania Society for the Encouragement of Manufacturers and the Useful Arts in 1778, the 
Society operated twenty-six power looms in one central factory and could churn out yards of 
cloth by the thousands at the turn of the nineteenth century. Scholar of Pennsylvania history 
Sylvester Stevens reveals that it was the Society’s offer of prizes for new processes and 
machinery that sparked the 1789 immigration of English-born Samuel Slater, the “father” of the 
United States’ Industrial Revolution.102 Antebellum-era directories reveal that Pittsburgh housed 
its own thriving textile industry whose manufacturers occupied a central place in the western 
economy.103 A descriptive passage from an 1826 city directory notes that: 
No town in the United States, at an equal distance from the ocean, 
enjoys so many advantages tending to manufacturing prosperity, as 
are possessed by Pittsburgh….A few enterprizing [sic] men began 
the fabrication of cottons, woollens, glass, &c…its prosperity and 
increase was unrivalled—so great indeed, and sudden was its rise 
from an obscure and retired borough, to rank and importance, that 
it became the theme of much notoriety, as well in our own country 
as in Europe. In England, Pittsburgh was called the Birmingham of 
America.104  
 
With the intention of joining his family in Pittsburgh, Cole made the 160-mile journey 
back to Steubenville, with a brief stop in Zanesville to pursue additional work. After temporarily 
reuniting with his family in Steubenville, Cole remained there alone until the spring of 1823, 
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when he settled in Pittsburgh to work at his father’s floor-cloth manufactory. Although an 
ostensibly new enterprise for the father and son, floor-cloths in this period were hand-painted or 
block-printed canvas rugs; Thomas Cole’s work designing floor-cloth patterns was essentially a 
return to the craft he had been practicing in England and Steubenville. A scientific journal from 
1835 offers a detailed description of the floor-cloth manufacturing process: “the main part of the 
manipulation is similar to calico-printing, the figures on the blocks being upon a much larger 
scale, and the cloths which are printed being of an infinitely greater size….[Floor-cloth] is 
usually manufactured with a smooth side, and is printed with blocks of a fine structure, 
resembling calico blocks.”105 The Pittsburgh floor-cloth manufactory and the Steubenville 
wallpaper manufactory before that were businesses in which the Coles utilized the skillsets 
required by their English trades (James as a textile manufacturer and Thomas as a color mixer, 
pattern designer, and engraver) to generate a livelihood in the United States. Although James 
Cole was cited as the founder of these business (Noble underscores that Thomas joined his father 
after both manufactories were established), the fact remains that each man had different 
proficiencies, all of which were requisite for the production process.106 When filtered through the 
lens of immigration scholarship, the Coles, like most English artisans, were unable to find work 
in exactly the same trade they practiced in England, or perfectly transfer their occupational skills, 
in the United States.107 Perhaps in a maneuver to render Thomas Cole an innovative and 
hardworking American, the literature tends to depict James Cole as a loafer, relying on old 
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English systems that continually fail him.108 But, in fact, repurposing his professional experience 
to create new businesses in Steubenville and Pittsburgh exemplifies James Cole’s deft 
adaptation, or the process whereby immigrants adjust economically and socially to their new 
country.  
If we consider the nineteenth-century biographies as documents that work to construct an 
American nationality for Thomas Cole, the artist’s Pittsburgh period is when his identity as a 
landscape painter of U.S. scenery begins to coalesce. Dunlap specifies that it is at this time when 
Cole began to make studies from nature, a fact that the extant material record supports.109 He 
includes an anecdote that Cole wandered out early in the morning to draw, “and by nine o’clock 
returned to the labor of the day as a manufacturer.”110 This specification introduces a critical 
division between the time that Cole worked as an artisan and the moments he engaged with the 
most fundamental concern of a fine artist: study from life. Dunlap widens the gap between the 
two practices by proposing that Cole was emotionally compelled to sketch in nature, writing: 
“The spring had arrived, and the young painter seemed to awake to the beauties of nature in 
landscape, and to feel not only his love for, but his power in that branch of art.”111 Noble also 
supports this dichotomy between the manual and cerebral, remarking that prior to Pittsburgh 
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Cole had been making up “nature from his own mind, instead of making up his mind from 
nature. This now flashed upon him as a radical mistake.”112 From the first biographies, Cole’s 
career as an engraver was placed in direct opposition to his work as a painter. But, what if his 
engravings and nature drawings existed on the same continuum of creative production? 
One drawing and one watercolor contained in Cole’s 1823 Pittsburgh sketchbook suggest 
the divide between his work in the applied and fine arts may not have been as wide as scholars 
presume. Sketch of Flowers, a 9 3/8” x 7 3/8” pencil and charcoal drawing appearing on page 
twenty-eight of Cole’s sketchbook, features the blooms of eight flowers rendered in a bold 
contour line (fig. 2.3).113 Their anatomy is detailed (several bear sepals and stamen), but the 
botanical forms are simplified. Cole applies shading to only one flower, in the lower-left corner 
of the page. The lack of shading—and the use of a bold, deliberate line instead—gives the 
drawing a calculated and decidedly un-sketchlike quality. Whereas Cole’s twisting, leafless trees 
from that same year have been examined as reflective of the artist’s emotional state during a 
vulnerable period in his life, analysis of Cole’s Sketch of Flowers asserts that it “closely 
resemble[s] the formulaic flowers and leaves presented in drawing instruction books of the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.”114 But, Cole has inscribed “I wish I wish I wish in 
vain” on the lower-right corner of the page. This phrasing, with roots in Irish folk music, 
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conveys a sense of romantic whimsy that one does not typically associate with the act of copying 
from an instruction manual. But how else can we reconcile the drawing’s stylized manner?  
I posit that not only did Cole draw Sketch of Flowers directly from nature, but also that 
the impetus for the work stemmed from the need to produce designs for his father’s floor-cloth 
manufactory, not artistic pleasure. Cole employed a bold contour line in Sketch of Flowers 
because he approached the sketch as a pattern designer trained to distill the essential qualities of 
nature’s forms. A rare surviving nineteenth-century woodblock, created by U.S. wallpaper 
manufactory M. H. Birge & Sons (founded in 1834), gives a sense of the broad and clearly-
defined botanical anatomy necessary for stamping designs onto paper (fig. 2.4). On the page 
immediately preceding Sketch of Flowers, Cole painted a watercolor of a flower with leaves and 
stem he titled Marigold (fig. 2.5). Here again the botanical anatomy is simplified. The flower’s 
seven petals are solid and flat; an outline made by the white ground of the paper defines their 
dark forms.  
When the Coles were producing floor-cloths, Brussels carpets were the height of fashion 
in the United States. While the name refers to a specific looped-pile manufacturing method 
developed in Kidderminster, England, Brussels carpets commonly featured leaves and flowers 
with flat, broadly-defined shapes, similar to the style seen in Cole’s Sketch of Flowers and 
Marigold (fig. 2.6). In addition to demonstrating the popularity of the Brussels weave style, 
newspaper advertisements from the 1820s illuminate that having a variety of new patterns was 
one way floor-cloth manufacturers remained competitive in the U.S. market.115 In order to keep 
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the family business afloat, Cole regularly would have had to produce organic designs and likely 
sought inspiration from nature to do so.  
The content on a spread of two pages located just before Sketches of Flowers and 
Marigold provides the most definitive evidence that Cole’s study in nature supported his 
responsibilities at the floor-cloth manufactory (fig. 2.7). Cole titled the left page “Bark of a Tree 
I found in the Woods,” and the right “Dyes & Colours prepared from Barks.” Together the pages 
feature approximately thirty splotches of dye, ranging in colors from pale yellow to deep gold 
and from medium brown to nearly black. On the left page, Cole punctuated dots of dye with the 
following comments: “Raised with Potash,” “and alum,” “and S Tartar,” “Lime Water by itself,” 
“alum & S.T.” An examination of English and U.S. trade publications from the period clarifies 
that the chemicals Cole referenced were used to create textile dyes.116 In fact, an 1829 English 
manufacturing manual identifies potash, alum, tartar, and lime water all as mordants, substances 
that combine with dyes or stains to fix them onto fibers.117 The publication’s article, “Dyeing of 
Cloths,” discusses how various combinations and quantities of each of these substances interact 
with barks to yield varying shades.  
On the spread’s right page Cole’s experiments continue. Near the top of the page, he 
annotates a brown spot “Sugar Tree Raised with alum and S. Tartar.” Here, “Sugar Tree” refers 
to the Sugar Maple, a species common to Pittsburgh and its environs. An 1835 article in New-
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York Farmer, and American Gardener’s Magazine on “the art of fixing on cloths beautiful 
colors” includes a formula almost identical to Cole’s: “a very lasting cinnamon color may be 
dyed on wool, silk, or cotton, with maple bark and alum.”118 In the middle of the right page Cole 
wrote: “Hickory with lime water [two golden spots of dye] with alum [two brown spots of dye] 
S. Tartar [one light brown spot of dye]. As both the Sugar Maple and Hickory are native to North 
America, and not to England, what we see here is Cole applying his knowledge from English 
textile manufacturing to exploit the materials at his disposal in the United States. Cole using 
pages in his sketchbook to test cotton dyes suggests that his work in preparing colors at the 
manufactory to some extent drove his artistic investigation of U.S. nature; the divide between his 
work in the applied and fine arts appears not to be as wide as scholars presume. 
Although Dunlap was the first to situate the Pittsburgh sketches at the beginning of 
Cole’s fine arts trajectory, contemporary scholars have never reconsidered these drawings in 
relationship to Cole’s work in the applied arts. The annotations on color and atmosphere that 
Cole routinely made on his landscape sketches and preparatory drawings are another facet of his 
work ripe for re-examination. Wallach, Novak, and Parry have all attributed this practice to 
Cole’s study of William Oram’s book Precepts and Observations on the Art of Colouring in 
Landscape Painting.119 Oram (d. 1777) was an English architect and landscape painter whose 
1810 posthumously-published manual included simple line drawings of landscapes marked with 
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color notations. In the catalogue Thomas Cole: Landscape into History, Wallach specifies that 
Cole encountered Oram in “the spring of 1825, shortly after his arrival in New York” and 
thenceforth adopted Oram’s methods, producing sketches throughout his career that “consisted 
of nothing more than bare outlines of objects and brief notes on light, color, and occasionally 
distance.”120 The annotated drawings in Cole’s 1825 sketchbook that are comparable to the 
highly schematized engravings in Oram’s Precepts are Wallach’s visual evidence (fig. 2.8).121 
But, while the character of these drawings bears Oram’s influence, Cole’s habit of making color 
notations preceded his contact with Oram’s text by at least two years.  
Numerous drawings in Cole’s 1823 Pittsburgh sketchbook contain notations on color and 
tone.122 Cole inscribed one untitled landscape on the book’s seventh page “Dark Colours,” “Dark 
Reflection of the hill on the water,” and “tinged with the colour of the sky” (fig. 2.9). Numerous 
other drawings are marked “light” or “dark,” and the aforementioned Marigold is labeled “pink.” 
Given the date of these sketches, Cole’s penchant for such notations clearly did not stem from 
Oram’s Precepts, but instead was only encouraged by it. While it is conceivable that these 
notations were an intuitive part of Cole’s sketching process, it is also possible that the practice 
originates with Cole’s English training in pattern design. 
Despite the fact that there are no extant finished drawings for Cole’s wallpaper and floor-
cloth engravings, those that survive by other nineteenth-century designers show that color 
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notations were a common component of the pattern-making process. London’s Victoria and 
Albert Museum contains black and white drawings marked with color notes from a sampling of 
nineteenth-century English textile and wallpaper designers, including Sarah Bland, George 
Charles Haité, and William Morris. An album that Bland compiled from 1835 to 1854 contains 
patterns inscribed with details on color; Bland marked a design for a floral interlinking pattern 
with “Stars of Gold” and “linked with gold coral” (fig. 2.10). In addition to drawings such as 
these, Bland’s album contains an assortment of simplified patterns made from accurate botanical 
observations and proves another example of how the study of nature informed the work of 
English designers.  
By the fall of 1823 Cole’s Pittsburgh tenure had come to a close, and, in November of 
that year, he walked back across the state of Pennsylvania to Philadelphia. Although Dunlap 
attributes Cole’s departure to his pursuit of a fine arts career, examining Cole’s biography in the 
context of his migratory pattern informs us that economic imperative always drove Cole’s 
geographic relocation.123 As the nation’s second-largest city, Philadelphia’s size, established 
institutions, and East Coast location simply offered more opportunities for an immigrant wanting 
to transition to a fine arts career. The fact that Cole wrote and painted simultaneously suggests 
that he was keen to make a living off either art form; he published Emma Moreton just months 
before his ostensible artistic debut in New York, the destination of yet another move in the 
spring of 1825.124 
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A handful of surviving letters dating to these years illuminates Cole’s circumstances and 
apparent desperation to find success of any kind. An 1823 note to William A. Adams of 
Zanesville, Ohio is among the earliest extant letters composed by Cole; it expresses the 
emotional toll of his constant relocation and inability to establish a career. Writing around the 
time of his family’s departure from Steubenville, Cole lamented: “[My parents] intended residing 
at Pittsburgh; and I hope they will succeed better than they have done here. But we have been so 
often disappointed that we dare not flatter ourselves. The gay and bright prospects I once 
pictured to myself are all faded except some faint lingering lights of hope.”125 Although Cole’s 
sadness here clearly stems from an immigrant’s unrealized expectations, art historians have 
never discussed this letter in those terms. However, when Cole’s writing is examined in 
relationship to dozens of other antebellum-era letters by Englishmen in the United States—who 
immigrant William Morris called the “many homesick complaining English folks”—its tone and 
content exemplify the genre of immigrant letters.126  
As discussed in the preceding chapter, written expressions of financial and emotional 
challenges brought on by resettlement are critical primary sources, and foremost among these are 
letters sent back to relatives in the immigrant’s mother country. The fact that such letters by the 
Coles appear to have not survived has further enabled art historians to marginalize the family’s 
acute assimilation period. However, a rare letter addressed to James Cole from his family at 
Heapey (near Chorley), today in the New York State Library’s Thomas Cole Papers, reveals that 
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the Coles not only regularly corresponded with family in England but also discussed their 
dissatisfaction with life in the United States. Written on August 25, 1825 by members of the 
Pendlebury family, relatives on Cole’s father’s side, the letter’s first paragraph confirms frequent 
transatlantic communication: “received your letter about the first of this month….I have written 
two Letters to you since you arrived at New York and sent these down(?) to Liverpool by a 
friend.”127 The paragraph also implies that the Coles wrote home about their struggles in the U.S. 
and confirms that the family did not recuperate the quality of life they enjoyed in Lancashire 
until seven years into their assimilation: “was very glad to hear that you were all well and more 
comfortable then you have ever been before since you left England.”128 
The difficulties born of the family’s immigration were in fact so acute that Thomas Cole 
was apparently considering leaving the United States, as the letter-writer notes, “I had great 
pleasure in hearing from Sarah and Thomas. we shall be glad to see him at Heapey if he comes 
over this year or in the spring.”129 While it is unknown whether this intended return to England 
was to be a visit or something permanent, the letter includes recent news on the cotton business 
(“there are several most respectable Houses stopping(?) in the Cotton Line both in Liverpool and 
Manchester and also in London”) just before it references Cole at Heapey, implying that the two 
are related. The receipt of the Pendleburys’ letter came within a few weeks of Cole’s successful 
debut at Colman’s New York shop. Although still plagued with financial and professional 
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insecurities, Cole received sufficient patronage of his landscape paintings to stabilize his life in 
the Hudson River region.130  
In June 1829, Cole finally fulfilled his intention to return to England, which was his base 
for work and study for nearly two years.131 Numerous scholars discuss the trip as a time of 
professional maturation for the United States’ most esteemed landscape painter, yet Cole’s letters 
reveal its difficulties.132 Reflecting on the sojourn, Cole wrote: “I was in a very melancholy 
mood when I was in England—my means low and rapidly sinking—almost without a friend.”133 
In a letter to William Adams, Cole expressed a similar sentiment several years earlier in Ohio—
“I never hardly knew what are generally called Blues before I came to Zanesville but they have 
been pretty regular companions ever since”—which suggests his migration on both sides of the 
Atlantic provoked feelings of disenfranchisement.134  
Dismayed by the cliques and politics of the London art world, Cole attempted to 
maneuver the cultural landscape just as he had in the United States. In an attempt to obtain a 
favorable hanging for an exhibition at Westminster, Cole appealed to artist Charles Robert Leslie 
(1794-1859) to advocate on his picture’s behalf with the exhibition committee. At the end of his 
plea, Cole affirms: “You may perhaps question my eligibility to compete with English artists in 
this matter, but, as I have before informed you I was born in England of English parents and my 
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residence in England entitles me even were I in the list of foreigners to compete.”135 Whereas 
Cole expressed a devotion to American scenery while in New York, he worked the angle of his 
own Englishness to advance himself in London. Thus, Cole’s letters show him as a foreigner in 
both his native and adopted countries. His livelihood in each nation depended on a conscious 
cultural maneuvering.  
The realities of Cole’s foreigner status exemplify what immigration scholar Elliott Robert 
Barkan identifies as the essential dynamics of the immigration process: “the loss of stability, the 
loneliness, the difficulties of adjustment and survival, the role of ambition…and the piecemeal 
process of assimilation.”136 Foremost among these in Cole’s immigration was the loss of 
stability, which he never fully restored. After departing Liverpool in 1818, Cole relocated at least 
twelve times, including a four-to-five-month tenure in another country, over a seven-year period 
and endured continual separation and reunion with his family, which further destabilized him.137 
Cole traversed the majority of these roughly 1,000 miles on foot because he was an impoverished 
immigrant, not because he loved nature.  
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The academic literature’s habit of glossing over this liminal period in Cole’s career has 
trickled down to material for general audiences. For example, the biography issued by the 
Thomas Cole National Historic Site states that during Cole’s “early years” in the United States 
he “lived for short periods in Philadelphia, Ohio, and Pittsburgh where he worked as an itinerant 
portrait artist.”138 In truth, 1818-1824 was an exceptionally complex and integral phase in Cole’s 
development from artisan to artist. His journey to landscape painting was long and arduous, not 
the overnight success the aforementioned origin myth of 1825 proposes; it happened because 
of—not in spite of—Cole’s experience in design and manufacturing. Leading up to the fall of 
1825 Cole had attempted many artistic endeavors (engravings, ornamental painting, wallpapers, 
floor-cloths, portraiture, scene painting, and fiction writing) that proved fruitless; perhaps Cole 
ultimately committed to landscape painting because it was where he finally achieved a victory. 
Like many immigrants of the nineteenth century and today, Cole was unstable up until his first 
success and for some time thereafter, if not the remainder of his life. Despite settling at Cedar 
Grove in Catskill, New York, with his wife Maria Bartow in 1836, Cole never owned his 
family’s house. And the content of letters from 1840 and 1843 sent to Cole from his aunt in 
Preston, Lancashire, connote that he was still reporting home on his New World successes and 
failures and was “anxious to hear of [his] friends in England” twenty-two years after he first 
left.139 
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After publishing his major tome on Cole, Parry wrote an essay for a catalogue 
accompanying a 1993 exhibition of Cole’s sketches at the Albany Institute of History and Art. In 
that piece, Parry questions if it is “possible that Cole’s ‘American-ness’ has been overestimated,” 
and demonstrates how Cole spent his professional life perpetually on the margins of the social 
milieu to which he aspired.140 To the contrary, Barringer, who is a co-curator of the Metropolitan 
Museum’s Thomas Cole’s Journey: Atlantic Crossings exhibition, wrote in 2011 that Cole 
“seemed to have felt a need to establish his American identity and dissociate from his British 
origins.”141 This question of Cole’s American versus British identity is the new linchpin of Cole 
scholarship. While art historians may assume that Cole proclaimed an American identity to 
secure patronage, Cole was an immigrant before he was an artist. His assertion of an American 
identity was, above anything else, an assimilative act—the de facto mandate of all immigrants to 
the United States in the antebellum period. 
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Frances Palmer: How Nativism Affects Production 
 
Throughout the nineteenth century, men and women immigrated to the United States in 
pursuit of professional opportunities that were less accessible to them in Europe. This is 
evidenced by the number of foreign-born artists who apprenticed or worked in craft occupations 
(or held manufacturing jobs that required artistic skill) in Europe and then became fine artists 
after settling in the United States. Although these types of career changes are known facts in 
many artists’ biographies, the process by which immigrants transitioned out of craft or 
manufacturing positions and into the fine arts while assimilating to a new country has not been 
comprehensively studied. The previous chapter on Thomas Cole examined that progression in 
the career of a foreign-born artisan who arrived at the onset of the nineteenth century’s first great 
wave of European migration to the United States. 
To further illuminate how immigrant artists negotiated professional advancement after 
entering the United States, this chapter examines the career of lithographer and watercolorist 
Frances Flora Bond Palmer (1812-1876). Palmer arrived in 1843, twenty-five years after Cole, 
and faced a very different socio-political climate, one ripe with nativist aggression. Although the 
English-born Palmer exhibited landscapes at the National Academy of Design, she ultimately 
assumed the steady position of staff lithographer for the Manhattan-based firm Currier and Ives. 
Palmer, who is best known today for her American-themed prints, produced a greater volume 
than any other staff artist, creating at least 200 documented lithographs and many more issued 
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anonymously.1 This chapter interrogates Palmer’s lithographs in relationship to her immigrant 
status and examines the professional and economic effects that relocation to the United States 
had on her career. Although the English picturesque tradition provided the framework for 
Palmer’s compositions, her landscapes celebrating westward expansion became the touchstone 
representations of manifest destiny in U.S. visual culture. Scholars have generally labelled these 
prints as generic copies of other artists’ works, but I argue that they are the direct result of 
Palmer’s own immigration and assimilation experiences. 
Despite her prodigious output, much of her work outside of Currier and Ives is unknown 
and merits an inventorial examination. Palmer is the centerpiece of only two significant art 
historical essays, Mary Bartlett Cowdrey’s “Fanny Palmer, an American Lithographer” from 
1962 and Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein’s “The Early Career of Frances Flora Bond Palmer” from 
1985.2 This scholarship, along with writing by Americana aficionados, recognizes the impressive 
scope of Palmer’s work, but positions her as an anomaly rather than a peer to the artists of her 
time. Palmer’s landscapes—a primary focus of what little scholarship does exist—are typically 
dismissed with assertions that they are unoriginal.3 These assessments have worked to subjugate 
Palmer to the ranks of an art laborer and to perpetuate the general obscurity of her name today. 
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Her gender, the medium she practiced, and her name’s subsumption under Currier and Ives are 
contributing factors to this problem. 
Frances Flora Bond was born in Leicester, in the Midlands region of England, on June 26, 
1812. The third of six children, she enjoyed a comfortable middle-class upbringing provided by 
her father, solicitor Robert Bond. Rubinstein’s important research on Bond’s youth reveals that 
her education at Miss Linwood’s School included arts instruction with an emphasis on drawing, 
which Rubinstein believes is the only artistic training Bond received.4 That training, however, 
was likely at a high level because the school’s headmistress was a professional artist. 
Birmingham-born Mary Linwood (1755-1845) moved as a young girl with her family to 
Leicester, where she eventually assumed leadership of the school that her mother had established. 
From the 1780s onward, Linwood was widely-known in England as an accomplished 
needlework artist. She garnered significant recognition and patronage for her embroidered 
paintings composed after the work of Sir Joshua Reynolds and other contemporary British artists 
and Old Masters such as Rembrandt and Annibale Carracci.5 By her early twenties, Linwood was 
exhibiting at the annual exhibitions of the Society of Artists in London and received her first solo 
exhibition in 1787. After touring her work nationally, nearly sixty of her embroidered paintings 
were exhibited for over fifty years at a gallery in London’s Leicester Square.6  
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Although Linwood enjoyed a national reputation, her studio was based in Leicester, and 
she even sourced local manufacturers to dye the worsted yarns for her paintings.7 Linwood not 
only served as Bond’s teacher, but also exemplified a successful professional female artist at a 
time when there were few. Bond likely had access to Linwood’s knowledge of Old Master and 
British painters and perhaps artistic materials such as prints that Linwood may have used for her 
embroidered copies. By her late twenties, Bond opened her own drawing school for young ladies 
and gentlemen in part to support her growing family. 
On July 13, 1832, Bond married Edmund Seymour Palmer (d. 1859) and later gave birth 
to two children: daughter Frances in 1833 and son Edmund in 1835. During the 1830s, Palmer’s 
Leicester was in the process of becoming an industrialized city. By the end of the decade, canals 
and railways had linked Leicester to Birmingham and London and to sources of coal from within 
the Midlands. Leicester’s major industry was knitting, with the great majority of production in 
hosiery. Hand-knitted stockings were traditionally made in home workshops until the 1800s, 
when industrialized manufacturing began to change the industry. Also around 1800 large 
numbers of women began to enter the industry as knitters, which resulted in an excess of labor 
that further distressed conditions.8 Because of the upheaval of Leicester’s traditional economy, 
the 1830s were a particularly bleak period plagued by fiscal depression and widespread 
unemployment.9 Rubinstein’s research illuminates that “mobs of unemployed workers in 
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Leicester…begging from door to door” were a backdrop to Palmer’s early adult life.10 
Contributing to the decade’s scarcity of employment was a preceding boom in England’s 
population. James Bergquist explains:  
Great Britain was undergoing a dramatic rise in population during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Census statistics show a 
doubling of the population between 1801 and 1815, from 10.5 
million to 21 million. The fixed amount of agricultural land and 
population pressures led to movement out of the rural areas. This 
mobility occurred not only among farmers and farm laborers but 
also among townspeople and artisans.11 
 
Economic historians Hatton and Williamson note that the social and economic strains brought on 
by a population boom are felt by a community 20 to 30 years after that increase, which, in this 
case, coincide exactly with the years of Palmer’s young adulthood in England.12 
These factors, coupled with her father’s 1839 death, were likely key reasons that 
prompted Palmer to seek additional income opportunities.13 While running her drawing school, 
Palmer simultaneously began to advance her art career. She participated in local competitions, 
winning top prize and special mention in local press for her wax flower sculpture submission to 
the 1839 Leicestershire Floral and Horticultural Society exhibition.14 Around this time, Palmer 
and her husband opened a lithography studio where the couple offered a wide range of printing 
services to the Leicester community. An 1842 advertisement appearing in the Trade Directory of 
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Leicester heralded any manner of lithographic printing: architectural and botanical drawings, 
maps, plans of estates, invoice heads, tickets, checks, and facsimiles were all on offer along with 
fancy lithographic printing.15 
In addition to selling these items, in June 1842 the Palmers publicized in a local 
newspaper their intention to publish a twelve-part series of scenic views of Leicestershire.16 For 
the majority of these prints, Edmund served as the printer with Frances as the artist and 
lithographer. The lithographic process requires drawing the image with a wax crayon onto a 
smooth, stone plate. Although the design of the image and the transfer of that image onto stone 
were often done by two separate artists, Palmer was skilled at, and often performed, both tasks. 
Several local artists did however contribute drawings to the series that she transferred to stone if 
needed.17  
Working in the English picturesque mode, Palmer’s image of local Leicestershire 
landmark Ashby de la Zouch Castle, From the S., published in 1842, exemplifies the prints in the 
couple’s Sketches in Leicestershire series (fig. 3.1). The foreground depicts serene countryside 
with a trio of cattle resting in the shade of a large tree whose bowed branches frame the left side 
of the composition. In the mid-ground, two men, two women, and two small children stand in 
conversation, while, at left, a mother and three young children walk off into the distance. The 
crumbling ruins of the fifteenth-century gothic castle loom over the entire scene. The landscape 
extends into a seemingly endless recession of countryside at the far-left background of the 
picture. Ashby de la Zouch Castle, From the S. is typical of Palmer’s English lithographs and 
                                                            
15 Thomas Cook, Trade Directory of Leicester, 1842. 
 
16 Leicester Journal, 24 June 1842. Extant evidence indicates that only eight of the twelve intended parts of the 
series were realized. 
 
17 Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein, “The Early Career of Frances Flora Bond Palmer (1812-1876),” 75.  
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pencil drawings, which present either astutely-observed architectural structures or broad 
landscape views (e.g., Loughborough from Cotes Hill; fig. 3.2), both of which are typically 
punctuated by lush trees and small figures. 
Sketches in Leicestershire consistently received attention in the local press, and the three 
prints in the series’ fifth installment were the subject of a lengthy article in the Leicester 
Chronicle on December 17, 1842. The author noted that “since we last had occasion to notice 
these beautiful Sketches, we find that they have been deservedly honoured with the patronage of 
the Queen Dowager.”18 The author then expressed hope that news of Queen Adelaide’s 
patronage of these “spirited and faithful Sketches” would inspire Leicester residents to purchase 
the prints, the sales of which were “by no means so numerous as they should be.”19 
Despite their efforts to develop a business that met the artistic and practical needs of 
Leicester consumers, the Palmers decided to leave England in 1843, sometime after June 16, 
when the last known advertisement for the Sketches in Leicestershire series appeared in the 
Leicester Journal.20 Although local migration to large urban areas within Britain was common, 
increasing numbers left the island altogether as transatlantic travel became faster with the advent 
of steamships and more affordable when cargo laws were modified to increase passenger 
numbers. After a decrease in immigration in 1842, numbers began to rise in 1843, which led into 
the peak decade of English immigration before the Civil War. Roughly a half-million people 
from Great Britain (England Scotland, and Wales) entered the United States between 1845 and 
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1855.21 Concomitant with this boom in immigrant numbers came opportunists at ports on both 
sides of the Atlantic. The Palmers would have likely encountered some of the harrowing 
obstacles experienced by many who emigrated out of Liverpool, the port from where most 
British and many Irish immigrants departed. A writer for Ireland’s Northern Whig newspaper 
described the atmosphere at the port in the 1840s:  
As soon as a party of emigrants arrive in Liverpool they are beset 
by a tribe of people, both male and female, who are known by the 
name of “mancatcher” and “runner”. The business of these people 
is, in common parlance, to ‘fleece’ the emigrant, and to draw from 
his pocket, by fair means or foul, as much of his cash as he can be 
persuaded, inveigled, or bullied into parting with.22 
 
Previous scholarship states the details of Palmer’s departure and emigration are 
unknown.23 While there is no locatable record of Palmer entering the United States, I uncovered 
a record in the Canadian Archives that shows in 1843 a Francis Palmer received aid from 
Canada’s Emigration Service Fund in Montreal, where, by the 1840s, a route was established 
“southward through the Lake Champlain corridor and the Hudson Valley, which would bring 
immigrants to New York.”24 In the first third of the nineteenth century, more immigrants from 
                                                            
21 Although Ireland was part of the United Kingdom during the nineteenth century, historians distinguish the English 
and Irish as two distinct immigration groups. 
 
22 Northern Whig (Belfast), 24 April 1847.  
 
23 Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein, “The Early Career of Frances Flora Bond Palmer (1812-1876),” 82. 
 
24 Library and Archives Canada, Accounts relating to the Emigration Service Fund, 1843-1854. Department of 
Finance, vol. 2532, file 13, page 661. The spelling of “Francis” on this record is the masculine spelling of the name. 
This however does not eliminate the possibility that this record refers to Frances Palmer the artist, as name 
misspellings are common in immigration documentation. For information on the route from Canada, see: James M. 




the British Isles came through Canadian, rather than U.S., ports, as the fare for passage to 
Canada was generally less expensive than passage to the United States.25 
The primary pull factors for financially tenuous immigrants such as Palmer were the 
potential for higher wages and the reality that greater opportunities existed for many professions 
in the United States. Although the Palmers’ decision to immigrate coincided with the failing 
sales at their printing business, I believe Palmer immigrated to the U.S. precisely for professional 
advancement. Firstly, an English probate record valued Edmund Palmer’s estate at 2,000 pounds, 
which shows that, although not wealthy, the Palmers were far from destitute and likely 
immigrated of their own volition rather than necessity.26 Secondly, while Palmer’s extant English 
output was drawings and self-published lithography, in the United States Palmer quickly 
produced a sizable body of work for other businesses as well as her own. In addition to 
lithography, she actively engaged in watercolor and oil painting, actions that indicate she desired 
to establish herself in any genre or medium she could. 
By the beginning of 1844, the 32-year-old Palmer had settled in lower Manhattan with 
her husband, their two children, and her adult brother and sister, Robert Bond and Maria Bond. 
While many immigrants were supported or advised by family members who had already 
relocated to the United States, there is no evidence suggesting that the Palmers had immediate 
relatives living in North America prior to their entry. In an ideal research scenario, conditions 
surrounding the decision to emigrate could be derived from surviving letters sent back to or 
                                                            
25 James M. Bergquist, Daily Life in Immigrant America, 1820-1870, 94. 
 
26 England & Wales National Probate Calendar (Index of Wills and Administrations) 1858-1966 [database on-line]. 




received from England. In Palmer’s case, this correspondence does not exist because she entered 
the United States with her family and they remained a unit.27 
The Palmers’ first documented address was in downtown Manhattan, at 43 Ann Street, 
where they operated a studio and perhaps lived.28 Ann Street was located just two blocks south 
of Manhattan’s Fourth Ward, where an English enclave was growing. Immigration historian 
Robert Ernst conjectures that English immigrants in New York had not “formed any distinct 
geographical community until the forties, when it seems probable that English laborers and 
skilled workers settled in the Fourth Ward.”29 Describing the immigrant living conditions in this 
area, Ernst adds that to save money as many as six poor families lived in abandoned one-family 
houses, creating new slum areas in the East Side and “into the Fourth Ward, with its [formerly] 
fine old mansions. Into these neglected parts of town poured waves of immigrants before 
1850.”30 Historian Kenneth Scherzer, who researches the social structures of New York City’s 
nineteenth-century neighborhoods, identifies the Fourth Ward as one of the city’s poorest 
sections and “home to a transient population, serving as the point of arrival for impoverished 
immigrants.”31 Scherzer’s findings about working-class New Yorkers such as the Palmers 
suggest that the couple was likely to have resided at or near 43 Ann Street. He notes that at least 
                                                            
27 Charlotte Erickson, Invisible Immigrants: The Adaptation of English and Scottish Immigrants in Nineteenth-
Century America (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1972), 22. 
 
28 There is also a possibility that the Palmers lived on Montgomery Street while operating the Ann Street studio; the 
locations are 1.5 miles apart. In the 1844 National Academy of Design exhibition records, Palmer is listed as living 
on Montgomery Street, which is in the southeast corner of the Lower East Side. See: National Academy of Design 
Exhibition Record, 1826-1860, vol. II. (New York: New-York Historical Society, 1943), 63. 
 
29 Robert Ernst, Immigrant Life in New York City 1825-1863 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1949; reprint, 
Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1994), 43-44. 
 
30 Robert Ernst, Immigrant Life in New York City 1825-1863, 20. 
 




through the 1840s “the primitive nature of New York’s industry” impeded the development of 
separate residential districts, and therefore the majority of artisans labored at or in close 
proximity of their place of residence.32  
When the Palmers opened their Ann Street lithography business, their block, which 
included Nassau Street, was then a well-known hub for the city’s printing and publishing 
industry; their studio was also around the corner from P.T. Barnum’s American Museum, a 
dynamic cultural site that displayed paintings alongside its spectacles.33 Thus, while they were 
living in an area with a significant immigrant population, the Palmers simultaneously were 
establishing themselves at the center of the New York printing world, evidence in itself that they 
immigrated with professional ambitions in mind. Marketing themselves as “artists and 
lithographers,” the couple took any manner of commission at their Ann Street studio.34 An 
advertisement for the business touted services ranging from portrait, botanical, and mechanical 
drawings to bills of exchange, music titles, and law forms, as well as crayons, ink, and other 
lithographic materials for sale.35 
The earliest extant work by Palmer in the United States is an illustrated sheet music cover 
for the popular song My Mountain Home, published, according to Rubinstein, in January of 1844 
(fig. 3.3). Palmer’s image presents an idyllic outdoor scene, framed by a tree with arched 
branches at the left and by a tall outcrop at the right. Three small figures on foot, a man on 
                                                            
32 Kenneth A. Scherzer, The Unbounded Community, 26. 
 
33 The American Museum was located at the corner of Broadway and Ann Street from 1841 to 1865. 
 
34 Frances Palmer, The New York Drawing Book, Containing a Series of Original Designs and Sketches of American 
Scenery, No. 1 (New York: W. H. Graham, 1847). 
 
35 Frances Palmer, The New York Drawing Book, Containing a Series of Original Designs and Sketches of American 




horseback, and a small cottage pepper a terrain featuring a winding river and craggy mountains. 
Palmer’s image is highly evocative of her English landscapes, such as the aforementioned 
Loughborough from Cotes Hill; Palmer conceivably used samples of her English lithography to 
win these early New York commissions. The fact that her earliest U.S.-published material 
invokes her English work implies that Palmer relied on the artistic formulas she knew were 
artistically, if not also financially, successful. 
In addition to continuing her work in landscape lithography, Palmer attempted to 
cultivate a reputation in the fine arts shortly after her U.S. entry. At the nineteenth annual 
National Academy of Design exhibition in 1844, Palmer showed two oil paintings, Snowden, 
North Wales and Landscape (both un-located).36 While the exact subject matter of Landscape 
cannot be known, Snowden, North Wales would have depicted some portion of a rural, scenic 
area approximately 160 miles from Palmer’s Leicester home. The painting, therefore, would 
have implied to exhibition audiences that Palmer had either lived or toured in the region. In the 
Academy, having professional experience in Europe would have been considered a mark of 
artistic maturity. Palmer was never known to have exhibited oils in England and the fact that she 
did so in the United States testifies to her ambitions and eagerness to establish her name in the 
New York art community. Art historian April F. Masten has shown that women in New York 
enjoyed some level of entree into almost all of the city’s patronage arenas and arts institutions, 
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including the National Academy of Design, which had a reputation for being “very liberal 
toward lady artists.”37 
While her paintings were on view at the National Academy, Palmer pursued new genres 
in her lithography, producing a portrait of Democratic Party presidential nominee James K. Polk. 
In 1844, Polk was running for election against Whig Party nominee Henry Clay. The Whig Party 
held a nativist stance on issues of immigration, and when the Party dissolved in 1854 many of its 
members aligned themselves with the Know-Nothing Party. To take on this subject not only 
reflected Palmer’s currency with U.S. politics, but it was also perhaps a demonstration of her 
personal support for a presidential candidate. Just as the Palmers had used the Leicester press as 
a mechanism for promotion, they sent their print of Polk to local New York newspapers. A 
notice in the June 4, 1844 issue of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reads: “E. S. Palmer of 55 Ludlow 
street, N. Y., has sent us a capital lithographic portrait of the next President, James K. Polk, of 
Tennessee. As compared with another which we have before us, we should pronounce it a good 
likeness. Every Democrat will, of course, purchase a copy.”38 Although I am unable to locate the 
print, the portrait is described by S. V. Henkels as “full bust, full face. Vignette.”39 The portrait’s 
appearance in the 1907 auction catalogue of Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, James T. Mitchell, 
                                                            
37 April F. Masten, Art Work: Women Artists and Democracy in Mid-Nineteenth-Century New York (Philadelphia: 
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38 Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 4 June 1844. E. S. Palmer is Edmund Seymour Palmer, Frances’ husband. 
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who had an unparalleled private collection of presidential portrait prints, may also testify to its 
accomplishment and reach.40 
If this 1844 portrait of Polk represents Palmer dipping her toes into the waters of political 
subject matter, then prints she issued two years later evidence her full engagement with U.S. 
politics. In the spring of 1846, Palmer produced two political prints commenting on the Mexican-
American War (1846-1848). As a result of the war with Mexico, the United States under 
President Polk gained more than 500,000 square miles of Mexican territory from the Rio Grande 
to the Pacific Ocean. The legitimacy of Polk’s justification for the war was hotly contested as a 
ruthless land grab in the House of Representatives, and abolitionists viewed the conflict as an 
attempt to extend slavery into the soon-to-be-acquired territory. With many interested factions, 
the Mexican-American War was an opportune moment for Palmer to contribute her artistic voice 
to debates occurring across the nation.  
The Mexican Rulers (c. 1846) depicts clergymen leaving Matamoros, a town on the Rio 
Grande that was involved in the war’s early hostilities in May 1846 and later seized by U.S. 
troops (fig. 3.4). Here, a Mexican priest and monk lead a group of migrants all mounted on 
horseback, with a woman seated behind each man. Palmer emphasizes the prominent bust and 
curvaceous leg of the young woman behind the priest in the center foreground; there is also a 
basket stuffed with wine and liquor bottles strapped to their horse. Palmer’s description of the 
womanizing priests as rulers is subtly derisive and alludes to the Church’s power in Mexican 
politics, which was then tied to wealthy landowners. Palmer’s lithograph would have likely 
                                                            
40 Stan V. Henkels, The Unequalled Collection of Engraved Portraits of the President of the United States 
Belonging to Hon. James T. Mitchell, 56. 
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appealed to anti-Catholic audiences as Protestant concerns over Catholicism’s compatibility with 
U.S. democracy fueled the flourishing anti-immigrant debates of the 1840s. 
Irish Catholic immigrants are the subject of more direct scorn in Palmer’s lithograph 
Volunteers for Texas (fig. 3.5). On May 9, 1846 news of U.S. General Zachary Taylor’s first 
skirmish with Mexican troops reached Washington, D.C., and it elicited a response of mass 
enlistments, a large percentage of whom were Irish immigrants.41 Although approximately one-
quarter of the army was foreign born at the start of the conflict, the federal government 
specifically recruited refugees of the Great Famine (1845-1852) who fought in the war as 
mercenaries while earning their citizenship.42 Based on their clothing and frayed top hats, the six 
volunteers could have been identified as Irish by U.S. viewers.43 Palmer’s print pokes fun at the 
inexperience of the volunteers. Standing together at attention while a young officer inspects the 
group through his monocle, all but one of the Irish enlistees wear civilian clothes; the lone 
volunteer in uniform holds a parasol instead of a musket.  
In War! Or No War (1846) Palmer again utilizes caricatures of Irish immigrants—
identified as such by their top hats—in a political print addressing the United States and Great 
Britain’s boundary dispute over the northern border of the Oregon Territory (fig. 3.6).44 Signed 
on June 15, 1846 under the Polk presidency, and occurring simultaneously with the Mexican-
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American War, the Oregon Treaty established the U.S. border of the formerly shared territory at 
the 49.00 parallel, rather than at the 54.40 parallel for which aggressive expansionists were 
jockeying. Palmer presents two Irish men debating the issue outside New York City’s Bowery 
Theater, located in an area then known for its concentration of Irish immigrants. The man on the 
left says, “Ike! say the 49th & let's settle it amercably.” The man on the right retorts, “No Sir-ree 
I goes for the hull of Oregon or none--I do & don't do nor-thin else.” The crude nature of their 
speech invokes the era’s commonly-held stereotype that the working-class Irish were uneducated 
and uncivilized.   
All three prints weave national politics with anti-immigrant indictments. Palmer deftly 
complicates the issue of U.S. geographic expansion with questions over the roles immigrants 
would play in acquiring and settling new territory. Immigrants not only served an important 
military function in the Mexican-American War, and later the U.S. Civil War, but they were also 
needed to populate an ever-expanding West. Furthermore, by employing negative stereotypes to 
characterize her Irish and Catholic figures, Palmer herself exploits the nativist fears then 
pervasive across the nation. It is interesting that a recently-arrived immigrant would use 
caricatures of the presumed unassimilable Irish Catholics in prints that primarily address other 
subjects. In the late 1840s, Palmer’s neighborhood would have been teeming with Irish because 
the majority of the Great Famine’s refugees who came to the United States landed in New York 
City; in 1847 alone approximately 52,000 Irish entered the city, which had a population of 
roughly 370,000. As working-class New Yorkers were increasingly displaced by Irish who 
would work for lower wages, the resultant anti-Irish attitudes fostered anti-English ones as well. 
Historian Nigel Cliff has asserted that resentment grew for the Irish and English simultaneously, 
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as Britain’s disastrous Irish policies ultimately foisted the consequences of the Famine onto the 
United States.45 
We will likely never know if these prints were simply the result of a commission from 
Palmer’s publisher, Thomas Odham, or were perhaps reflective of her own feelings. Either way, 
taking on this subject matter in this manner evidences Palmer’s engagement with current events 
and her growing acculturation to the United States. Her cartoons’ positioning of the Mexican and 
British governments as the adversary reflects the artist’s growing sense of personhood based on 
U.S. society, what sociologists term identificational assimilation.46 
In 1847 Palmer continued her work with American subject matter, issuing two booklets 
titled The New York Drawing Book. These books feature original imagery that has never been 
examined in art historical scholarship. Published by William H. Graham and sold for twenty-five 
cents, each book included four pages of printed imagery bound by a colored-paper cover. 
Volume one contains six drawings on its four interior pages. Its first drawing is titled Old 
Entrance to Greenwood Cemetery and features a detailed architectural transcription of a wooden, 
Gothic-style building nestled in a cluster of trees (fig. 3.7). In the right foreground, a picket fence 
opens onto a path that culminates in a distant Gowanus Bay.  
The second page contains two scenes: the top depicts a tall tree set in front of a cottage 
and a mill with a waterwheel; the lower image is a vertically-arranged view of a bridge winding 
back toward a small wooden structure (perhaps a schoolhouse) on a hill (fig. 3.8). The base of 
the bridge starts in the center foreground of the image and recedes directly back into space. Due 
                                                            
45 Nigel Cliff, The Shakespeare Riots: Revenge, Drama, and Death in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: 
Random House, 2007), 191. 
 
46 Milton M. Gordon, Assimilation in American Life: The Role of Race, Religion, and National Origins (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1964), 70-71. 
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to the dramatic diagonal arrangement of its forms, this composition is unlike any other work in 
Palmer’s portfolio.  
Page three contains two drawings (fig. 3.9). The upper image on page three presents two 
cows resting in front of a fence, with a cottage in the distant left background. The page’s lower 
scene depicts a small cottage, nestled between a fence and trees, framed by a rocky cliff. The 
steep, white cliff is not consistent with the topography of the boroughs of New York City and 
suggests either that Palmer travelled to source her landscape imagery or that she utilized her 
English lithography which features such terrain. 
The fourth and final page features one drawing titled Sketch on the Gowanus Road L.I., 
which is an exquisite architectural transcription of the Vechte-Cortelyou House (fig. 3.10). The 
brick façade and shingle roof of the 1690s Brooklyn farmhouse is rendered in masterful detail, 
with sunlight and shade subtly conveyed. At left are trees with feathery leaves typical of 
Palmer’s style, but the nuanced shading on the branches and trunks yields some of the artist’s 
most carefully-rendered foliage. The three sheep grazing in front of the house are also rendered 
with great sensitivity.  
Volume two also contains six drawings on four interior pages. Page one is titled Fort Lee 
Landing and presents a New Jersey river scene with sailboats and steamships (fig. 3.11). A 
wooden dock, highlighted with applied white pigment, extends horizontally across the 
foreground of the picture. A finely-drawn rope attaches two small rowboats to the dock. Behind 
the dock, at right, the Hudson River stretches into the distance. On the left, a hill densely covered 
in vegetation rises steeply and culminates in a barren, rocky cliff. The dramatic rise and diagonal 
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orientation of the cliff yields an innovative composition for the period and is similar in its daring 
to Palmer’s drawing of the vertical bridge in the first volume.  
Page two contains three images (fig. 3.12). The top image shows two precisely drawn 
sheep, one standing and one sitting. The picture on the lower left features two cows, again, one 
standing and one sitting, with a cottage in the right background. The image on the lower right 
depicts a male figure bending forward to pick up a bundle of sticks, with a fence and tree 
immediately behind him and a cottage in the distant left background. The action of the male 
figure is vigorous and atypical of Palmer’s static figures.  
Page three bears a single image unlike anything else in Palmer’s oeuvre: a three-quarter 
length portrait of a beautiful young woman with long, dark hair (fig. 3.13). The woman wears a 
diaphanous, off-the-shoulder gown tucked in at the waist with a dark sash. She turns her head to 
her left and gazes into the distance. Holding a cluster of flowers in her hands, several roses and 
lilies rest in her lap. One of Palmer’s signature trees peeks out from behind the sitter’s left arm. 
Delicately applied white pigment gives form and tone to the dress, flowers, and clouds framing 
the figure.  
The image on the book’s fourth page is titled Sylvan Lake, Greenwood Cemetery and 
depicts a woman sitting unaccompanied at a lakeside dock (fig. 3.14). Her small figure is framed 
by several trees reaching up out of the water. Although the tree at the far left bears Palmer’s 
signature leaves, the ones occupying the center and right foreground are nearly leafless. While 
conceivably drawn from life, the barren trees’ finger-like branches encroach upon the isolated 
figure as much as they frame her. This mysterious, almost Gothic, tone is a departure for Palmer 
and evidences the artist’s underlying imaginative and poetic abilities. The dense wood in the 
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background, where individual tree trunks are discernable, displays an uncharacteristically high 
level of background detail for Palmer’s landscapes and testifies to the care with which she 
crafted the image. 
The New York Drawing Books relied on certain motifs from Palmer’s English lithography 
that would become predominant in the artist’s work for Currier and Ives from the 1850s onward, 
such as clusters of farm animals and quaint buildings that punctuate a landscape, as well as 
relationships of scale stemming from English Romanticism that juxtapose grand nature with 
diminutive figures and man-made environments. Palmer’s careful line drawing, innovative 
compositions, and nuanced manipulation of light and shadow indicate that a great deal of time 
was spent in creating both volumes of The New York Drawing Book. 
Produced within her first three years in the United States, The New York Drawing Book’s 
cover prominently touted Palmer’s authorship and likely served as her introduction to American 
audiences (fig. 3.15). Evidence of great artistic labor, the books also functioned as an 
advertisement for the Palmers’ Ann Street studio. The back cover promoted the studio’s ability 
to produce “every description of Lithography in the best manner and on lower terms than any 
other Establishment,” stressing competitive pricing that an ad for their English studio in the 
Trade Directory of Leicester did not mention (fig. 3.16).47 The Palmers’ prices were not just low, 
but lower than those of any competitor, indicating their eagerness to develop a patronage base in 
New York. Another major difference between their English and American advertising is that the 
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English version states: “Executed in the highest Parisian and London taste.” 48 Although some 
American artists benefitted from European associations, for Palmer, highlighting European 
pedigree on material published in the United States and priced for middle-class audiences would 
have effectively counteracted her efforts to identify as American.  
Furthermore, promoting herself as American downplayed Palmer’s immigrant status in 
an increasingly volatile political climate of the 1840s. While the Palmers were living downtown, 
anti-immigrant sentiment was brewing in New York City and throughout the country. In May 
and July of 1844, nativist mobs in Philadelphia destroyed Catholic churches and set fire to 
private homes, resulting in the deaths of at least a dozen people. These anti-Irish riots brought 
xenophobic violence into the national headlines just months after Palmer entered the United 
States. Within two years after the Palmers’ arrival, the Native American Party, a precursor to the 
Know-Nothing Party, was established in New York and neighboring states. The New York 
Drawing Book’s subtitle specified that it contained Original Designs and Sketches of American 
Scenery. Although most of the images in Palmer’s Book are generic and utilized formulas she 
developed in Leicester, defining the scenes in nationalistic terms affirmed the artist’s familiarity 
with U.S. subject matter and omitted foreign influence.  
In the antebellum era, depicting nationalistic content not only won patrons but it also 
demonstrated the patriotism of native- and foreign-born artists alike. However, I believe that all 
of the immigrants in this study (and many others) created explicitly American-themed works in 
the early years of their U.S. art career to signal their familiarity with the United States and their 
acculturation to it. Archival evidence shows foreign-born artists knew that nationality often 
mattered when securing work from U.S. patrons. Although through the Naturalization Act of 
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1802 Thomas Cole would have been eligible for U.S. citizenship in 1822, he did not naturalize 
until 1834 when he was trying to win a commission for one of the remaining 12’ x 18’ spaces in 
the U.S. Capitol Building’s rotunda.49 German immigrant Theodor Kaufmann titled his artistic 
instruction manual Kaufmann's American Painting Book although there was nothing American 
about the general information it offered on the mechanics of painting.50 The fact that Palmer 
highlighted her European connections at the National Academy of Design but omitted them from 
her New York Drawing Book may testify to her savvy in negotiating her reputation within the 
various upper- and middle-class patronage circles of New York. 
The fact that there are few extant volumes of The New York Drawing Book and that 
Palmer only exhibited at the National Academy in 1844 suggests it was not economically viable 
for her to continue these ventures.51 In his study of British immigration, historian William E. Van 
Vugt determined that “in contrast to the more restricted occupational and demographic 
characteristics of Germans and the Irish, British women filled more varied roles, and their 
cultural advantages provided wider choices of places and situations in which to adjust to 
American life.”52 The diversity of Palmer’s 1840s oeuvre illustrates this fact; Palmer’s major 
advantage as an immigrant was that she arrived as a skilled artisan willing to apply her expertise 
to a wide range of projects.  
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Prior to publishing The New York Drawing Book, Palmer’s ability to render architectural 
detail won her several early commissions, and during the late 1840s architectural drawings of 
New York sites dominated Palmer’s portfolio. Her Church of the Pilgrims is an intricate 
transcription of the Brooklyn church designed by Richard Upjohn (fig. 3.17). Made in 1844, the 
lithograph celebrates the exterior design of the church in the year in which the cornerstone was 
laid. The Romanesque-Revival-style church’s stone façade and shingled roof are accentuated by 
a subtle play of light and shadow. Small, faintly-drawn trees, clusters of people, and buildings 
are dwarfed by the towering church, which has its spire amongst the clouds. In the following 
year, Palmer produced Church of the Holy Trinity, a colored lithograph of Minard Lafever’s 
Brooklyn Heights church (fig. 3.18). The building’s gothic tracery and stonework are rendered 
with exactitude, and the nuanced manipulation of light and shadow on the façade is, again, 
masterful. Prints of other buildings produced at this time suggest that architectural lithography 
was Palmer’s niche in the New York market. An 1847 notice in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle 
confirms that the couple worked to promote their association with this genre: “A very neat 
colored lithograph of the new Brooklyn church of the holy trinity, has been sent us from F. & S. 
Palmer, 55 Ludlow st. N.Y.”53 
In 1848 the artist produced a lithograph titled Baptist Mariners Chapel, New York (fig. 
3.19). Printed in the studio at 43 Ann Street, the hand-colored lithograph presents a highly-
detailed drawing of the stone church. Built in 1845, the Greek Revival building on the corner of 
Oliver and Henry Streets was a fifteen-minute walk from Palmer’s studio. The church looms 
large over miniaturized figures in the foreground. Although the drawing of the church is more 
accomplished than the drawing of the figures, they are detailed and individualized through dress 
                                                            
53 Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 20 April 1847. 
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and pose. Palmer frames the building with her signature trees, but their small scale, coupled with 
a cloudless sky, allows the building to visually dominate the image. 
One painting by Palmer that does survive is a highly-finished watercolor, The Studio of 
Richard Upjohn in Trinity Churchyard, New York, produced sometime between 1843 and 1846 
(fig. 3.20). This watercolor displays Palmer’s skilled draftsmanship in her expert rendering of 
stone and wood textures, light and shadow on the façade of building, transparency of glass, detail 
in the windows’ tracery, and tiny gothic flourishes in the stone church. Uncharacteristic of her 
lithographic work, the landscape is vague and nuanced. Palmer’s adept blending and layering of 
multiple shades of green give depth and texture to the landscape and its flora, while scratches in 
the pigment evoke individual blades of grass.  
Palmer exhibited her watercolors and drawings to establish herself as a fine artist at the 
same time she built her lithography career. In addition to showing at the National Academy of 
Design exhibition, Palmer submitted work from 1847-1849 to the annual fairs of the American 
Institute (1828-1983), a New York City-based organization that promoted U.S. industry in 
domestic agriculture, commerce, manufacturing, and the arts. With up to 500,000 people 
attending these prominent events in the city’s cultural calendar, the fairs included fine and 
decorative arts exhibitions, with displays of painting, sculpture, and lithography, as well as wax 
fruit and taxidermy, alongside demonstrations of new mechanical innovations and consumer 
goods. The Institute awarded prizes to some of its thousands of entrants (over 2,000 in 1850) for 
outstanding contributions in the arts and sciences. In 1847 and 1849, Palmer and her sister Maria 
Bond won diplomas for their “water-colored painting.”54 In 1848 Palmer won a diploma for a 
                                                            
54 American Institute of the City of New York, Fifth Annual Report of the American Institute (Albany, NY: C. Van 
Benthuysen and Co., 1847), 46; American Institute of the City of New York, Seventh Annual Report of the 
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“specimen of drawing,” and in the following year she won a diploma with her husband for the 
“second best lithography.”55 The winner for best lithography that year was Napoleon Sarony, a 
Canadian-born artist who would also go on to work for Currier and Ives.  
Palmer’s participation in the American Institute, coupled with the diversity of her other 
activities and self-promoting newspaper notices, suggests that she not only immigrated to the 
United States for professional advancement, but also (like Cole before her) exploited multiple 
mediums to develop a career. Even Palmer’s competing in lithography indicates her keen 
entrepreneurism. Art historian Ethan Robey argues that, given its technology, lithography 
straddled the divide between the arts and mechanics at the Institute’s fairs; competitors in this 
“undefined trade” showcased their abilities in both categories.56 In her study of female artists in 
mid-nineteenth-century New York, April F. Masten argues that a lack of professional options 
“made women artists more willing to accept industrial art work” than their male counterparts.57 
This reality adds weight to the idea that Palmer’s involvement with the American Institute was 
likely a strategic maneuver to build connections with potential employers. Despite her seemingly 
inexhaustible efforts to produce and exhibit oils, watercolors, drawings, and lithographs, her 
financial and personal difficulties were mounting. 
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The Palmers’ numerous Manhattan addresses and wide-ranging artistic endeavors infer 
that they struggled to achieve stability in New York.58 The extant material record from the late 
1840s suggests that Edmund Palmer’s role in their lithography business decreased. While the 
couples’ 1842 posting in the Trade Directory of Leicester referenced “E. S. Palmer” and 
excluded Frances entirely, The New York Drawing Book highlighted Palmer’s authorship and 
identified their firm as “F. & S. Palmer.”59 This shows that after the Palmers settled in the United 
States, Frances Palmer emerged as the lead artist; the extant American material evidences that 
her name was never again subsumed by her husband’s. In 1851, Edmund Palmer abandoned 
artmaking for tavern-keeping, dying eight years later from an alcohol-induced fall down a flight 
of stairs.60 United States Census records show that Frances Palmer was responsible thereafter for 
the livelihood of her household, which for many years included her sister, her adult son and 
daughter, and her grandchild.61 
Likely due to the financial strains placed on her, Palmer began working in 1851 for 
lithographer Nathaniel Currier, who in 1857 became the business partner of accountant and 
marketer James Merritt Ives. For the remainder of her professional life Palmer forwent 
independent work for employment as a Currier and Ives staff lithographer, which came with the 
stability of a weekly salary. Her career, as a microcosm, represents why many immigrants came 
to the United States: the larger mechanisms of capitalist enterprises, such as Currier and Ives, 
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and vast audiences (the population of New York City was eight times larger than Leicester) 
supported opportunity for financial gain on a scale not possible in Palmer’s native Leicester. 
In addition to the steady income it provided, Currier and Ives may have been for Palmer 
the self-supporting immigrant community that most English, unlike the Irish and non-English-
speaking immigrants, lacked in the United States. Many of the firm’s most prolific artists were 
foreign born (John Cameron was Scottish; Louis Maurer and Otto Knirsch were German; 
Napoleon Sarony was Canadian; Arthur Fitzwilliam Tait, Charles Parsons, and James E. 
Butterworth were English) and their colorists were a team of German women. During her 
roughly twenty-year tenure at the company, Palmer worked alongside her fellow immigrants to 
churn out image after image that, as a total body of work, codified American life in U.S. visual 
culture.  
While there were numerous native-born artists whose imagery was published by Currier 
and Ives, the magnitude of influence that these foreign-born artists had in shaping a company 
known as the “purveyor general of pictures to the American people” has not yet been examined 
in scholarship, which historically has downplayed the reality of Currier and Ives’ immigrant 
workforce.62 Beginning in 1929 with Currier & Ives: Printmakers to the American People, the 
first comprehensive book on the firm, author Harry T. Peters acknowledged but never analyzed 
the foreign contingent of the workforce.63 Outside of the catalogue raisonné, Peters’ book 
remains the most significant source on the company today. A New York collector, Peters was 
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writing in the era of high nationalism discussed in chapter one; he was part of a generation of the 
1920s that was in search of “a shared American heritage.”64 A December 29, 1929 New York 
Times review of Peters’ tome sheds great insight onto the cultural mindset, noting that Currier 
and Ives prints depict “what the United States of America was like during the half century when 
our country was most ‘American.’”65 While the lack of cultural relativism here is not unusual for 
the time period, the foundational scholarship and its reception by the press underscore Currier 
and Ives prints’ longstanding correlation of American imagery with ethnic homogeneity. These 
connections remain in the scholarship today. In the introduction to his 2001 book, Currier & Ives: 
America Imagined, Currier and Ives scholar Bryan F. Le Beau says that the firm pictured “rural 
America as the ideal America.”66 Currier and Ives’ rural America is an almost exclusively white 
America with the exception of an occasional African-American figure fulfilling a service role 
and the horrifically racist Darktown series of the 1880s. Although Palmer was white, she was a 
non-naturalized immigrant, and her cultural position within general U.S. society would have 
been marginalized to some degree. Few of her lithographs, however, bear any trace of outsider 
status. 
In the 1850s, Palmer’s greatest successes at Currier and Ives were her American-themed 
series: American Farm Scenes from 1853, American Winter Scenes from 1854, American 
Country Life from 1855, and American Farm Yard from 1857. Together, these twelve prints 
presented an idyllic vision of American families in communion with American nature that had a 
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national and mass appeal. Summer’s Evening from the American Country Life series exemplifies 
Palmer’s ability to render bucolic perfection (fig. 3.21). A well-accoutered husband and wife, 
with two small children playing at their feet, survey their working farm in late summer. 
Farmhands build haystacks while majestic horses pull a wagon overflowing with hay. A large 
white house nestled in verdant trees sits behind the farm in the left mid-ground. A quaint town is 
visible in the far-right background; a church spire reaches tall above all other buildings and is 
illuminated by the golden rays of the setting sun.67 The image of a family in harmony with God 
and nature affirms the long-standing American association between nature’s bounty and God’s 
providence. Harry T. Peters argues that the firm’s livelihood depended upon images that “were 
within the knowledge and experience of the average [American],” and Palmer’s ability to use the 
English picturesque mode to idealize life in the United States proved a lasting and successful 
formula.68 
In the 1860s, Palmer created many of the firm’s roughly 250 U.S. historical pictures, 
particularly landscapes celebrating westward expansion.69 Her sweeping, westward vistas such as 
The Rocky Mountains: Emigrants Crossing the Plains of 1866 became icons of manifest destiny 
in U.S. visual culture, as did the works of fellow immigrants such as Albert Bierstadt, John Gast, 
and Emanuel Leutze. However, within the history of nineteenth-century art, the production of 
grand landscape painting was almost exclusively the domain of men, whose travels were not 
restricted by the era’s social proprieties. Unlike her male peers, Palmer’s ambition as a 
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professional landscape artist exacerbated her already tenuous status in the United States. In the 
year that Palmer entered the country only eight of 35,867 documented women declared 
themselves artists.70 Few women reached professional status in the United States in the mid-
nineteenth century, and when they did, production typically fell within the domesticized 
categories of still life and genre, as is exemplified by the work of Sarah Miriam Peale (1800-
1885) and Lilly Martin Spencer (1822-1902). But, through Currier and Ives, Palmer was only 
ever known to audiences as F. Palmer, and the concealing of her gender could have aided her 
advancement as she produced a steady stream of grand landscape pictures, including at least 
twenty-three documented prints of western terrain. 
Palmer’s landscapes have been panned in what little scholarship exists because it has 
been alleged that she copied other artists’ images of sites she never observed, such as the Rocky 
Mountains.71 In her 1989 book Pastoral Inventions, Sarah Burns compares the lithographer to 
the painters of the Hudson River School, noting that Palmer, “who executed a substantial number 
of [farm] scenes for Currier and Ives, borrowed the formulas made famous by…Hudson River 
School painters.”72 Elements of this formula include precisely drawn natural and manmade 
microcosms in a foreground that unfolds to a vast landscape in the background. This 
compositional paradigm is evident in the works of Thomas Cole (e.g., The Oxbow, 1836; 
Metropolitan Museum of Art) and countless other practitioners of landscape painting from 1830-
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1870. Burns’ positions the Hudson River School painters as the inventors of this formula, leaving 
Palmer’s lithographs nothing more than “stereotypes” of her male contemporaries’ original 
designs.73 
Burns’ assessments are the most recent in a history of scholarship that has discussed 
Palmer’s work as inferior in relationship to similar images by men. Clement Greenberg called 
Palmer a “hack” in his review of Harry T. Peters’ compendium on Currier and Ives.74 Charlotte 
Rubinstein’s encyclopedic text, American Women Artists, suggests Palmer pulled from Bierstadt, 
noting “Palmer never went west of Hoboken, and as a consequence, her mountains look 
something of the Alps.”75 Palmer’s professional reputation has been further compromised by 
contradictory statements made during the artist’s lifetime that her landscapes were “worked up 
from photographs” or were inventions of her imagination.76 Testimonies from Currier and Ives’ 
staff in the Archives of American Art note that Palmer’s work was produced within her domestic 
confines; company lithographer Louis Maurer remarked that Palmer “did all her work at 
home.”77 Harriet Endicott Waite, a research assistant for Peters, records a niece of Palmer’s, a 
Miss L. Shaw, testifying that “for years Mrs. Palmer never went out...I don’t think they ever 
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travelled any at all outside of New York State. And, that was chiefly from Brooklyn to New 
York and vice versa.”78 
However, watercolor and pencil studies in the New-York Historical Society and the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston prove that Palmer did indeed travel to execute plein air preparatory 
studies for her 1862 finished lithograph, The Hudson, from West Point: Grounds of the U. S. 
Military Academy (fig. 3.22). The Boston sketch, West Point Academy (1860-70), is composed of 
pencil strokes articulating a dense wood in the foreground (fig. 3.23). The image is figureless and 
scenic details are absent. Trees dot the sloping terrain of a large hill, which descends to meet the 
banks of the Hudson River. Buildings on West Point’s campus are discernable in the far-left 
distance. The New York watercolor, The Hudson from West Point (1850), presents a view of the 
Hudson rendered in a similar documentary approach (fig. 3.24). A barrack and cannons in the 
foreground confirm the image was rendered on the grounds of West Point. A grass-covered hill 
meets a wide Hudson River busy with sailboats and steamboats. The watercolor’s verso features 
two pencil studies of the famous West Point chain, indicating Palmer’s careful drawing from life 
(fig. 3.25). 
The published lithograph of 1862 possesses little of the studies’ immediacy. While the 
compositions of the lithograph and the watercolor are nearly identical, boats on the Hudson and a 
group of cadets have been inserted into the final print. The artist’s topographical sensitivities 
have mutated into indiscriminately rolling hills, which are further diminished by flat washes of 
vivid color applied after printing.79 Nuances in the preparatory studies were sacrificed for a 
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Currier and Ives’ formula that favored idyllic scenes over exacting ones. Palmer’s artistic 
restrictions under Currier and Ives are even apparent in the differences between her two West 
Point studies, which illuminate the way in which she modified her preferences to fit Currier and 
Ives’ visual style. Whereas the wilder Boston pencil sketch is likely an example of the artist 
sketching for pleasure, the New York watercolor includes the vaguely anecdotal details and 
compositional structure that are more typical of the mode required by Currier and Ives and is 
likely Palmer’s model for the finished lithograph.  
Interestingly, the New York watercolor is dated 1850, twelve years before the published 
Currier and Ives print. This indicates that Palmer’s watercolor did not directly stem from an 
assignment from her publisher. Not only did she not work for Nathaniel Currier until 1851, but it 
is unlikely that there would have been a twelve-year lag between her sketch and the final print if 
an assignment from Currier had generated the watercolor’s production. Furthermore, given their 
different dates and their views from opposite banks of the Hudson River, the New York and 
Boston sketches are clearly the results of two different sketching trips. This verifies that Palmer 
travelled into the Hudson River Valley multiple times, even before her position at Currier and 
Ives required it, and proves that travel was part of her working artistic practice. 
While the West Point studies reveal that Palmer did indeed travel in the pursuit of 
artmaking, at least as far as sixty miles to the West Point area, what about her lithographs of the 
American West? Palmer’s prints of western terrain, including American Express Train (1864), 
The Mississippi in Time of Peace (1865), The Rocky Mountains: Emigrants Crossing the Plains 
(1866), and Across the Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way” (1868), are 
today among her most well-known works. Scholars have dismissed Palmer’s western-themed 
lithographs as derivative, which undermines her work’s significance and precludes further 
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analysis. For example, Palmer’s The Rocky Mountains: Emigrants Crossing the Plains (1866) 
has been compared to Albert Bierstadt’s Emigrants Crossing the Plains (1867) because both 
images depict a wagon train in the foreground framed by a towering ridge of mountains that lines 
the right edge of each picture (figs. 3.26 and 3.27). But the work by Palmer, the alleged “copier,” 
actually predates Bierstadt’s work.  
Regardless of how the artist may have been influenced by the imagery of others, it is 
important to examine this issue from a broader art historical perspective. The truth-to-nature 
ideal was specific only to the mid-to-late nineteenth century, when landscapes were expected to 
be the result of direct communion with nature. This ethos of Palmer’s era, influenced by both the 
working processes and invented mythologies of the Hudson River School painters, shaped the 
reception of the period’s landscapes, the only genre limited by such an obligation. Historically, 
nature imagery was manufactured in the studio and was never required to be the result of an 
authentic out-of-doors experience. This is especially true with landscape prints, which can 
achieve success through the conceptual distillation of an iconic image, as opposed to plein air 
studies, which by their very nature are fleeting. 
It is therefore important to, firstly, reassess the narrow terms by which landscape artists 
such as Palmer are evaluated and then to analyze why her freedom to travel was limited, how she 
worked around those limitations, and what those restrictions and resolutions mean today for a 
larger analysis of landscape imagery produced by women. Rather than to categorically dismiss 
Palmer’s images of sites she never visited, we should instead consider the societal customs and 
family responsibilities that prevented mid-nineteenth-century women from embarking on the 
types of ambitious travel expeditions enjoyed by their male contemporaries, such as Thomas 
Cole, who freely went on summer sketching trips, and Frederic Church, who trekked the globe in 
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pursuit of art.80 For these and other nineteenth-century landscape artists (i.e., Albert Bierstadt, 
Jasper Francis Cropsey, Sanford Robinson Gifford, Martin Johnson Heade, Thomas Moran, 
Worthington Whittredge), achieving professional prominence was often fueled by travel to far-
reaching locales. It is even possible that some of these men intentionally fostered naturalist 
personas to project a public image of rugged American masculinity to appeal to patrons in an era 
of U.S. expansionism. 
Although the larger construct that landscapes only have value if they stem from artists 
painting outdoors is a problematic standard in its own right, it is especially so for female artists, 
who could not travel widely in an era when the practice epitomized artistic originality. To 
interrogate how women produced imagery in spite of the fact that it was against social 
convention to embark unaccompanied on long journeys expands not only our understanding of 
their oeuvres, but also elucidates certain gender dynamics at play in U.S. visual culture. While 
male landscape painters dominated the field, it was not theirs alone.81 In addition to Palmer, 
native- and foreign-born professional female artists, such as Eliza Greatorex (1819-1897), 
Fidelia Bridges (1834-1923), Mary Nimmo Moran (1842-1899), and Mary Hallock Foote (1847-
1938), sketched afield and helped to democratize U.S. nature imagery by exhibiting alternative 
mediums, including watercolor, crayon, and pen and ink.82   
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Those who specialized in watercolor, lithography, illustration, and etching were not lady 
hobbyists, but rather serious artists who worked tirelessly. Katherine Manthorne notes that 
Bridges “complained that she felt like a machine, turning out watercolors that found buyers as 
fast as she could produce them.”83 Cowdrey reveals that Palmer worked such long hours “over 
the lithographic stones” that her spine became deformed.84 Then there were the teams of 
unnamed German women working behind the scenes at Currier and Ives who were compensated 
as little as one cent a piece to color by hand hundreds of thousands of prints; lithography firm L. 
Prang & Company had their equivalent.85 Masten recognizes that female oil painters could sell 
landscapes as readily as men in certain venues. However, those who were unsuccessful and 
forced out of the professional arena often found themselves in positions of manual labor with 
lower wages and status.86  
As Linda Nochlin established in her groundbreaking 1971 essay, central to the question 
“Why have there been no great women artists?” are the “many naive, distorted, uncritical 
assumptions about the making of art in general, as well as the making of great art.”87 Given the 
connection between historically chauvinistic pathways to success and the social structures within 
which artistic production traditionally existed, nineteenth-century female artists such as Palmer 
will lose every comparison if we do not account for these factors when we measure their careers 
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against those of successful male artists. In addition to ignoring the fact that she created enduring 
images, the assessment that Palmer's compositions are hackneyed places the blame squarely onto 
her and insinuates that a lack of ambition or creativity on her part was the reason for the generic 
character of her work. This easy jab fails to recognize that her gender and immigrant status 
proved dual disadvantages, which, considering her prolific output, she overcame with significant 
success. 
Bryan Le Beau states that Palmer drew both the subtitle and theme of her 1868 print, 
Across the Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way,” from German immigrant 
Emanuel Leutze’s 1862 stereochrome mural for the U.S. Capitol Building (figs. 3.28 and 3.29).88 
Leutze, who spent the majority of his adult life in Düsseldorf, jockeyed for commissions as did 
Palmer with demonstrations of American cultural fluency. Enclosed with photographs of his 
Washington Crossing the Delaware (1851; Metropolitan Museum of Art), Leutze sent effusively 
patriotic letters to U.S. Capitol Engineer Montgomery Meigs proselytizing his services to the 
government. In his 1857 diary, Meigs responded: “[Leutze] lives in Europe but he calls himself 
an American painter…I do not see the propriety of his claim of American feeling when he 
deserts the country he professes to be proud of.”89  Nonetheless, Leutze’s appeal to nationalistic 
sentiment won out and resulted in the period’s most important expansionist painting. 
Interestingly, scholars seem to have no problem with the fact that Leutze never viewed 
California’s Golden Gate strait, which is depicted in the mural’s lower register, nor with the fact 
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that he never left the comforts of Denver on his research trip out west, experiencing the Rocky 
Mountains at a thirty-five-mile distance.  
Despite a thematic connection, Palmer’s composition is her own. She adds a train to the 
scene, diminishes the mountain range, and showcases her ability to depict architecture, using 
buildings more so than figures, to denote human settlement. Although these images have been 
discussed in terms of U.S. expansion, given the immigrant status of their makers, analysis of 
such works must extend beyond an Americentric notion of the term manifest destiny, which, 
when coined in 1845, expressed a belief that westward expansion realized the God-ordained right 
of white, Christian Americans to claim and make use of the continent.90 
The well-known source of Leutze and Palmer’s titles, after all, is the poetry of Bishop 
George Berkeley (1685-1753). One of Great Britain’s many residents to tap into the New 
World’s potential, Berkeley planned to establish a college in Bermuda that would aid in 
Christianizing the New World. In preparation for his 1729 transatlantic journey, Berkeley penned 
the poem, On the Prospect of Planting Arts and Learning in America, which includes the now-
famous line, “westward the course of empire takes its way.”91 Although manifest destiny is 
typically considered a term specific to the nineteenth-century American mind, Berkeley’s poem 
and plans show that its origins lie in the European mind of preceding centuries.92 In Berkeley’s 
prescience, it was a matter of fact that the New World was England’s for the taking. 
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Leutze and Palmer’s idealized depictions of manifest destiny conflate the U.S. 
government’s accession of western territory with immigrant hopes of land ownership not viable 
in the Old World. The sweeping images of families moving across the plains reverberate with the 
economic potential of land that had always been a part of European colonial presence in the New 
World—not only in romantic mythologies of American bounty, but in the reality of land 
availability that motivated western Europeans to migrate, from 1607, with the first permanent 
English settlement at Jamestown, Virginia, to the more recent Homestead Act of 1862, and all 
acts of westward movement in between, including Leutze’s in 1825 and Palmer’s in 1843.93 
Whether she trekked the Rockies or not, the belief that life experience informs art is a 
basic conceit of art historical biography, and Palmer traversed two, perhaps three, countries, one 
ocean, and at least 3,400 miles for her relocation to the United States. She implicitly understood 
the immigrant vision, and that knowledge shapes Across the Continent’s inherent tension. Palmer 
packs the immediate foreground with men, women, children, animals, log cabins, a school, 
wagons, a train, and even a water source. The density of human settlement is dramatically 
contrasted with a flat void of indeterminable emptiness in the left distance. This compositional 
construction visualizes the life-changing decision each immigrant made: giving up everything 
that is known—the security of home, the comfort of community—for the unknown. 
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While Bierstadt and Leutze earned tens of thousands of dollars for their westward 
imagery, Palmer’s prints of similar subject matter cost as little as six cents.94 Given their prices, 
Currier and Ives dominated the lithography market, using immigrant labor to pictorialize what it 
meant to be American and to make those images affordable for a broad clientele.95 It has been 
surmised that during the late nineteenth century “more pictures by [Palmer] decorated the homes 
of ordinary Americans than those of any other artist, dead or alive.”96 Although Palmer always 
maintained her English citizenship, her work shaped the visual language of U.S. art for 
thousands, if not millions, of Americans. While her prints presented a singular national identity, 
examining them in the context of her immigrant status evidences the true diversity of the 
American experience.  
Across the Continent was one of five lithographs by Palmer published by Currier and Ives 
in 1868, her last year of full-time work for the firm. Just two years after its printing, a 58-year-
old “Francis” Palmer is listed in the 1870 census as living in Brooklyn with her occupation as 
“Keeping House.”97 She is the head of a household inhabited by her 53-year-old sister Maria, her 
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37-year-old daughter Fanny, and her 12-year-old granddaughter Maria.98 Economic historian 
Joseph P. Ferrie’s Yankeys Now concentrates on immigrants, such as Palmer, who entered New 
York City in the 1840s. He has calculated that, by 1850, 86.4% of those who arrived in the 
preceding decade had left New York; by 1860 that number had risen to 89.3%.99 Ferrie suggests 
that once immigrants had the financial means to do so, they fled New York City as quickly as 
they could. The fact that Palmer was one of the statistically few immigrants in her cohort to 
remain may suggest her poverty, but it could also indicate her resolve to succeed in the artistic 
epicenter of the United States. 
Did her exhibitions of paintings at the National Academy of Design and the American 
Institute suggest Palmer had aspired to a career in the fine arts upon her immigration? Or were 
these acts simply attempts to cast a wide professional net during her first tenuous years in the 
United States? Although Palmer never transcended the medium she practiced prior to her 
immigration, the breadth and depth of her U.S. work would have been unattainable had she 
remained in Leicester. Given the expansive distribution of Currier and Ives prints, Palmer’s 
images have circulated far and wide, including back to her mother country, where some of her 
imagery has even found its way onto English china.100 
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Thomas Hovenden: How Immigration Informs Image 
 
 
Having already examined representative examples of two immigrant artists from England, 
this study now turns to the Irish-born painter Thomas Hovenden (1840-1895). In the antebellum 
period, the Irish constituted the largest migration stream from Europe, totaling approximately 
40% of all immigrants who came to the United States between 1820 and 1860. Hovenden arrived 
in New York City in August 1863, when the nation was fighting the U.S. Civil War (1861-1865) 
and still recovering from its deadliest conflict, the Battle of Gettysburg, which had taken place 
the previous month. Immigrants of this era were the last group to enter the country before the end 
of the nineteenth century’s first major wave of migration to the United States, which concluded 
in 1870. Although nativist hostility remained focused on the Irish to some degree, opposition 
then shifted to Chinese and Eastern European immigrants during Hovenden’s U.S. residence. 
The changing status of African Americans in the United States occupied national political 
discourse as well. This chapter will explore how Hovenden’s immigrant status informed his early 
U.S. genre paintings that depicted the relationships between the country’s varying ethnic factions. 
The chapter will then examine how Celtic culture and his youth in Ireland heavily influenced 
Hovenden’s most nationalistic works. 
Born on December 28, 1840 in the small town of Dunmanway, located in southwest 
Ireland’s County Cork, Thomas Hovenden was four years old when the Great Famine (1845-
1852) struck. His parents, Robert Hovenden and Ellen Bryan, died in the Famine, leaving a six-
year-old Thomas and his two siblings orphaned by 1847.1 In 1847 mortality rates in County Cork 
                                                            




were the highest in Ireland; the nation’s overall death rate had doubled from that of 1846, 
resulting in the Famine’s deadliest year.2 Upon the starvation of his parents and his region’s utter 
turmoil, the young Hovenden went to live at an orphanage in the city of Cork, Ireland’s second 
largest metropolis at the time. 
The plight of Cork’s starving and abandoned children of 1847 was graphically depicted 
that year in the Illustrated London News (fig. 4.1). “A starving boy and girl in Cork hoping to 
find a potato,” captioned a cartoon depicting two emaciated children. Barefoot with matted hair 
and tattered clothing, they are rail-thin and dirty figures. The boy stands in a slumped posture 
with large, dark eyes staring out at the viewer while the girl crouches on desiccated ground, 
reaching listlessly toward the barren earth. Their depleted bodies not only suggest starvation, but 
also illness, which increased at the greatest rate in County Cork, where the consumption of 
diseased potatoes led to widespread diarrhea, vomiting, dysentery, and influenza.3 In addition to 
the high death tolls, Hovenden’s Ireland was losing hundreds of thousands of people each year to 
immigration; southeastern County Cork was one of the hardest hit regions, which saw an over 
30% decrease in its population. During the seven years of the Famine, roughly 1.5 million people 
left Ireland and approximately one million Irish died.4 
While the American press reported on the Famine as early as November 1845, Irish 
immigrants pouring into the United States conveyed firsthand accounts of the grave health and 
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social conditions in the country they left behind. Viewing the Famine as a dire human rights 
issue, the United States was the largest foreign contributor of donations to Ireland.5 Private 
citizens, charitable organizations, and the federal government all responded with aid. On 
February 9, 1847, George Mifflin Dallas, U.S. Vice President to James Polk, chaired a meeting 
in Washington, D.C. to address Famine relief. Citizens and Congressional members heard letters 
from Irish citizens, including one from the women of Dunmanway, Hovenden’s birthplace. The 
letter bemoaned:  
Oh! that our American sisters could see the labourers on our roads, 
able-bodied men, scarcely clad, famishing with hunger, with 
despair in their once cheerful faces, staggering at their work....Oh! 
that they could see the dead father, mother or child, lying 
coffinless and hear the screams of the survivors around them, 
caused not by sorrow, but by the agony of hunger.6 
 
Americans responded to these particular outcries with hundreds of thousands of dollars in private 
donations, as well as a government sanction that permitted a warship, U.S.S. Jamestown, to 
transport food to Ireland during the Mexican-American War. Barrels of flour, pork, beans, and 
other provisions purchased with Boston Relief Committee funds arrived in Ireland in April 1847. 
The Jamestown landed at Queenstown (today Cobh), the same port from which Hovenden would 
later depart, just outside the city of Cork. Its captain, Robert Bennett Forbes, described the city as 
“the valley of death and pestilence itself.”7 
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Given his geographic proximity to the port, Hovenden was likely aware of the 
Jamestown’s arrival and the relief it brought as well as the extensive government fanfare and 
press coverage the event received.8 Kinealy discerns that the generosity exemplified by the 
Jamestown cargo was used by a number of newspapers, including the Cork Examiner and the 
Cork Advertiser, to contrast the charity of the United States and its citizens with the ruthless 
frugality of the British government.9 This event, therefore, left an impression in the minds of the 
Irish that the United States was a nation of bounty and goodwill at a time when many were 
determining if and where they should go. 
Unlike the thousands of female orphans who were victims of forced immigration from 
Ireland during the Famine, Hovenden remained in the city of Cork throughout his childhood. In 
1855, at the age of fourteen, he entered an apprenticeship with a Cork cabinetmaker, carver, and 
gilder named George Tolerton. One of the city’s roughly thirty cabinetmakers registered in 1856 
and 1863 directories, Tolerton’s workshop was likely well-established given its location at 23 
Grand Parade, at the heart of a main commercial street in Cork.10 In addition to providing 
training in his workshop, Tolerton sent Hovenden to classes at the Cork School of Design 
beginning in 1858. The Cork School was established by the British government’s Department of 
Science and Art and offered practical courses in design, color, and ornament, as well as fine art 
courses in drawing, watercolor, and oil painting. After completing a seven-year apprenticeship 
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with Tolerton in 1862, and then working another year under him as a journeyman, Hovenden 
decided to immigrate to the United States.11 Economic Historian Dudley Baines notes that 
“emigration tended to occur at particular stages of the life cycle, for example…when people left 
the parental home.”12 Thus, in his decision to leave Ireland upon the completion of his 
professional training—essentially his arrival into adulthood—Hovenden mirrored a pattern 
characteristic of antebellum immigrant behavior. 
In the summer of 1863, the 22-year-old Hovenden travelled roughly twenty kilometers 
from the city of Cork to depart out of Queenstown, one of Ireland’s major transatlantic ports. 
Scholars of Irish immigration distinguish between the Famine and post-Famine as two separate 
periods in Ireland’s immigration history, each having distinct factors that encouraged individuals 
out of the country. After the Famine years, which marked Ireland’s heaviest stream to the United 
States, the country’s immigration rates returned to their pre-Famine levels in 1858.13 Outside of 
Famine-related migration from 1845-54, Ireland’s greatest migration period in the nineteenth 
century was 1863-66, years which were preceded by a series of severe crop failures. Irish 
immigration historian Arnold Schrier explains that “the specter of another famine was a far 
grimmer reality than all the reported horrors” of the U.S. Civil War.14  
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In addition to the threat of starvation, Dudley Baines adds that immigration during this 
period also typically involved an investment decision, in which the immigrant’s current income 
was relinquished in expectation of a future higher one.15 This decision was especially difficult 
for Irish immigrants who, bearing the brunt of nativist animosity, had no guarantees of success as 
they transitioned to life in the United States. Whereas England was an advanced and 
industrialized nation, Ireland was largely impoverished and agrarian.16 The fact that many 
Famine-era immigrants were illiterate, unskilled, and from rural regions meant they were not as 
easily assimilable into the commercially- and industrially-driven economies of the United States’ 
urban communities.17 As Hovenden reached young adulthood and completed his professional 
apprenticeship one can surmise that these particular concerns allayed and economic incentives 
ultimately motivated his immigration. The fact that Hovenden was a craftsman in Ireland but 
became a fine artist in the United States supports the notion that he relocated in pursuit of 
opportunities for professional and financial advancement.  
Another factor informing Hovenden’s immigration was the fact that he already had a 
nuclear family member living in the United States. The desire to reassemble family units 
fractured by the Famine was a pull factor unique to the Irish and one that surely played a 
significant role in Hovenden’s decision to leave Ireland. His older brother John Hovenden 
immigrated to the United States in 1859 at the age of 21. As he had lost both his parents, 
Hovenden’s relationship with John was one of particular importance throughout his life. John’s 
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naturalization papers, dated October 29, 1864, identify him as a clerk living at 168 Attorney 
Street on Manhattan’s Lower East Side, which is where he lived when Thomas entered New 
York the preceding year.18 Hovenden’s sister Elizabeth immigrated to New York shortly after 
Thomas, testifying to the siblings’ desire for family unity. In fact, Elizabeth settled at 816 
Broadway, just 0.3 miles south of Thomas’ studio, and worked as a dressmaker, a common 
occupation for Irish immigrant women. 
Historians note that having a family member who had already immigrated was a major 
motivating factor in one’s decision to leave their native land. That decision, after all, was 
fundamentally life changing, and individuals generally underwent careful consideration to assess 
the consequences of trading the known for the unknown.19 By the second half of the century a 
flow of information had developed along each major migration route, whereby streams of 
correspondence described U.S. homes, scenery, work opportunities, and farming conditions and 
advised potential immigrants on the drawbacks and benefits of life across the Atlantic. An 1864 
article from London’s Daily News illustrates this point:  
It is not the accounts they get of America either through the 
American or British press which induce them to emigrate….What 
brings such crowds to New York by every packet-ship is the letters 
which are written by the Irish already here to their relations in 
Ireland, accompanied, as they are in a majority of cases, by 
remittances to enable them to pay their passage out. It is from this 
source, and this mainly, if not only, that the Cork or Galway 
peasant learns all he knows about the United States.20 
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Whereas some letters bemoaned the hardships of assimilation, most emphasized the seemingly 
infinite opportunities available to individuals of all professional levels.21 Art historian and 
Hovenden specialist Anne Gregory Terhune has said that there is “no doubt [Hovenden] heard 
about opportunities for studying art and earning a living in New York City from his older brother 
John.”22 James Bergquist has demonstrated that letters sent from immigrants in the United States 
to relatives and friends who remained in Europe were often circulated around the community and 
proved highly persuasive, often resulting in “chain migration,” where groups who “concentrated 
in a particular town or region” in the U.S. effectively encouraged others from their hometowns to 
follow.23 The Hovenden siblings evince this pattern in micro, as all three immigrated to New 
York City within eight years of one another. Furthermore, their immigrating in the order of their 
birth is a typical pattern in nineteenth-century immigration, as each sibling made the transition 
easier for the subsequent one.  
Having a family member awaiting their arrival could also protect an immigrant from 
exploitation. As discussed in relationship to Frances Palmer’s Liverpool, ports in Europe and the 
United States were teeming with swindlers attempting to prey upon vulnerable immigrants at 
every turn. The ruthless speculators that plagued the Liverpool port were present at Queenstown 
and New York City as well. Upon arrival at the city, Irish immigrants were met at the docks by 
their fellow countrymen who promised to assist the new arrivals in finding a boarding house with 
hearty meals and comfortable rooms at affordable rates that included free storage of any luggage. 
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Most boarding houses in lower Manhattan were in fact pest-ridden hovels. Instead of 
comfortable rooms, the immigrant was packed into filthy quarters shared with other immigrants, 
at prices up to four times higher than what had been quoted. Immigrants typically remained 
boarders until their money ran out, at which time their luggage was seized for back-rent and they 
were evicted.24 Having a family member to mitigate these threats on the destination end of the 
transatlantic journey was a critical advantage for Hovenden. Additionally, Hovenden was less 
susceptible to initial assimilation difficulties because of the insights gained by his brother going 
before him. 
Hovenden sailed on the City of Baltimore, an iron vessel built in 1855 and operated by 
the Inman Line, one of Britain’s largest passenger companies. From its inception, the Inman Line 
of transatlantic steamships provided improved steerage quarters and gave cooked meals to 
immigrants on board. Inman liners typically carried 500 passengers, 80% of whom travelled in 
steerage, and it can therefore be assumed that Hovenden was a steerage passenger.25 In 1859 
Inman added a call at Queenstown to accommodate immigrants streaming out of Ireland. The 
next year, Inman ran a weekly service from Queenstown, increasing in 1863 to three sailings 
every two weeks. In the 1860s, New York City was the primary gateway to the United States, 
and Inman began docking there.  
Hovenden arrived in New York City on August 12, 1863. The U.S. admitted more people 
from Ireland in the year of Hovenden’s immigration than any other year in the second-half of the 
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nineteenth century after 1854. Hovenden was one of 94,477 Irish immigrants—out of 116,391 
total people who left Ireland in 1863—who entered the United States that year.26 The fact that 
the Irish foresaw better prospects in an adopted nation torn apart by war than in their mother 
country is a compelling indicator of the continually bleak circumstances, including the threat of a 
second famine, that drove so many out of Ireland. Although the U.S. saw a decline in 
immigration numbers at the onset of the Civil War (183,903 people entered from 1861-1862), 
numbers surged from 1863-1865, when 617,820 documented people entered the United States. 
The Homestead Act (1862), which permitted immigrants to apply for 160-acre plots of free land, 
and the Act to Encourage Immigration (1864), which allowed immigrants to sign employment 
contracts of up to twelve months duration before departing their homeland, contributed to these 
rising numbers, as did an increasing availability of nonmilitary jobs when able-bodied men were 
recruited to war and left employment vacancies behind.27  
Some immigrants considered participation in the Civil War an accelerated path to 
citizenship. The Act of July 17, 1862 sanctioned expedited naturalization for aliens who had 
been honorably discharged from military service whether or not they had not fulfilled the five-
year residency requirement. An estimated 500,000 immigrants fought for the Union Army during 
the Civil War, about one-quarter of the roughly two million Union soldiers.28 Second only to the 
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Germans, the Irish enlisted in large numbers, with approximately 150,000 serving in the Union 
Army and a much smaller number joining the Confederacy.29  
Yet, as the war advanced and the need for soldiers remained constant, the federal 
government passed a conscription act in the spring of 1863 whereby all male citizens between 
ages twenty and thirty-five and all unmarried men between ages thirty-five and forty-five, 
including immigrants who had filed for citizenship, could be called to serve in the Union Army. 
Draftees, however, could hire a substitute or pay $300 to the federal government to avoid 
conscription altogether. Enforcement of the conscription act in New York City included a draft 
held on July 11, 1863. Resentful that wealthy men could buy their way out of service, a 
predominantly Irish crowd assembled in the city on July 13 to protest, and the demonstration 
quickly devolved into a violent race riot targeting African Americans. 
Four days (July 13-16, 1863) of fighting resulted in 100 deaths, including eleven 
lynchings of African-American men, as well as 443 arrests and several millions of dollars in 
property damage. Occurring just one month before Hovenden’s arrival, these Draft Riots were 
the largest civil and racial unrests in U.S. history and were generally considered an Irish attempt 
to eradicate black male laborers from the city. Because Irish immigrants and African Americans 
were commonly deemed the two lowliest groups in U.S. society and often competed for jobs for 
unskilled workers, the Irish perceived African Americans as a threat to their livelihood. As the 
Union increasingly supported the goal of abolition, which heralded the likelihood of greater 
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employment competition, conflicts between immigrants and free African Americans 
intensified.30 
Period documentation positioned the Irish as the provokers and perpetrators of violence 
and today illuminates the ethnic dynamics of the Riots. A newspaper article titled “More of the 
Killed” detailed the nativity of sixty-six victims whose bodies were brought to the City Coroner 
at Four Center Street.31 Forty-four people, exactly two-thirds of the dead, were from Ireland. In 
stark contrast, the next countries most affected were the United States and Germany, with eight 
victims each. The testimony of an elderly African-American victim included the detail that he 
was “battered without mercy, until a cry of ‘the Peelers are coming’ was raised, and…[he] was 
left almost senseless, with a broken arm and a face covered with blood.”32 The use of the term 
“Peelers”—a slang term in Ireland for the police—conveys the mob’s Irish national origin. He 
goes on to say: “Why should they hurt me or my colored brethren? We are poor men like them; 
we work hard and get but little for it. I was born in this State and have lived here all my life, and 
it seems hard, very hard, that we should be knocked down and kept out of work just to oblige 
folks who won’t work themselves and don’t want others to work.”33 This description creates an 
image of the Irish as a savage and lazy group who preyed on the vulnerable. And, indeed, for 
many the Draft Riots served as an example of the Irishman’s incivility and inability to assimilate 
into U.S. society.  
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The notion that Irish immigrants were incompatible with American civilization was 
supported by stereotyped images that characterized the Irish as animalistic.34 By the late 
antebellum period, U.S. illustrators had codified certain clothing—a crumpled top hat and 
tailcoat, as well as boots and vest—by which audiences could identify the figures wearing these 
items as Irish. Their faces, male or female, were often dark complected and disfigured with ape-
like features, including round faces, wide jaws (either flat or snout-like), jagged teeth, upturned 
noses, and small eyes set deep beneath an overhanging brow. German-immigrant Thomas Nast 
was one of numerous cartoonists to depict Irish-Americans in this manner. In “The Usual Irish 
Way of Doing Things,” published in September 1871, Nast employs the stereotypical clothing 
and visage and then pairs the Irishman with a bottle of rum and a keg of gun powder (fig. 4.2). 
Alcohol and weapons commonly functioned as attributes in nineteenth-century images of Irish 
immigrants as they reverberated with long-standing nativist associations between Irishness, 
drunkenness, and violence. When portrayals of this antisocial behavior accompanied ape-like 
physical features, the resulting images implied that the Irish were a lower form of human.  
The racial primitivism conveyed in Nast’s cartoon echoed “mainstream” ideas put 
forward by the period’s physiognomists and phrenologists. These pseudo-scientists argued that 
the facial features purportedly characteristic to the Irish revealed their reduced moral and 
intellectual aptitudes and base animalistic behaviors. Samuel Wells’ popular 1866 manual, New 
Physiognomy, compares a portrait of beloved English nurse Florence Nightingale with that of 
Bridget McBruiser, an invented Irishwoman (fig. 4.3). McBruiser’s dark and distorted face bears 
many of the simian features previously discussed. Wells writes that Nightingale is a woman of 
the “upper story,” while McBruiser “lives in the basement mentally as well as bodily….the one 
                                                            




is esthetical and refined; the other is gross in taste, and sees no beauty in that which can not be 
eaten or used for the gratification of the bodily appetites or passions….the one is refined by the 
culture inherited from generation to generation, as well as by personal education; the other is 
rude, rough, unpolished, ignorant, and brutish.”35 
In a letter to the editor of the New York Times, an author writing one week after the Draft 
Riots issued several points to defend Irish-Americans against the type of culturally-prevalent 
criticisms articulated in Wells’ text. In explanation of “the causes and characteristics of the late 
disturbances in this City,” he writes:  
1.iIrish Americans, even of the humblest class, bring with them to 
this country not one particle of prejudice against the colored race. 
They acquire it here, under the debasing tuition and influence of 
unprincipled native demagogues. 2. Numbers of the immigrants 
from Ireland are unable to read, write or think for themselves—
thanks to the protracted and infamous class-legislation of Britain. 
Hence their liability to be deceived and corrupted here by crafty 
and mischievous political leaders of native birth.36  
 
It is interesting that overt references to Catholicism are absent from these images and texts. 
Although Nast and others created equally offensive anti-Catholic images, condemnation of the 
Church and criticism of the unassimilable barbarism of the Irish were generally kept separate, 
even if the notion that one needed to be ignorant to support papism was implied. Therefore, these 
negative representations of the Irishman’s social behaviors (as opposed to his religious beliefs) 
could stand for all Irish, Catholic and Protestant alike. We can assume that Irish-Protestants, such 
as Hovenden, would have bemoaned these stereotypical depictions as much as any Irish-Catholic 
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immigrant. Many of these images, including The Usual Irish Way of Doing Things, were printed 
in Harper’s Weekly, a magazine in which Hovenden also published. 
Against this backdrop of war, riot, and racism, Hovenden settled into life in the United 
States. Terhune surmises that Hovenden first lived on the Lower East Side with his brother John, 
a clerk residing at 452 E. Houston Street, but soon found his own lodging in Greenwich 
Village.37 In January 1864, within six months of his arrival, Hovenden enrolled in evening 
classes at the National Academy of Design, where he studied for the next four years. By day, 
Hovenden made his living carving and gilding frames and coloring photographs; he opened his 
own frame shop by 1867.38 This shop was located at 724 Broadway, which according to Trow’s 
New York City Directory held several residents, including sculptor George Hess, auctioneer 
Francis Colton, William Humphrys, who dealt in furniture, and three dentists.39 An emerging art 
student and landscape painter named Hugh Bolton Jones (1848-1927) was also in residence at 
724 Broadway.40 Jones, who had relocated from Baltimore in 1865, would become Hovenden’s 
life-long friend. The ostensible randomness of these various professions sharing one building 
was common by this time in the city, where the clustering of residents according to trade was 
more the exception than the rule.41 Interestingly, in the Trow’s New York City Directory from 
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1867-68, Hovenden identified himself as an “artist,” rather than a gilder or carver, which were 
also professional categories in the volume.42  
Although Hovenden was not yet supporting himself by painting full time, there is 
evidence documenting his early efforts to establish an art career. Like Frances Palmer, Hovenden 
sent examples of his work to local newspapers in the years immediately following his entry to 
the United States. A March 1866 notice in New York’s Evening Post states: “we have received a 
copy of a photograph of the ‘Venus de Melos,’ executed by Gellatly & Co., 86 Nassau street, 
from a prize crayon drawing by John T. Hovenden, 724 Broadway. It is excellently done, and 
gives a faithful representation of one of the greatest of the triumphs of the sculptor’s art. Copies 
of the photograph are procurable of the principal print dealers in the city.”43 Despite being 
credited to “John T. Hovenden,” the drawing was certainly created by Thomas. In 1864 
Hovenden submitted a drawing of Venus de Milo as his admission piece to the National 
Academy’s life drawing classes.44 The work, which survives today in a private collection, was 
also included in the Artists’ Fund Society’s 1866 exhibition held in the National Academy’s 
galleries. Beginning in 1860 this benevolent society annually displayed the art of its members, 
who were required to donate work for an exhibition and auction that raised money for the 
families of ill or deceased members. The Society’s December 1866 auction featured work by 
leading landscape and genre painters such as Jasper Francis Cropsey, Eliza Greatorex, John 
Frederick Kensett, Emanuel Leutze, and Worthington Whittredge.45 Hovenden’s participation in 
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the Artists’ Fund Society evidences his growing structural assimilation to the artistic institutions 
of New York City. Whereas many artists joined the Society to secure a form of insurance for 
their families, Hovenden, who had no spouse or children at the time, likely participated as a way 
to gain admittance to a community of artists.46 
Charles Parsons (1821-1910) was another foreign-born artist participating in the 
Society’s 1866 exhibition. In the December 20, 1866 edition of The World newspaper, Parsons 
received special mention. After the article’s author noted that “our native water-colorists do not 
generally shine,” they commented that “if the Mr. Parsons who exhibits a picture of the 
‘Ramparts of Panama’ (No. 277) be an American, he has in him elements of success in water-
colors which deserve a more careful and faithful development than they have yet received.”47 
Parsons was in fact born in Hampshire, England and worked primarily as a lithographer after 
immigrating to the United States. Specializing in ship portraits, Parsons published numerous 
prints at Currier and Ives while Frances Palmer was on their staff. In 1863 Parsons became the 
art director at Harper’s where he shaped the course of American illustration for over twenty-five 
years. At some point around the time of the Artists’ Fund Society’s exhibition Hovenden began 
training in lithography under Parsons and illustrating for Harper’s. Comparable to what we 
examined in the early U.S. careers of Thomas Cole and Frances Palmer, Hovenden too worked to 
cast a wide professional net, engaging in photograph coloring, carving, gilding, drawing, 
painting, and lithography all while exhibiting and promoting his art. 
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Hovenden’s location within the city was well-situated to facilitate his engagement with 
these various creative disciplines. Positioned within walking distance of the National Academy 
of Design, his workshop at 724 Broadway was in the city’s Fifteenth Ward.48 The 1865 New 
York State Census records that 6,672 (or 26.1%) of the Fifteenth Ward’s 25,572 residents were 
aliens, making its rate of immigrants the fifth highest in the city.49 Hovenden’s workplace was 
just north of the Fourteenth Ward, which was commonly referred to as the “Irish Fourteenth.”50 
Although Hovenden was Protestant he most likely would have been assumed to be Irish Catholic 
given the fact that Protestants comprised only approximately 10% of pre-Famine Ireland.51 
Furthermore, New York and United States censuses did not delineate Christian denominations 
and, in these government records, Catholic and Protestant distinctions amongst the Irish were 
irrelevant.  
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At the same time, however, the city’s Irish made distinctions amongst themselves 
between Catholic and Protestant.52 New York’s so-called Orange Riots of July 1870 and 1871 
were provoked when the city granted Irish Protestants permission to parade in honor of the 1690 
Battle of the Boyne in Ireland, where the Protestant William III, King of England and Prince of 
Orange, defeated James II, the last Roman Catholic King of England, Scotland, and Ireland. At 
the parades, factions of angry Irish Catholics engaged their Protestant countrymen; the two 
conflicts resulted in roughly seventy deaths and over 100 arrests. Cultural biases against Irish 
Catholics embedded in the city’s culture are evident in media coverage of the event. Describing 
the Irish Catholics as a “bloodthirsty mob,” a New York Times article explained how “Catholic 
fanatics…were compelling all laborers of their faith to join them in the new crusade against 
popular rights….But when it was considered that the enemy was within the community, and that 
it was an arrogant faction determined by force to deny others the liberty which it claimed for 
itself…every reflecting citizen saw that the crisis was more portentious [sic] than if a foreign 
fleet were bombarding the City.”53 This language of foreign invasion becomes more powerful 
when examined in the context of the period’s popular imagery, such as Thomas Nast’s cartoon 
“The American River Ganges.” First published in Harper’s Weekly in September 30, 1871, it 
depicts over a dozen Catholic clergy as reptiles, slithering out of the water and donning pointed 
bishop’s miters lined with sharp teeth snarling at helpless schoolchildren on Manhattan shores 
(fig. 4.4). 
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 The sentiment that waves of Irish immigrants seemed like a tsunami to native-born 
American Protestants was grounded in the reality of their numbers. In the 1850, 1860, and 1870 
federal census, the foreign-born population of New York State was recorded as 21.2%, 25.8%, 
and 26.0% respectively.54 By the onset of the U.S. Civil War approximately 200,000 of the 
state’s Irish immigrants lived in New York City, representing almost 25% of Manhattan’s total 
population of just over 805,000 residents. The majority of these Irish were unskilled laborers. In 
the 1870 census, Irish-born residents comprised 30.3% of the city’s entire workforce. Forty-nine 
percent of the city’s domestic servants and 76% of its laborers were Irish; 43% of the city’s 
employed Irish worked in one of these two professions.55 Hovenden, on the other hand, had the 
skillset and presumably the capital to continue in New York the profession he practiced in 
Ireland, which was a standard path for immigrants who arrived to the U.S. equipped with the 
skills of a professional trade. However, this was statistically uncommon for most mid-century 
Irish immigrants who were typically poverty-stricken, without a trade, and had entered a way of 
life completely unfavorable to them.56 
In 1868 Hovenden moved to Baltimore intending to establish a career as a painter. The 
occupational data of the Irish in Baltimore roughly follows the same pattern as New York City, 
with 54% of all working Irish serving as either domestic servants or laborers. However, unlike 
New York City, Irish-born residents were more dispersed and comprised only 7% of Baltimore’s 
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total workforce in 1870. In fact, native-born Americans represented 72% of Baltimore workers 
(compared to only 37.9% in New York City) and thus tensions there in the late 1860s over Irish 
laborers were less than in New York.57 Although Baltimore had been a Know-Nothing 
stronghold in the mid- to late-1850s, the Party had dissolved there by 1860. In this more neutral 
climate, Hovenden hoped to support himself as a portraitist. It is also likely that Hovenden saw 
the enormous competition with artists in New York City and felt that Baltimore offered a more 
open playing field for a young painter. He shared a studio with friend and fellow-painter Hugh 
Bolton Jones, but ultimately had to supplement his income with craft-related odd jobs such as 
photograph coloring, magazine illustration, and picture framing.58  
Hovenden participated in regional exhibitions, showing work at the Maryland Academy 
of Art in 1871 and a genre painting at the National Academy of Design exhibition in 1872. The 
National Academy work, The Old Nurse’s Visit, survives as a wood engraving published in a 
January 1873 issue of American Agriculturalist (fig. 4.5). The image presents two figures in an 
artist’s studio seated in front of a framed painting resting on an easel. A well-dressed male figure 
delicately holds a brush up to a nearly-completed landscape depicting a rustic structure 
surrounded by trees. Although the painter’s back is facing the viewer, his thick hair and bright 
white skin indicate that he is young and therefore early in his career. An African-American 
female figure is seated slightly behind the young man and robed in a dark dress, white apron, and 
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plaid headscarf. Her advanced age is expressed via eyeglasses, heavy eyelids, and slightly-
sagging jowls. She leans forward in her chair, with eyes fixed intently on the canvas before her. 
Connected through the act of looking, the subjects’ shared point of interest suggests an intimacy 
between them. While united in their mutual study of the landscape, a shared history unites them 
as well. Descriptive text that accompanied the image printed in American Agriculturalist noted: 
“those who live in the Northern States have but little idea of the old nurse of the Southern States 
and her relations to the family. Almost every Southern home numbers among its inmates a black 
‘mammy,’” making it clear that the “old nurse” is this painter’s childhood caregiver and a former 
slave.59 
Whereas Hovenden’s earlier known genre paintings all featured white figures, The Old 
Nurse’s Visit is Hovenden’s first picture of an African American, a subject matter which I 
believe Hovenden intentionally took on as he worked to establish a fine arts career in the United 
States. For an Irish immigrant who likely would have had no contact with Africans before 
coming to the United States, there were few better places to witness African-American life than 
Baltimore. With one of the nation’s largest populations of African Americans, both before and 
after the Civil War, Baltimore was a significant site for black life and culture in the nineteenth 
century. Although slavery was not abolished in Maryland until 1864, at the time of the Civil War 
Baltimore had 26,000 free African Americans; about one-fifth of the approximately 450,000 free 
African Americans in the U.S. resided in the state of Maryland, making it the largest 
concentration of that population in the nation.60  
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Although particularly significant in Baltimore, slavery is an intrinsically-American 
subject matter. Despite the fact that slavery was still legal in Cuba, Brazil, and pockets of the 
Near and Far East when The Old Nurse’s Visit was published in 1873, I believe that images of 
enslavement (or African servitude) produced in the United States would have been implicitly 
understood by viewers to be images of U.S. slavery unless explicitly described otherwise. In his 
tome, The Image of the Black in Western Art, Hugh Honour affirms that this connection existed 
for European viewers as well, noting that by the 1770s “blacks began to occupy a prominent 
place in the European vision of America.”61 Thus, to paint depictions of enslaved people of 
African descent implied a direct connection (native or touristic) between the artist and the United 
States. This connection became stronger by the mid-nineteenth century, when most western 
nations had abolished the institution while it remained legal in the United States until the 
December 1865 ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment. African-American enslavement was a 
condition depicted by a number of Hovenden’s contemporaries who were discussed in the 
period’s press as quintessentially American painters, including Lilly Martin Spencer, Eastman 
Johnson, Winslow Homer, and Thomas Eakins. While Spencer and Johnson painted African 
Americans before the Civil War, neither presented violent images of slavery. Even Johnson’s 
seemingly firsthand depictions of it, such as Kitchen at Mount Vernon (1857; The Cummer 
Museum of Art & Gardens), The Old Mount Vernon (1857; George Washington’s Mount 
Vernon), and Negro Life at the South (1859; New-York Historical Society), bear a marked level 
of detachment.  
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 





Prior to the Civil War, brutal images of North American slavery were far more 
commonly produced by tourists than by native-born Americans. I believe these artists, such as 
England’s Eyre Crowe and France’s Auguste-François Biard, had a cultural and political 
distance that enabled more truthful depictions. And perhaps their foreign audiences were able to 
better tolerate the images due to a geographic and political distance that made them voyeurs 
rather than witnesses. For example, Eyre Crowe (1824-1910) observed enslaved communities in 
Virginia when travelling with William Thackeray’s entourage during his 1852-53 tour of the 
United States. Using sketches from this trip, Crowe painted Slaves Waiting for Sale: Richmond, 
Virginia in 1861, which visualized North American slavery for British audiences (fig. 4.6).62 The 
painting depicts four adult enslaved women sitting alongside one another, with four children at 
their laps and feet. One adult enslaved male sits alone on a wooden bench at the right. Three 
white men stand in the open doorway at the picture’s left edge, while another white man stands 
at the back of room, perched as overseer above the seated group. The positional relationships 
between seated black and standing white figures convey a dynamic of subservience and 
dominance, vulnerability and power between the two groups.  
Produced at roughly the same time as Crowe’s work, Johnson’s Negro Life at the South 
has become an iconic image of North American slavery produced by an American-born painter 
(fig. 4.7). Both its period and present-day receptions have touched on the ambiguities embedded 
in the picture. In his 1998 article, “Eastman Johnson’s Negro Life at the South and Urban Slavery 
in Washington, D.C.,” John Davis discusses how the painting was critically received as a work 
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that supported both abolitionism and Southern paternalism.63 These ambiguities are absent in 
Crowe’s picture, which conveys the physical tension and emotional unease of a community (and 
perhaps family) the moments before their rupture. Although David Lubin has called the picture 
“sweetly” idealized, I believe a palpable distress is embodied in the enslaved male, who wraps 
his arms tightly around his waist and stares vaguely into the distance.64 His tense legs and 
rounded back suggest that he gently rocks himself to ease the anxiety. 
In terms of dress and appearance, there is little separating Crowe’s enslaved women and 
Hovenden’s old nurse. Both wear long dresses, aprons, and headwraps. While the apron is a 
typical component of any domestic’s uniform, the headwrap is an attribute of African-American 
servitude. The stereoscopic photograph, African American Slave Families Owned by Mrs. 
Barnwell, circa 1860, shows a group of African-American adults and children posed in rows 
under a large tree; several slave cabins punctuate the background (fig. 4.8). The women in this 
photograph wear aprons and headwraps, comparable to Hovenden’s old nurse. Historian of 
African-American folk-life Helen Bradley Griebel notes that West-African women, when taken 
into bondage, were likely forced to wear a headwrap as a signifier of subordination. This act 
became codified in colonial North America and later the United States when certain states 
regulated that enslaved females of color must wear headwraps.65 Griebel’s research concludes 
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that the headwrap maintained its acquired meaning as a garment of enslavement even after the 
institution of slavery ended in the United States.66  
As Hovenden’s subject matter implies firsthand observation, I believe that he was 
demonstrating knowledge of and contact with African-American life and thus substantiating 
himself as an American artist. An Americanizing impression was in fact the outcome, as is 
evidenced by the erroneous information included in the image’s accompanying text in American 
Agriculturalist: “The original, an oil painting, attracted much attention at one of the Academy 
exhibitions, and represents what actually happened to the artist.”67 There is also the possibility 
that Hovenden knowingly supplied false information to the publisher, presenting himself as 
raised in the U.S. in order to secure the commission or to buttress the work’s artistic veracity. 
However, if we consider this painting in relationship to the historical violence between 
Irish immigrants and African Americans, Hovenden’s sympathetic portrayal takes on a more 
personal meaning that may seek to in some part reconcile the tensions between these two 
factions, ameliorating the violence enacted upon African Americans by his Irish brethren.68 
Comparable in tone to William Sidney Mount’s The Power of Music (1847; Cleveland Museum 
of Art), the African American’s interest in creative expression speaks to the figures’ common 
humanity and the universalizing power of art. It is worth emphasizing the fact that The Old 
Nurse’s Visit was the first of Hovenden’s paintings to garner him media attention and a 
patronage base, and certainly showed him the popular appeal of categorically U.S. subject matter. 
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This particular work won Hovenden the patronage of Baltimore merchant and art collector 
William T. Walters and his business partner John W. McCoy, whose early collecting interests 
favored local painters.69 An additional sign of the artist’s burgeoning career was the steady press 
coverage Hovenden continued to receive in Baltimore newspapers in the winter of 1873 and into 
the spring of 1874.70 
With McCoy’s financial support and Walters’ connections Hovenden left Baltimore to 
train in France. Beginning in the fall of 1874, Hovenden studied in Paris for roughly one year 
with French academic master Alexandre Cabanel. Hovenden had established a sufficient local 
reputation in the United States to have news of his progress in Paris outlined in the Baltimore 
Bulletin. The paper’s column Art Notes reported:  
Mr. T. Hovenden is in Paris, hard at work in Cabanel’s studio, 
where he gained admission through the kind influence of Mr. 
William T. Walters and that gentleman’s friends, in Paris. Cabanel 
has expressed himself very favorably upon Mr. Hovenden’s 
work….Mr. Hovenden’s friends will be glad to learn that he finds 
himself greatly encouraged, and that he has gone to work under 
such promising auspices.71 
 
In the summer of 1875 Hovenden relocated to the Brittany region in northwestern France. With 
the exception of a half-year return to Paris in 1878-79, Hovenden lived in the town of Pont-Aven 
for his remaining five years abroad. While there, Hovenden painted numerous Breton peasant 
pictures and historical costumed genres in a Realist mode, exemplified by A Breton Interior in 
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1793 (1878; Collection of Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Carroll) and In Hoc Signo Vinces (1880; 
Detroit Institute of Arts).72 Terhune surmises that Hovenden went to Brittany because he was 
“following established practice among early nineteenth-century artists in Europe and America 
who spent the summer months living in the country and sketching out of doors,” and overlooks 
the significance of the fact that Hovenden lived in Brittany as a year-round resident for five years, 
a clear departure from the norm Terhune describes.73 
I believe Pont-Aven held a personal attraction for Hovenden beyond its artistic scene and 
that he likely felt a cultural connection to the town’s people that he did not feel in Paris, or even 
in the United States. Brittany, derived from the Latin Britannia, is one of six Celtic nations, 
along with Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, and the Isle of Man. Residents of these regions, 
where Celtic languages and/or cultural traits have survived, descend from a (broadly defined) 
common people. It is widely assumed that artists enjoyed Brittany for its perceived primitivism 
at a time when Paris and other cities were rapidly transforming due to industrialization and 
urbanization.74 But, for Hovenden, who spent the first twenty-three years of his life in non-
industrialized southern Ireland, Brittany’s culture and atmosphere rang familiar. Even in today’s 
globalized society, contemporary Irish writers recognize strong commonalities between the two 
locales, as a travel writer in 2010 noted: “walking the cobbled streets of the region’s towns, or 
passing along the coast, you get the impression you’ve been here before…the people and the 
landscape are similar to what you know, the music faintly familiar. The traditional dance even 
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reminds you of the Siege of Ennis.”75 Hovenden’s native Cork and Pont-Aven even share 
roughly the same proximity to the Celtic Sea.  
One of Hovenden’s closest companions in Pont-Aven was Robert Wylie (1839-1877), an 
immigrant to the United States from the Isle of Man, a Celtic nation. Unlike the many artists who 
only visited for the summer, Wylie also lived in Pont-Aven year-round and spoke the local Celtic 
dialect, Breton. Terhune attributes Hovenden’s interest in Breton subjects and especially themes 
of family bonds to Wylie’s influence.76 However, given the fact that Hovenden’s tenure in 
Brittany not only represented his return to Europe, but also a reunion with Celtic culture, it is 
only logical that these conditions in and of themselves would elicit rumination on home and 
family. An example of this is In Hoc Signo Vinces, one of two major pictures Hovenden painted 
in Brittany (fig. 4.9). The title of the painting translates from the Latin as “by this sign (the 
Cross) you will conquer.” Exhibited in 1880 at the Paris Salon, it depicts an eighteenth-century 
Breton interior where volunteer soldiers have gathered in two rooms to prepare for departure for 
the Wars of the Vendée (1793-1796), counter-revolutionary uprisings in western France. A 
couple positioned at the center of the composition stands together as the wife sews a rectangular 
patch inscribed with the Sacred Heart onto her husband’s doublet. Countless men are visible 
through a doorway to the far right, while four others wait alongside the couple in the front 
chamber filled with large furniture and household goods. An older woman, with the assistance of 
a young girl, places a loaf of bread into a bag for the man’s departure. Despite the visual density 
of the image, the tender exchange between husband and wife bears a gravitas that commands the 
viewer’s reflection. In its central motif of two figures parting In Hoc Signo Vinces sets a 
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precedent for Hovenden’s major U.S. paintings, establishing a theme that he would continue to 
explore for the remainder of his career. 
In 1880 Hovenden returned to the United States. By 1881 he had married U.S.-born artist 
Helen Corson and established himself in the Sherwood Studios on 57th Street in New York City. 
Studios in this state-of-the-art building were outfitted with one or two bedrooms and were 
intended to function as full-time residences for artists.77 After exhibiting In Hoc Signo Vinces at 
the National Academy in 1881, Hovenden abandoned his French rustics and resumed U.S.-
themed subject matter. A letter that John W. McCoy sent to Hovenden while he was still in 
France doubted the viability of selling his Breton pictures in the United States. He wrote: “I 
earnestly hope that your two pictures will sell before long for gratifying—or at least fair prices 
should they have to come to Baltimore, however, we will all be gratified at their sight, and do the 
best we can to make a market for them in America.”78 Perhaps heeding this caution, Hovenden 
returned to the African-American content he first explored in The Old Nurse’s Visit, evidencing 
his ability to adapt his subjects to suit his patrons and national tastes. Between 1881 and 1886, 
Hovenden produced over a dozen significant portrait and genre paintings of African Americans 
and developed a reputation as a foremost painter of African-American life.79  
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Hovenden also began to take on broader themes of the displacement of people of color in 
the United States and immigrant populations specifically. In 1880 Hovenden painted The Puzzled 
Voter, a small oil painting that depicts a gray-haired, white male sitting in an untidy, humbly-
appointed kitchen (fig. 4.10). There is a newspaper at the man’s feet and the word “vote” is 
legible on it. With a befuddled expression, he stares directly out at the viewer and scratches his 
head. The printed reproduction of The Puzzled Voter, which ran in a February 1881 issue of Art 
Interchange, is subtitled “Why the Chinese Must Go?”. With the addition of this subtitle, 
Hovenden, having recently re-immigrated to the U.S., was directly commenting on contemporary 
immigration politics.  
The question “Why the Chinese Must Go?” effectively served as a response to “The 
Chinese Must Go,” the motto of the Workingmen’s Party. This California-based group was 
concerned with labor politics and focused specifically on the perceived threat of Chinese 
immigrants, who the Party felt were taking jobs from U.S. citizens. The Party’s president in the 
late 1870s was Irish immigrant Denis Kearney (c. 1846-1907), who arrived to the United States 
in 1868 and settled in San Francisco two years later. Like Hovenden, Kearney was from County 
Cork and a victim of the Famine. A February 1878 speech articulates Kearney’s line of thought 
regarding Chinese labor: “We are men, and propose to live like men in this free land, without the 
contamination of slave labor, or die like men, if need be, in asserting the rights of our race, our 
country, and our families. California must be all American or all Chinese. We are resolved that it 
shall be American, and are prepared to make it so.”80 Kearney would punctuate such speeches 
with the phrase, “The Chinese Must Go!”. Although the logical incongruity of an immigrant 
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battling to keep U.S. jobs from foreign laborers seems to have been lost on Kearney, the 
hypocrisy was likely not lost on all immigrants, including Hovenden. Nonetheless, the efforts of 
the Workingmen’s Party drove the revision of the Burlingame Treaty in 1880 and ultimately the 
passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, which, amongst other restrictions, put a ten-year 
ban on the entry of Chinese laborers to the United States and was the first legislation in U.S. 
history to ban an entire group of free people.  
The debate around Chinese Exclusion represented a resurgence of nativism that had been 
part of the political climate in the United States prior to Hovenden’s arrival in New York, where 
nativism was largely anti-Irish. California labor politics and the heated discussions provoked by 
the influx of Chinese immigrants highlighted the potential for anti-immigrant legislation in a 
country that had previously exercised an open door policy. The Workingmen’s Party also sought 
to define citizenship along racial lines, triggering widespread debate over who belonged and who 
should vote in the United States. By addressing the notion of popular voting and immigrant 
access to citizenship, Hovenden was participating in U.S. political dialogue, perhaps stressing the 
democratic ideals of his adopted nation or perhaps poking fun at the ignorance of the U.S. 
electorate. Complicating The Puzzled Voter and its relationship to immigration politics is the fact 
that Hovenden was not yet a naturalized U.S. citizen.  
Hovenden’s next major political picture was The Last Moments of John Brown, painted 
from 1882 to 1884 (fig. 4.11). The work’s central figure, John Brown (1800-1859), was a 
militant abolitionist who, in a step toward waging war against Virginia slavery, led a raid on a 
federal weapons arsenal at Harpers Ferry, Virginia.81 For these acts, Brown was found guilty of 
                                                            




treason and was hanged on December 2, 1859. The Last Moments of John Brown depicts the 
hard-worn, white-haired abolitionist descending the stairs of the Charlestown, Virginia jail. The 
crowd surrounding him is comprised of uniformed and civilian white men, as well as African-
American men, women, and children. With a noose already around his neck, Brown pauses to 
kiss the head of an African-American baby, held up to him by the child’s enslaved mother.  
Based on the dozens of clippings in the artist’s press scrapbook, today in the 
Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art, The Last Moments of John Brown was the first picture 
by Hovenden to receive substantial and prolonged media attention.82 As much as critics 
celebrated the picture, they also celebrated what it meant for the status of art in the United States. 
In the late-nineteenth century, while landscapes and genre scenes continued to be popular, and 
portraiture enjoyed a resurgence via Gilded Age patrons, large-scale history paintings fell out of 
fashion and their production declined. Hovenden’s interest in grand historical pictures made him 
somewhat unique within his artistic milieu and a favorite of critics who felt the production of 
history paintings indicated the nation’s cultural vibrancy. One journalist wrote: “Thomas 
Hovenden’s great picture of ‘John Brown’s Last Moments’ is the most important work of art 
produced in America during the past year, or for many a year previous.”83 Another called it “the 
best American historical picture yet produced.”84 Other critics heralded Hovenden as the star of 
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U.S. painting, saying, for example, that “at present he is the most prominent illustration of the 
capabilities of American art.”85  
The Last Moments of John Brown specifically furthered Hovenden’s association with 
African-American subject matter, so much so he would soon be described in the press as “best 
known in New York as a painter of negro character.”86 The artist’s interest in African-American 
subject matter in the 1880s is said to have increased due to the abolitionist ties of his wife’s 
family; the couple settled in 1882 on the Corson homestead in Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania, 
where Hovenden’s studio was a former “station” on the Underground Railroad.87 And, both 
historical and contemporary interpretations of the work cite Hovenden’s abolitionist leanings as a 
major lens through which to interpret the painting.88 While its anti-slavery subject matter is 
unquestionably American, I believe The Last Moments of John Brown indicates an interesting 
reconciliation between Hovenden’s European artistic heritage and the pressure to paint to the 
taste of the U.S. market. Terhune asserts that after Hovenden’s return to the United States from 
France he never again painted a costumed subject.89 Although The Last Moments of John Brown 
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is not a costumed picture at face value, the canvas bears the influence of not only European, but 
specifically Irish, history paintings and costumed pictures.90 
During Hovenden’s lifetime, Frederic William Burton (1816-1900) was one of Ireland’s 
most renowned artists. Burton’s masterpiece and beloved national painting is an 1864 watercolor 
Hellelil and Hildebrand, The Meeting on the Turret Stairs (fig. 4.12). Based on a medieval 
Danish ballad that had been recently translated into English, it depicts the final rendezvous 
between ill-fated lovers Hellelil, a princess, and her bodyguard Hildebrand, a common soldier 
who has been sentenced to death due to the disapproval of their relationship by Hellelil’s father. 
They meet in a narrow stairway just moments before Hildebrand’s execution. Hellelil wraps her 
right arm around Hildebrand’s neck; he closes his eyes, clutches her arm, and kisses her sleeve. 
The couple’s position on the stairs, figural relationship, and manner of embrace are similar to the 
composition and central figures in The Last Moments of John Brown. The baby’s arm reaching 
around Brown’s neck mimics the physical interaction between Hellelil and Hildebrand. The 
emotional intensity of both works hinges on the central pairing. Brown’s closed eyes and tender 
lean into the baby’s body, akin to Hildebrand’s, convey the cherished intimacy of the moment—
a final exchange of human affection before public execution.  
If we accept The Last Moments of John Brown as a history painting then the work 
functions as a continuation of, rather than a rupture from, Hovenden’s European oeuvre.91 We 
know that Hovenden gave the same meticulous attention to period detail in The Last Moments of 
John Brown that he gave to his Breton costumed history paintings. One example in a large body 
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of evidence testifying to this is an article describing Hovenden’s research in which journalist and 
former curator Erastus Brainerd noted:  
There were very few of the members of the Guards living when Mr. 
Hovenden went in search of the costume, and none of them had 
their uniforms….He found one man living in Charlestown who 
was a tailor and who remembered that the uniforms were made by 
a firm in Baltimore. To Baltimore Mr. Hovenden went, only to find 
that he had made a “water haul.” Back to Charlestown the artist 
travelled, and in the Luray Valley he found a member of the 
Guards who told him the uniform was that of the United States 
artillery of the time with a slight difference. What the difference 
was took the artist another long period to find out.92 
 
 
Positioning The Last Moments of John Brown in relationship to Breton and Irish paintings 
illuminates a formerly unconsidered relationship between Hovenden and Celtic visual culture. 
This new context provides an antidote to scholars’ hard delineations between the artist’s 
European and U.S. compositions, which limit a full understanding of the dynamics of the cultural 
bilingualism immigrant artists such as Hovenden possessed. These limitations are exacerbated by 
the fact that Terhune’s Thomas Hovenden: His Life and Art (2006) is the only comprehensive 
study on the artist and, although well-researched, it nonetheless dictates the current 
understanding of his work.  
In 1890 Hovenden painted his best-known work, Breaking Home Ties (fig. 4.13). The 
roughly 4’ x 6’ canvas depicts seven figures in a modestly appointed dining room. In the left 
foreground, a teenage girl sits with her dog alongside a fireless hearth. At center, a weathered 
mother and her youthful son stand facing each other. She, wearing a taupe cotton day dress and 
white apron, is outfitted for her domestic duties; he, wearing a jacket and tie and holding a hat, is 
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ready to embark on a journey. Her gestural and facial expressions—hands resting tenderly on her 
son’s shoulders, her somber gaze staring into his eyes, and her mouth’s downward-turning 
expression—convey that this is the event every mother dreads: the moment she must let go of her 
child. Behind them, in the right mid-ground, three figures are arranged in succession: the boy’s 
grandmother is seated at the table, his sister leans against the wall behind her, and a man who is 
perhaps the boy’s father looms in the doorway.93 While their kinship is suggested by their similar 
facial features, Hovenden’s linear arrangement of their bodies subtly conveys the generational 
lineage. The grandmother, sister, and father remain stoic as they observe the interaction between 
mother and son playing out in front of them. Also at the right, a man with his back to the viewer 
carries a carpetbag and heads for the door, a detail which signals that the time of departure is 
near. The dining room’s dark interior stands in dramatic contrast to the brightly lit doorway, 
signaling the opportunity of the outside world. 
Breaking Home Ties won the hearts of Americans at the 1893 World’s Columbian 
Exposition in Chicago, where it was designated the most popular picture out of thousands. An 
October 1893 article in Chicago’s Sunday Inter Ocean is characteristic of the numerous articles 
that appeared in newspapers across the nation. It reports that the painting “has proved to be one 
of the most appreciated pictures in the exhibition, and of which one bronzed, gray-headed man 
was overheard to say: ‘It makes me cry, for it makes me think of my dear old mother when I left 
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her, and I never saw her again.’”94 The scholarship on the painting, including the work of Anne 
Terhune, Sarah Burns, David Lubin, Lee Edwards, and others, discusses Breaking Home Ties as 
a nostalgic portrayal of a country boy leaving home for city life.95 This reading is perfectly valid 
given the popular interpretation of the work as well as the dramatic rise of residents in urban 
communities in the postbellum United States, where by 1890 35% of the total U.S. population 
and 59% of the Northeastern U.S. population dwelled in urban areas. 
In their discussions of the powerful emotional and sentimental aspects of Hovenden’s 
painting, art historians have often conflated these facets with the work’s alleged strong sense of 
nationalism. In her 1987 article, “Noble Domesticity,” Edwards asserts that the nostalgic nature 
of Breaking Homes Ties “symbolized an enduring faith in the democratic American way.”96 
Terhune affirms this nationalistic reading of the work, saying that in his selection of “spare, 
strong, and self-sufficient furniture” for the living room décor, “Hovenden chose material 
artifacts that suggested continuity with the nation’s colonial past,” grafting its “idealized, 
agrarian past onto the present.”97  
Despite Hovenden’s background, examinations on the picture’s connections to his own 
immigration (and to immigration in general) have been largely absent from existing discourse. In 
her 1988 essay, “The Country Boy Goes to the City,” Burns actually advances an anti-immigrant 
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subtext in which the painting’s emotional force stemmed in part from the viewers’ awareness of 
the large foreign presence in U.S. cities—a looming danger that could thwart the boy’s 
innocence and deteriorate the nation. She suggests that the mother figure garnered an outpouring 
of sympathy from viewers because she “embodied the ideal of the younger, better, simpler 
America,” and her rural simplicity served as a foil for the contemporary city, where “masses of 
immigrant urban poor engaged reformers’ energies, since these wretched millions, it was 
believed, could disrupt and even destroy the American social order.”98 Although this very well 
could have been the lens through which certain audiences interpreted the painting, what makes 
Burns’ notion problematic is that she does not mention that Hovenden is an immigrant himself 
and there is no known extant material where he expresses anti-immigrant sentiment.  
Two museum exhibition catalogues on U.S. genre painting have been the only 
publications to even suggest the idea that Breaking Homes Ties could present an immigration tale 
in addition to its primary country-to-city interpretation.99 Yet, even these are brief and 
problematic. In the Hudson River Museum’s Domestic Bliss catalogue, Lee Edwards proposes 
that the painting could have “served as a metaphor for his own youthful experiences when, as a 
young man, he left the family farm in County Cork, Ireland, to seek his own fortune in 
America.”100 Although the painting could portray the artist having an imagined goodbye with his 
mother, Hovenden was orphaned at six and there was no family farmstead in Ireland. Yet, given 
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the painting’s 1890 date (the final year of the century’s peak migration decade) and Hovenden’s 
biography, an immigration narrative is an especially relevant lens through which to examine the 
picture. However, my intention is not to suggest that Breaking Home Ties depicts immigration 
simply because Hovenden himself was an immigrant or that it illustrates the artist’s own 
departure. Rather, I believe that Hovenden’s life experiences coming of age in Ireland and then 
immigrating mid-century cultivated the fibers at the painting’s emotional core.  
The themes Hovenden explored in Breaking Home Ties and numerous other genre scenes 
directly evoke sentiments that permeated nineteenth-century Ireland, when national, popular-
cultural practices that revolved around immigration emerged. In response to the multitudes 
leaving the country in the Famine and post-Famine eras, the Irish developed unique folkloric 
customs and coping mechanisms that found no equivalent in other countries with high 
antebellum immigration rates, including England and Germany.101 Practiced in varying forms 
throughout the whole country, the “American wake” was the most striking custom created in 
response to Ireland’s mass migration across the Atlantic. A ritual adapted and modified from the 
Irish funerary wake, the American wake testified to the fact that losing a family or community 
member to the United States was akin to a death, as the chances of pre-twentieth-century 
immigrants returning to Ireland were small.102 Indeed, Hovenden and his siblings, as far as we 
know, never returned to Ireland. 
The wake commenced the evening before the departure day and was an all-night 
gathering at home where friends and family members would discuss what they knew of life in 
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the United States and give advice to the immigrant. Arnold Schrier explains that these wakes in 
the 1850s and 1860s were typically somber affairs and any merriment was a thin cover for 
tremendous sadness, particularly for the parents who would likely never see their child again.103 
Given the tradition’s cultural pervasiveness, especially in heavy immigration regions such as 
County Cork, one can safely deduce that Hovenden attended many such events, including 
perhaps his own. In addition to dancing, the singing of emigration ballads was a common activity 
at the American wake. Printed on broadsheets and sold throughout the country, the popularity 
and plenitude of these songs evidences how strongly immigration shaped nineteenth-century 
Ireland’s folk culture and customs. Their lyrics typically expressed great sorrow, often invoking 
the misfortune of Irish economics that propelled mass migration and the heartbreak experienced 
by those left behind, especially parents.104 A verse from a ballad known as The Irish Emigrant 
articulates the profound sadness immigrants felt in leaving the motherland:  
Tears from their eyes they are falling like rain, 
Horses are trotting, going off for the train, 
Their hearts they are breaking for leaving the shore, 
Their friends and green Erin they ne’er may see more.105 
As The Irish Emigrant poignantly conveys, the linchpin of the American wake was its 
culmination: the dreaded moment of the final farewell. Schrier notes that after the immigrant left 
the house of their parents, younger family and friends accompanied them to the end of the town’s 
road or to the train station, and even ran alongside the train to delay the agony of the moment of 
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permanent separation.106 Harriet Martineau’s 1852 Letters from Ireland includes an account of 
her witnessing one such goodbye in County Mayo. She recorded:  
A crowd of poor people came from—we know not where—most of 
them in tears, some weeping quietly, others with unbearable cries. 
A man, his wife, and three young children were going to 
America….All eyes were fixed on the neighbors who were going 
away for ever. The last embraces were terrible to see; but worse 
were the kissings and the claspings of the hands during the long 
minutes that remained after the woman and children had taken 
their seats….[T]here it was, the pain and the passion : and the shrill 
and united cry, when the car moved on.107  
 
J’aime Morrison, a historian of performance, has examined how Irish emigrants continued these 
rituals of departure, such as singing and dancing, on the decks of their transatlantic ships, thereby 
extending the function of the wake to the entire sailing time between the two countries.108  
Living in Ireland during the decades of the country’s greatest migration, Hovenden had 
been steeped in a culture that dramatized the goodbye. The traditions of immigration-themed 
wakes and ballads—entirely unique to the Irish—were culturally systemized, routine, and 
pervasive, and yet also highly demonstrative. Many of Hovenden’s paintings, including In Hoc 
Signo Vinces, The Last Moments of John Brown, and Breaking Homes Ties, operate under these 
very mechanisms: they utilize a systematic formula (a dark-toned palette, marginal observers, an 
intimate parting between two main figures), yet each one reworks these components to achieve a 
singular emotional force stemming from Hovenden’s and his viewers’ mutual understanding of 
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the pain of separation from loved ones. Hovenden himself proselytized the critical importance 
that artists tell their own story in their work. In an unpublished lecture, Hovenden wrote: 
“Another quality of the artist mind has to be called into play—and that is what cannot be taught. 
It is above man’s power to impart. Now if what the artist sets out to do is to tell his story—before 
any other thing that is the one thing for him to do.”109 While Hovenden’s own immigration from 
Ireland to the United States was effectively a country-to-city relocation, it is the cultural milieu 
of his childhood and early adult life that inform Breaking Home Ties’ psychological resonance.  
Hovenden’s foreign birth was seldom mentioned in newspaper reviews of the canvas, and 
instead many critics positioned Breaking Home Ties as a landmark in U.S. art. Speaking on the 
$6,000 sale of the painting, one reporter noted: “it will give more encouragement to American 
painters than anything that has happened here in a long time. Men who can see for themselves 
the value of home work are rightly entitled to be called patrons of art, for without such 
recognition native art can never flourish, and Mr. Hovenden is such a faithful worker and so truly 
American that his success at home is the best possible inspiration to every young painter.”110 Yet, 
the ultimate significance of the painting is its cultural multiplicity. While Breaking Home Ties 
was regularly interpreted in nationalistic terms, it takes on new meaning if we examine it in the 
context of Irish immigration culture. One emigration ballad on the painful separation between 
parent and child could serve as a caption for the painting:  
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God keep all the mothers who rear up a child, 
And also the father who labours and toils.  
Trying to support them he works night and day, 
And when they are reared up, they then go away.111 
 
 
It was precisely Hovenden’s ability to distill and universalize such feelings that resulted in a 
canvas that spoke to countless Americans, native- and foreign-born alike. 
Hovenden’s most commercially-successful genre scenes convey feelings of loss, 
displacement, and familial separation—all of which he experienced firsthand as a child during 
the Famine. If we consider this in relationship to his creative output, the duality of Hovenden’s 
pictures becomes palpable: he tells his own story while also speaking to U.S. history and 
American experiences. The Last Moments of John Brown weaves U.S. history with Irish and 
Breton painting; Breaking Home Ties has roots in contemporary U.S. life and Ireland’s 
immigration folk culture. Positioning these works in multiple contexts acknowledges the 
importance of Hovenden’s immigrant status and illuminates how Americentric scholarship can 
prevent alternative and more culturally-complex understandings of works of art. 
In his own lifetime, Hovenden’s Irish nativity was discussed, though infrequently, by the 
press. A January 1895 article in New York World titled “The Irish in American Art: This Country 
Owes a Great Debt to Artistic Irishmen” calls Hovenden “one of the very best artists in the 
United States” and is just one of such articles that he proudly saved in his scrapbook.112 However, 
other notices discussed Hovenden’s immigration in vaguer terms. A March 1894 article in the 
New York Times only refers to the artist as British, noting: “Mr. Hovenden has made his mark as 
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a painter of American genre, rivaling J. G. Brown and Seymour Guy. And, oddly enough, like 
them, he is of foreign birth, having come at an early age from the British Islands.”113 Even 
though the British Isles includes Ireland, placing Hovenden alongside the English-born John 
George Brown and Seymour Joseph Guy effectively implies that Hovenden too is English. While 
this could have been a journalistic oversight, two twentieth-century art historians utilize the 
article’s exact analogy. In his entry on the artist in The History of American Painting (1905), 
Samuel Isham wrote: “It is noticeable that Thomas Hovenden, like J. G. Brown, Guy, and other 
painters of American life, was born abroad.”114 Eighty-two years later, in a 1987 article Lee 
Edwards stated: “Like his slightly older contemporaries, the genre painters Seymour Joseph Guy 
(1824-1910) and John George Brown (1831-1913), who also emigrated from Great Britain as 
young men in their twenties, Hovenden arrived in America schooled in the essential ingredients 
of Victorian genre painting.”115 Tracing the art historical genealogy of just this one statement 
elucidates not only how scholarship can obscure the early biography of an immigrant artist, but 
also the longevity of those obscurations. Perhaps this choice of language and the blurring of 
biographical details helped solidify Hovenden’s status as an American artist. Could the fact that 
English immigrants were historically considered more amenable than the Irish to U.S. culture 
have affected the language with which he was described? It is possible that indeed it did, 
although English-born Cole and Palmer were subject to a similar undermining of their own 
cultural roots. 
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In two separate publications, Terhune notes that Hovenden met the U.S. government’s 
naturalization requirements by the late 1860s. In a 1995 exhibition catalogue she writes: “After 
fulfilling residence requirements for naturalization, Hovenden moved with [H. Bolton] Jones to 
Baltimore where they set up a studio.”116 In the 2006 monograph she states: “In 1868, after five 
years in Manhattan during which Hovenden had worked as a gilder, studied art, painted, 
exhibited, and fulfilled residency requirements for citizenship, he decided to move to 
Baltimore.”117 But, she does not mention that Hovenden remained an Irish citizen for twenty 
more years, naturalizing on October 7, 1887—twenty-five years after he first arrived in the 
United States.118 This omission is perhaps indicative of the era in which Terhune wrote, where 
transnational approaches were less common. For example, Terhune writes of the motivation 
behind the artist’s major U.S. canvases: “Hovenden, like others of his day, viewed the changes in 
American life with some apprehension. He clung to ideals of an earlier age and created 
metaphors for what had been accepted as the good life, a way of life that seemed suddenly 
jeopardized by modernity. Thus, Hovenden upheld mythic American values.”119 Synopsizing 
many of her interpretations, this statement positions Hovenden’s works as nostalgic expressions 
of the American past. Although that may have been how the canvases were publically received, 
Hovenden immigrated to the United States in the midst of its modernization and had no 
connection to the agrarian nation of yesteryear that Terhune describes.  
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In 1895, the year of his untimely death, Hovenden was at work on his next major picture, 
The Founders of a State (fig. 4.14). The large painting depicts a small wagon train on the Great 
Plains. As dusk approaches and a full moon rises in the sky, several pioneers and their horses 
have ceased their travel for the evening. In the right foreground, a couple stands side by side and 
gazes out at the view before them. This distant locale, which the male figure raises his right arm 
to indicate, occupies the space of the viewer. Their prospect can only be gleaned from the 
expression on the couple’s faces; the female figure’s wide-eyed stare and slightly upturned 
mouth hints at the grandeur of the site ahead, although their emotional tenor is difficult to discern. 
The background’s high horizon line and broad horizontal bands of green paint emphasize the 
wide expanse of land, and the men, women, horses, and wagons appear minute in comparison. 
Outside of the couple in the foreground, whose bodies are approximately half life-size, the 
relationship of scale between figures and setting is entirely unique in Hovenden’s oeuvre. The 
placement of diminutive settlers on the open land subtly provokes the tensions inherent in 
sublime landscapes, imbuing the subjects with a sense of fragility and the viewer with a feeling 
of ambiguity concerning their fate. The Founders of a State’s compositional and emotional 
openness represent a departure from the typical formula of Hovenden’s large-scale pictures, 
which feature heavily-foregrounded, tightly-cropped configurations with legible narratives and 
dense scenic details. 
Whereas so many of his earlier works address the theme of displacement via post-Civil 
War African Americans, separating families, or parting lovers, The Founders of a State deals 
directly with emigration.120 Comparable to the western lithographs by Frances Palmer, Hovenden 
also places his figures on the precipice of the unknown. Here, however, the exchange of the 
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known for the unknown has already taken place, although the couple’s outcome remains 
uncertain. While many foreign-born male painters such as Cole, Leutze, and Charles Christian 
Nahl latched onto the typology of the virile western hero, Hovenden’s leading man, static in a 
modified contrapposto pose, is more cerebral than vigorous. As with the figures in The Old 
Nurse’s Visit, Hovenden’s U.S. debut picture, the man and wife’s shared point of interest 
suggests not only an intimacy between them but also their mutual meditation on their long and 
life-changing journey.  
Between these first and last U.S. paintings, Hovenden’s work was featured in the 1881 
American Watercolor Society exhibition. An article covering the event said of Hovenden: “In 
1863 he came to America and became a pupil at the evening classes at the National Academy. It 
was not till 1874 that he gave more than his leisure hours to art.”121 But in fact, Hovenden had 
been fastidiously working toward artistic competency for a decade in the United States and years 
prior to that in Ireland. As with Cole, Palmer, and countless other immigrants, there was no 
singular moment of arrival into professionalism, but rather a long, hard-worn path of many years 














During the entire period that I have been developing this dissertation, I have also been 
teaching the history of the art of the United States. At the public undergraduate institution where 
I teach in New York City, approximately 55% of my students are immigrants or international 
students, and many more are the first generation in their family to be a naturally-born citizen of 
the United States. Observing firsthand how a student’s foreign birth impacts their understanding 
of U.S. culture, a core value of my pedagogy is to make the course content consequential for 
native- and foreign-born students alike. In our examination of John Trumbull’s history paintings, 
our class examines how the creation of a national culture—the invention of a shared past—is 
bolstered by visual imagery, ranging from oil paintings to postage stamps, that circulates 
throughout the United States. We interrogate what it means to be united by a common culture, 
and I encourage them to ponder if figures depicted in Thanksgiving scenes by Jean Leon Gerome 
Ferris and Norman Rockwell reflect their own sense of identity (figs. E.1 and E.2). These class 
discussions help bridge the chasm between my students’ lives and the material we study. As we 
encounter together American artists hailing from Germany, Haiti, France, and Italy, some 
students question how paintings by foreign-born artists can be called American, while others 
understand intuitively how this can be so. Both responses are meaningful. 
 My first hope is that this exploration of nineteenth-century artists as immigrants has 
filled gaps in the scholarship; my second is that it has shed light on some of the historical roots 




politics. Working to centralize the immigration experiences of U.S. artists supports my primary 
goals as a scholar and educator: to inscribe forgotten narratives into history and to humanize the 
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Figure 4.3  
Florence Nightingale and Bridget McBruiser on page 537 of Samuel R. Wells, New 
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